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Led by their mascot hound

(right,

background). Confederate soldiers of the

1st

Maryland charge the Federal defenders of Gulp's

Hill at Getty s-

burg on July

3,

1863.

Union troops

(ri^ht. foreground)

repulsed Uie assault, killing

tlie

dog along with

31 Rebels.
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The Honorable
Campaign
Fresh-£aced militiamen
of the 1st Virginia Infan-

exuded confidence when the Civil
War began. Observed a
try (left)

foreigner visiting the

Confederacy in 1861:
"Every private feels a
determination, not only

regiment
through the fight, but
to see his country
through the War."
to carry his

America was

in the

a British colonel

second year of bloody

civil

war when,

named Garnet Wolseley took advantage

in

September 1862,

of a leave of absence

from his post in Canada to visit the Confederate troops in the field. Like many
Englishmen, Wolseley was sympathetic to the cause of Southern independence;
and, as a battle-scarred veteran of campaigns in Burma, the Crimea, India, and
China, he was eager to see for himself if the Rebel soldiers of the Ai'my of
Northern Virginia measured up to the professional standards oi their European
counterparts. After a brief sojourn in the Confederate capital of Richmond,
Wolseley headed for Winchester in the Shenandoah Vallev' of Virginia. Robert
E.

Lee's forces

were encamped

several miles north of the town, recuperating

Maryland tliat had cost the South some 16,000
Harpers Eerry, and Antietam.
The first Confederate soldiers Wolseley encountered were a less-thanimpressive sight. "Each da\' we passed batches of sick and wounded going to
the rear," he recalled, "weakh' men struggling slowly home, many of them
without boots or shoes, and all indifferently clad." The motley attire of a passing cavalry detachment stood in sharp contrast to the uniform appearance of

from an inconclusive

fora\' into

casualties in battles at South Mountain,

whom the horsemen were escorting into captivit)'. Nevmounted Confederates seemed unconcerned about their dishevelment, according to Wolseley. "Many rode along in their shirt-sleeves as gay
and happy as if they were decked with gold and the richest trappings."
The Englishman was cordially received by Lee, Stonewall Jackson, and other
the Eederal prisoners
ertheless, the

senior Confederate officers, and he was pleasantly surprised
the sort of

pomp and

at

the absence of

circumstance that he had observed around the headquar-

European armies during wartime. The generals and their staffs lived
was "no crowd of aides-de-camp
loitering about" as would have been the case with European commanders.

ters of

simply, in regulation canvas tents, and there

Colonel Wolseley accepted Lee's invitation to attend a large-scale military
review and inspection. As thousands of Confederate troops
ish officer cast a critical

some

units

were

to a

filed past, the Brit-

He observed that
and trousers of gray^

eye on the lines of marching troops.

man

outfitted in short jackets,

cajos,

—
10

while others presented "a harlequin

cloth,

appearance, being dressed

in

every conceiv-

able variet}' of C(^at, boih as regards color and

Some

sported captured Yankee forage
and others "gray wideawake hats,
looped up at one side." The fastidious Eng-

cut.

"

caps,

lishman thought that the long hair worn by
man\' of the soldiers was "mcxst unmilitary."

But despite their untidy appearance and
shabby garb, the colonel did not fail to notice
a sure sign that these Rebels
soldiers: Their rifles

were

were serious

clean, well cared

and ready to use. Abt)ve all, it was the
proud bearing of the Confederates "an

—

for,

unmistakable look of conscious strength"
that

won

Wolseley's undying respect. Never

had he seen an

more
The
ley's

like

lean

arm\-,

he

said, that

'looked

work."

and

self-reliant veterans at

Wolse-

review scarcely resembled the enthu-

siastic

but inexperienced volunteers

had flocked

who

to the colors in the spring of 1861,

eager to risk their

lives repel-

Yankee. The bombardment of Fort Sumter and the secession
of the Southern states had spurred close to S00,000 men to sign up in the
ling the despised

cause of the fledgling Confederate nation. In courthouse towns throughout the
South, they enlisted in companies and chose their officers, often after spirited

They drilled in town .squares and .set off for a.ssembly
where they joined other companies to form regiments. The men were

election campaigns.

points

supremely confident and utterly convinced of the righteousness of their cause.
"Excitement was at white heat," the Texan John W. Stevens recalled, describing
the highly charged atmosphere of the time. "Our patriotism was just bubbling
up and boiling over and frying and fizzing."
Most of the homegrown volunteer companies marched bearing flags made
by wives or .sweethearts and wearing their own distinctive regalia. At the beginning of the War the Confederates had no central .system of supply, much less
identical uniforms to distribute to the troops. As a result, the volunteers drilled
in a striking variet\' of dress. Although gray was from the outset the preferred
color, .some Confederate units wore blue, and uniforms covered the spectrum
from the green-clad Emmett Guard of the 17th Virginia Regiment to the scarlet
fez and baggy red trousers of the Louisiana Zouave Battalion. Just as flambo\'ant
as the dress were the names of the militia companies, grand-sounding titles
such as the Southern Rights Guards, the Charle.ston Zouave Cadets, the Sussex
Light Dragoons, or, even more boastful and defiant, the Tallapoosa Thrashers,

D}ie drill

was

hardly over before

another was
xiUed.
:

It

wasardu-

jus labor,

harder

ihaj I grubbing,

stuiup-pulling, or

cracking rocks on
"
a turnpike.
PKIWVrK .M.EX.-VXDFK hi xthr
rTH \'lRC-ilNl.\ IXFANTin'
KKGI.MKXT
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the Cherokee Lincoln Killers, and the Barbour County Yankee Hunters.
The volunteers went to war with fire in
their eyes but a

arms on

motley collection of fireA couple of the

their shoulders.

states had their own arsenals,
and the Rebels were able to confiscate
arms from Federal repositories in the
South. But many recruits had to bring their
own from home, and the firearms that they
carried ranged from antiquated flintlocks
to rifle muskets of recent manufacture.
Some weapons dated from ancient times
and bordered on the ludicrous. In his zeal
to arm his men to the teeth, the mayor of
Memphis, Tennessee, ordered the manu-

Confederate

mm

facture of

6-4

pikes for an Irish

being recruited

in his city.

weapons were described

hook

as "about 10 feet

head

long, with a bayonet
a

Colonel Gaston
Coppens' Louisiana Zouaves line
up for a drink from a pretty provisioner, or vivandiere (left).
Only two Confederate regiments
adopted the gaudy Zouave uniform as their standard attire.
light infantry.

for thrusting

and

for cutting."

Confederate cavalrymen
Sporting the exotic trappings of
the French-colonial Algerian

company

These medieval

— most of whom

—

own mounts and rode them to war generally carried a
military hardware. "The men procured what they could in the

enlisted with their

hodgepodge of
way of arms," wrote the

"Some had shotThroughout the South, the new companies and
regiments faced shortages of leather accouterment.s belts and cartridge
boxes and sufficient numbers of haversacks, canteens, and knapsacks were

guns and some had

historian of the 4th Virginia Cavalry.

pistols."

—

—

come by.
Once mustered, the volunteer regiments were

likewise hard to

graphed, close-order
ficers

and privates

tactics that

alike

had

had changed

drilled in rigidly choreo-

little

since Napoleon

to familiarize themselves with a

commands

s

time. Of-

complex, often

maneuvered their blocks of troops with
into line and back again; facing by the
front, flank, or rear; forming a square to resist cavalry. "One drill was hardly
over before another was called," the Virginian Alexander Hunter remembered.
"It was arduous labor, harder than grubbing, stump-pulling, or cracking rocks
on a turnpike." The goal of all the complex drilling was the fulfillment of a
bewildering litany of

geometrical precision

simple maneuver:

that

—from column

When

the

moment

of truth came, the

men

of the regiment,

standing elbow to elbow in rwo ranks, were expected to blast their

way

through the Federal line with massive volleys of musketry, or to carry the position at bayonet point.
Despite the

fact that

the Confederate

with raw recruits unschooled

in

army was

the soldier's

art,

from scratch, mostly
was blessed from the first

built
it

>

'
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with an exceptional officers" corps that boasted a high number of military professionals. More than a third of the Confederaq 's general officers were gradu-

West Point and former officers in the L'.S. Army who chose to "go
South." Other notable military schools, such as the Virginia Military histitute
and The Citadel in Charleston, South Carolina, furnished a pool of talented
young officers who chose to fight for the South. Being brand-new, the Confederate arm\' offered a chance for quick advancement, and it proved especially
alluring to daring and energetic young officers spoiling for a fight and eager to
ates of

make

their

mark

in their generation's war.

molding raw recruits into a polished fighting force,
however, the Southern army's young officers often found the responsibilities
of leadership less than glorious. "To appreciate fully the truth that men are but
children of a larger growth, one mu.st have commanded soldiers," wrote John
hi their first stabs at

S.

Wise, a

VMI

cadet

who abandoned

his studies to accept a

commission

in the

Confederate army. "Without constant guidance and government and punishment, they become careless about clothes, food, ammunition, cleanliness, and

even personal
"/

ih/Hk

Ihcui

I

divUcr

I

ever

/('CIS

/xfore.

for uro nveks,
(uul }]jy paiils bell v a
bole ill ecicb lei^ iieaiiy
cloll.K's

hi\^

enf JHL^b for

a

to creef fbrougb.
cifraid ibe dirt
iiiyi i)i.

as

I

is

cloi^
I cini

stiib-

ani sonie^

icbai afflicted iritb tbe

hahys

coiiiplaial

})ai)i liiidei'
M.\|i

)';

(

ixWK r\\

—a

tbe alvoa.

!< )•,

.safety

."

come

Discipline did not always

whose regimental
The diffi-

easily to soldiers

superiors had frequenth' been prewar neighbors and equals.
culrv'

was compounded by the

been

voted into positions

Coward of

t)f

fact that

authority'

most volunteer

the Sth South Carolina complained that

"refused to appreciate the

fact that

chevron made any change

in

the

at first his

the wearing of a

man

officers

had

by their men. Colonel Asbury

they had

troops

star, a bar,

known

at

or a

home."

no small part because of the
young Confederate officers. And as the
earh' battles of the War would indicate, the daring and sheer aggressiveness of these officer;., along with the dedication of the men, had
much to do with Confederate successes.
Nonetheless, unit pride ran

.strong, in

infectious enthusiasm of the

For the mo.st

part.

Confederate tnxps had the benefit of sufficient

first months of the War. Few units went hungry.
The Federal naval blockade had yet to close the door on Southern
ports, and supplies moved freely across the South by river and rail. \n
some locations, there was even too much food. "Commissary stores were plentiful," according to Daniel Smith of the Lst Alabama, "and there was shameful

rations during the

waste." Smith saw wagonloacls of fresh beef that had spoiled being hauled

away and buried, while

and sugar were issued in larger quanthe volunteers tended to excess in
other ways, for it proved difficult to relinquish the habitual luxuries of home.
An artiller\- officer observed that some of his gunners had hauled trunkloads of
spare clothing off to war with them; one man's luggage included "a dozen face
towels and a smaller number of foot and bath towels. Such niceties turned
out to be more burden than as.set, the new soldiers quickly learned. "The
tities

"flour, molasses,

than could possibly be eaten."

Many of

"

knapsack was a terror," said Private John Robson of
the 52d Virginia, "loaded with 30 to 50 pounds of
surplus baggage."

The days of plenrv' for the Confederate troops
would come to a quick end. Winfield Scott, the
general in chief of the Union army, had likened
the ever-tightening stranglehold on Confederate

—
—

resources to the grip of an anaconda the South
American serpent that crushes its prey and his
analog)' was not far wrong. The ability of the South
to maintain its troops in the field would vary from
theater to theater and from campaign to campaign,
but early on the Confederates learned to make do
with less, so that the decreased availability' of supplies was not as much of a hardship as it might have
been. "Wisdom is born of experience," Robson recalled, explaining how the exigencies of war eventually
ompelled every soldier, no matter how cosseted he
ght have been at home, to value a light load over an eleturnout. Veterans came to pride themselves on their abilravel light, outmarching as well as outfighting their Yankirdensome knapsacks crammed with gear never entirely
appeared from the Southern ranks they were issued periodically
to both the Eastern and Western armies
but the typical Confederate soldier chose to pare down his load, carrying his bedding in a blanket roll that
was slung across the body from the left shoulder. To further reduce weight,
veterans generally favored the rubberized poncho over the canvas dog tent
and let their woolen blankets substitute for heav\' overcoats. Southerners, particularly those in the Western armies, tended also to discard the regulation
headgear, a forage cap or kepi, in favor of a civilian-style slouch hat, which was
move comfortable and provided more relief from the sun.

—

Among

the Confederacy's best and brightest
was Colonel Micah Jenkins of South Carolina,
an 1854 graduate of The
Citadel in Charleston. A
respected military authority who established
his own military academy before the War,
Jenkins distinguished

himself in battles
from First Manassas to
the Wilderness, eventually rising to the rank
of brigadier general.
A misdirected Confeder-

ended
May 1864.

ate volley
life

in

his

No

—

War campaigning was a rough business for "I'ank
and there was decidedly little glamour for the men in the field.
In camp or on the march, the soldiers of the Civil War were mostly filthy, uncomfortable, generally unhealthy, and often ill. "I think I am dirtier than I ever
was before," the 27th Virginia's Major Frank Paxton wrote his wife. "I have not
changed clothes for two weeks, and my pants have a hole in each leg neark
big enough for a dog to creep through. am afraid the dirt is striking in, as I
am somewhat afflicted with the baby's complaint a pain under the apron."
On the march back south from Pennsylvania, where at the Battle of Gettysburg
matter what the gear, Civil

and'Reb

alike,

I

—

the Confederates lost 28,000

plained that his

men

killed,

wounded, or

uniform was "coming
socks had disintegrated and added,

ence McCarthy noted

that his

all

"I

missing, Chaplain Florto flinders.

"

He com-

can buy none, beg none,/

14

steal

none, and

it

is

a matter of impossibilit\' to get a piece of clothing
his blistered feet the chaplain

washed." In order to ease
pelled to

don

these, too,

a pair of

soon wore

women's

from

stockings, taken

a

was eventually comMaryland shop. But

out.

Virtually every soldier

was on

all-tc^o-familiar

terms with pediculus corporis,

one Texan stated. "He was
everywhere, and he was no respecter of person. He could wear the gray or the
blue, he was' at home in both armies, was lo\'al to both flags." hi every camp,
at every halt, men could be seen picking the pests from their bodies and the
seams of their clothing; but even steeping uniforms in boiling water proved
the

common

louse.

"We could

not avoid the bug,"

ineffective in ridding the troops of the x-ermin.

Perhaps more than about the ravages of
called

feet.

With regiments frequently

to cover 20 miles in a single day s march, the deterioration of foot-

upon

gear was a constant concern. Soldiers would
pairs of shoes in a single campaign,

provised units of the shoeless
fields, paralleling

their bare feet.

When

and a

pically

wear out two or more
sight was that of im-

in civilian life

repairs.

relatively soft

on the hard-packed turnpikes,

the troops settled into

work making

to

not-uncommon

— men marching across the

the main columns

had been shoemakers
then put to

the Confederate soldier fretted,

lice,

with good rea.son, about the condition of his

were

Some

camp

for the winter,

told to write

soldiers

home

were able

farm

to protect

men who

for their tools,

to patch their bro-

gans with strips of leather cut from belts and cartridge boxes.
When supplies wore thin, ^'ankee prisoners became the unwilling providers
of

much-needed ordnance,

clothing,

and equipment.

Strict disciplinarians

such

General Stonewall Jackson occasionally issued orders prohibiting this pillaging, but the practice was well-nigh universal. In the wake of a Confederate vic-

as

tory

at Hart.sville,

Tennessee, John Green of the Kentucky Orphan Brigade ap-

propriated the braided overcoat of a captured Unicjn colonel. The Federals

"were bountifully supplied with everything a soldier could wish," Green reported, "so we ransacked their camp for good clothes." Another prime source
of shoes, trousers, and overcoats was the corpse-strewn battlefields. The artillerist Henry Berkeley described how, by dawn of the day following the 1862
engagement at Fredericksburg, Virginia, "all the Yankee dead had been
er\- rag of their clothing." Berkeley compared the bloodied, na"hogs which had been cleaned."

stripped of e\

ked dead

to

The carnage of

Civil War battlefields was truly horrific. At Antietam the 1st
Texas sustained 82 percent casualties, and at Gett\'sburg 588 of the 800 men in
the 26th North Carolina fell. Behind the dry statistics published in the newspa-

pers and magazines of the times lay nightmare scenes of agony and desolation

unfathomable to those who waited at home. A soldier of the 6th Georgia rendered his personal indictment of the slaughter: "The dead lying all around,
your foes unburied to the last, horses and wagons and troops passing heedlessly along.

The

stiffened bodies

lie,

grasping in death the arms they bravely

IS

A column

of Confederate troops
pauses during its inarch down
a street in Frederick, Maryland, in
this rare photograph taken from
above a dry-goods store. "They
were the dirtiest men I ever saw,"
a witness noted, "a most ragged,
lean and hungry set of wolves.
Yet there was a dash about them
that the northern men lacked."
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Here sits one
head leaning against a
stump, his hands over his head. They have paid the last penalty. They have
fought the last battle. The air is putrid with decaying bodies of men and
horses. My God, my God, what a scourge is war."
hi an age when even the most senior commanders were expected to lead
their troops into battle, losses among the Confederate officers' corps were proportionately higher than tln)se among the enlisted men. Seventy-seven Confederate generals were killed in action or died of wounds, and in the Seven Days'
Battles alone, Lee s army lost 10 brigade commanders and 66 regimental commanders. This steady attrition of Southern leadership contributed significantly
to the eventual decline in Confederate fortunes on the l:)attleheld.
As deadh- as the battles were, more soldiers died from disease than from bullets. The unsanitary conditions <,)f camp life triggered epidemics of
'The sliffL'}ic(i in )( lies lie.
tx phoid fever and dysentery that claimed thou.sands of lives. Measles
and malaria dogged the ranks of both armies. As the War ground on,
i^r(isl)i)ii> HI (k'cU.lj ll)r
Confederate regiments that once had ntimbered nearly a thousand
aiijis llx'Y hraivly Ix/rc,
men shrank to a couple of hundred. Despite the institution of a coniri/b ,i^l(izcii cyc>. cnid
scription act that authorized the draft of all w hite males between the
fed/ i ires !jlcichenei! by
ages of 18 and 3^, the numerical strength of Southern forces continrcipicl clecciy. I'lJey hcire
ued inexorably to decline. The more populous Union was largely able
pciiil iljf kis! peuiillw
to make good its lo.sses, by means of bt)th the draft and the enlistment
Tlx'y Ijcn- faii^j^lii ibe Uis; of 179,000 black soldiers.
bore, with glazed eyes and features blackened by rapid decay.

against a tree in motionless stare. Ajiother has his

b'lUle. '/be
I

IS! lb)

men

(ieLr!]'ii]^

bodies of

(indlsorses.

(:od. }}!]

Even though the Confederates were outmanned, their inspired

liutrul

cib'r is

battle well dressed," said the
(I

were "rough and rude,

'

''<oiiv;iS,e IS vsti}'.

forces
rie,

made them formidable

foes.

The

Rebels were "careful to keep their ba\'onets bright and their lines of

i\iy

(dod siiai

leadership and personal audacit)'

—

vet

Union general Joshua Chamberlain; they

knew

well

how

to

make

a field illustrious."

Aiother Federal veteran stated simply, "Their splendid courage and
military precision will command our admiration forever." Time and
again, Southern armies defeated numerically superior Federal
surging forward to the attack and .screaming the "rebel yell," their ee-

high-pitched battle cry. An Ohio soldier described the sound as a "pecu-

liar, uncanny velping, a succession of jerky, canine cries, which, at a distance,
from its shrillness seemed like the sound of boys" voices, but when near it was
terror-striking from its savageness."

June 1S64, Lieutenant Colonel Theodore Lyman of the I'nion army took
lull during the fighting at Cold Harbor in Virginia to meet with the enemy
a not-unusual occurrence on the battlefields of the Civil War. As officers from the opposite sides discussed the course
of the conflict under a flag of truce, Lyman was impressed by the dignity and
reser\'e of the Confederate commanders. "They have an absence of all
flippancy," he noted, "an earnestness of manner wliich is very becoming to
In

the opportunity of a temporary

—

,

.
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On Octobtr 5, 1864, Rebel troops under
the command of General Samuel French
(foreground, above) attack the Federal outpost at Allatoona, Georgia, a depot containing
supplies desperately needed by the Confeder-

The attackers surrounded the llnion garrison, "filling every hole and trench, seeking
shelter behind every stump and log that lay

ates.

within musket range," reported the Union
commander John ( orse. But in the end, the
Rebels were repulsed by Federal artillery.

ihem.""

Lyman

ruin

their cause

if

speCLiLiiexl

iliai

their sDleiiiniu

elci

ned from

"a sense ot iheii

fails."

Even after the tide of war had irrevocably turned in favor of the Nt)rth,
Southern soldiers fought on with grim defiance. "As long as we have tuo great
armies in the field our cause is full of hope," stated the N'irginia artilleryman
Ham Chamberlayne. "A people cannot be conquered by occupying its territory.
Its armies must be whipped, beaten and broken up. Their anaconda' will have
our armies will be indigestil:)le."
a slow meal
In the end, of course, the proud Southern armies were swallowed up, and
their demise was spurred by an erosion of morale born of hunger and despair.
The old military ma.\im that an army traxels on its stomach proved all too true
for the armies of the Confederaa
As the War continued, both the t|uality and the quantit\' of rations declined.
The corn bread that became the standard fare for Southern soldiers was made

—
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from coarse, unsifted meal, and it was in\ariably overcooked and frequently
wormy. The bread woulci get "so hard and moldy, complained a man of the
Stonewall Brigade, "that when we broke it, it looked like it had cobwebs in it."
The cherished coffee issue that Federal troops continued to take for granted all
but disappeared from Southern ranks. The deprived Rebels attempted to cc^ncoct a variet)' of imitation coffees, including brews of burnt rice or of acorns,
crushed and boiled. Perhaps the most popular substitute was what one Louisianan described as "a decoction made from the roots of the sassafras tree."
Unlike the Northern armies, the Confederate forces were seldom followed
into the field by sutlers
the traveling vendors whose delicacies of canned
meat, cakes, and pies helped to alleviate the tedium of the soldiers' standard
fare of hardtack and .salt pork. More importantly, the Confederate commissariat
was never able to efficiently coordinate the management and shipment of
"

With the indefatigable resolve that saw them
through four years of bloody conflict. Confederate troops commanded by Brigadier General
E. Porter Alexander organize a last line of defense in an apple orchard northeast of Appomattox Courthouse. It was "a fairly good
position," Alexander recalled, "but I knew
that Lee would not approve an unnecessary
shot, and not one was fired from our line."

—

foodstuffs to armies in the field.

Confederates bought and occasionally stole what they could fn^m local farmbut in time the Federal blockade, the occupation of the Souths agricultural

ers;

heartland,

and the severing of

lines of

a chronic state of hunger. In the

supply reduced the Southern soldiers to

wake of General Braxton Bragg's

Kentucky a Confederate officer watched his famished
,

from the ground where the horses had

fed.

men

retreat

from

gathering corn

For da\s, he reported, such pick-

il

'
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ings

were the "sole

diet of all."

Confederate commissaries tried to make up for

the lack of vegetables by advising the soldiers to eat wild onions, and at least

one general,

Isaac Trimble, issued an order instructing his brigade to gather

edible wild plants such as dandelion and watercress.

While supplies of uniforms and equipment remained adequate, although
barely so, food shortages steadih- sapped the Southern soldiers' strength and
will to fight.

"Despondenq-,

like a black

and poisonous

staff officer in

Lee

s

army. "Feed a .soldier well, and

and he

will fight gaily. Stan'e

fatigue,

and he

possible,

will

him, and break him

despond."

When

many Confederates thought

am

it

it

let

began to invade
John Esten Cooke, a

mist,

the hearts before so tough and buo\ ant," recalled Captain

him sleep

down

became apparent

sufficiently,

with want of sleep and
that victon,'

was im-

senseless to continue the struggle.

"I

in hopes that this campaign will close the war, a South Carolinian wrote
from the trenches at Petersburg in October 1864. "I don t see what we are

made

"

to suffer so

much

Doleful letters from
diers.

Men were

torn

for."

home

further crippled the morale of the Southern sol-

between

their dut\' to a dying cause

and the needs of

wake of marauding Yankee armies. Lee s
aide, Walter Taylor, estimated that in the final months at Petersburg the .\rmy
of Northern Virginia was losing more than 100 men a day from desertion.
When all hope had evaporated, the final collapse oi the Confederate armies
came quickly. In the battered Arm\- t)f Tennessee, falling back before General
Sherman s inexorable advance, whole brigades numbered less than the regulatheir families,

left

destitute in the

tion strength of a regiment.

Some

whom knew

'They irere the enibodi-

moit of mcDibood: men

whom

neither toils

and

nor the fact
nor disaster,
nor hopelessness could
bendfrom their resolve.

suffer ijigs,

of death,

HRi-Aiii
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A
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units ceased to exist altogether. "Soldiers

had been soldiers of steadiness and courage were straggling and
sleeping, unarmed and apparentK unconcerned," wrote an army surgeon during Lee s retreat from Petersburg to Appomattox. "Gaunt hunger had at last
overcome their manhood, and the\' had scattered through the countrx' to any
house or hut that promised a piece of bread."
Three days after Lee surrendered 28,000 troops to Grant at Appomattox, the
defeated Confederates held a last parade, a coda to four years of carnage and
heroism. In a formal ceremony. General John B. Gordon led a long column of
Rebels past lines of Federals commanded by General Joshua Chamberlain. Tlie
two sides exchanged .salutes a gesture that Gordon called "a token of respect
from Americans to Americans." Lhiion .soldiers wept as the\' watched the pitiful
fragments of famous regiments pass before them, the brokenhearted survivors
stacking their arms and furling their tattered colors for the last time.
Chamberlain found himself unable to view those lean and bearded soldiers
in butternut and gra\- as enemies. Rather the\' seemed to him "the embodiment
of manhood; men whom neither toils and sufferings, nor the fact of death, nor
disaster, nor hopelessness could bend from their resolve." The Confederate
soldier could have asked for no finer tribute.
I

—

—

On

waves of
the Federal surrender at Fort Sumter were
still reverberating across the land, a former
U.S. Army ordnance officer named Caleb
Huse sailed for England on a mission for the
new Confederate War Department. Not long
after his arrival, Huse procured the services
April 15, 1861, while the shock

one Aixhibald Hamilton, a London businessman said to be "acquainted with every
gunmaker in England." With Hamilton as his
agent and money to burn, Huse proceeded
to make deals that opened a transatlantic
conduit of English arms to the Confederacy-.
The quick-thinking, aggressive Huse stole
a march on his competition in the contest for
of

foreign arms. His Union

counterpart, Colonel
U.S.

George L. Schuyler, the

government's purchasing agent, did not
London until mid-August, where-

arrive in

upon he had
ish arms.

great

difficult}'

procuring

bulk from the Continent

ing in

weapons

Brit-

Schuyler ultimatek resorted to buythat

Huse dismissed

— inferior

as "the mere.st

initial

success had such an impact

October 1861, the U.S. consul in London wrote to Washington in distress: "Of
that in

Enfield rifles the Confederates have thou-

sands

now

ready for shipment, and have

the armories here

at

work

all

With
Birming-

for them.

these and what they are getting

at

Thanks

to the swift seizure of

Federal armories and arsenals located within
the boundaries of the Confederacy, prewar

purchases from profit-hungry Yankee trad-

and the sizable stocks that had been
accumulated over the years in state and local
repositories under the Militia Act of 1808,
the Confederate government possessed
from 285,000 to 300,000 military firearms
an ample supply, provided that the war was
ers,

a

\

ery short one.

That supply had been rapidly amassed

fol-

lowing the unsuccessful raid on the United
States

Armory and Arsenal

at

Harpers Ferry,

by the radical abolitionist John
Brown in October of 1859. Brown's action,
v, hich created the specter of slave revolt, had
a profound psychological effect on the
South. Southern governors began petitioning the Federal government to speed up delivery of the militia arms due ihem in 1860
and even 1861. They found a sympathetic ear

Virginia,

in the Lhiited States

Floyd of Virginia,

secretary of war, John B.

who

authorized the ad-

vance of several thousand of the best arms

in

production and approved the sale of older

weapons

rubbish in the world."
Huse's

diate future.

at

bargain prices.

weapons available to
army were heavy,
clumsy, outdated relics. And some Southern
governors were reluctant to allow any weapStill,

the majority of

the fledgling Confederate

ons

allc:)cated for

states. If

more

home defense to leave their

the struggle with the North lasted

than a few months, as knowledgeable

men

new

ham, they must be receiving not far from
1,500 per week." The news of Huse's
achievement was warmly received back in
Richmond, Virginia, where Major Josiah Gor-

would be hard-pressed to arm its volunteer
army. The Confederate soldier could fight

gas, the Pennsylvania-born chief of the

regular food rations, but not without weap-

Con-

military

expected, the

nation

without a fanq' uniform and even without

— despite

"We can

federate Bureau of Ordnance, faced the im-

ons

mense

whip them with cornstalks!"
The Confederacy had precipitated a civil
war at a time when the United States reigned
as the leading firearms producer in the

task of

arming an agrarian

society- at

a time in history when weapons technology
was rapidly advancing.
Gorgas was not worried about the imme-

the popular boast,

—
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world, especially in techniques of mass pro-

duction and standardization of parts. But
with the notable exception of the machinery
seized

b\'

Virginia state troops at Harpers

But forcing a hard, round

ball

down

the

lands and grooves of the rifled bore was

much more

difficult

and time-consuming

than loading a smoothbore musket, espe-

when even

Ferry on April 17, 1861, the majorit\' of the

cially in the

modern arms-manufacturing equipment and

rienced soldiers became clumsy. Rifles were

most of the raw materials were located

in the

thus impractical for general infantry use until

decade prior to the War, the
standard infantry weapon had been the flintlock smoothbore musket. All models had to
be loaded in the same laborious way: A paper
canridge containing a powder charge and a

1849, when a French army captain named
Claude A. Minie came up with an ingenious
\et simple solution to the problem.
iMinie developed a cartridge that contained an elongated, soft lead projectile with
a hollow, cone-shaped base. He cast the con-

industrialized North,
Until the

lead

ball,

or several tiny lead balls called

buckshot, was torn open with the teeth (at
the command "Tear cartridge"); powder,
then ball was dropped into the gun's muzzle,
followed by the paper, which ser\'ed as wadding, and the whole load was dri\en the
length of the barrel with a metal ramrod.

To fire the weapon,
powder charge by an
mechanism: A chip of

a soldier ignited the

unreliable flintlock

flint

on the weapon

s

hammer created a spark in a shallow pan
primed with a little powder from the paper
cartridge. The gun would not fire when the
powder was wet or even damp. When it did
fire

was

(about 80 percent of the time), the
un.stable in flight

at

sive

amount of an explo-

A far more critical improvement had transformed the musket into a rifle, whose bore
was no longer smooth but scored with spiral
groov^es. The rifling gave the lead ball a stabilizing spin when it was fired, dramatically
increasing accuracy and range, A skilled
hit a target

600 yards away.

smaller than the diameter

bore, which enabled the projec-

known as the Minie ball, to
down the rifling. The hollow base

of the bullet rested

on top of the gunpowder;

when the weapon was fired, the ignition of
the powder caused the soft lead of the bullet
to

expand

barrel.

into the lands

Minie

s

in\'ention

James H. Bunon of
armorer at the federal
b\'

pers Ferr\' v»'ho later

hand man

and grooves of the
was later perfected

Virginia, the master
installation in Har-

became Gorgas'

right-

as the superintendent of Confed-

erate armories.

Using Minie's invention, a trained soldier
could load and
eral

such as fulminate of mercury.

marksman could

slide easily

By 1861, the

—

rifle

expe-

popularh'

tile,

not

smoothbores had become more reliable, primarily because the temperamental old flintlock mechanism had been replaced by new
percussion caps tiny caplike copper casings containing a small

of the

up

short range: 200 yards against formations,
to 100 yards against individuals.

ical bullet slightly

ball

and accurate only

heat of battle

\

ery

fast for

fire

three shots a minute

men

advancing across sev-

hundred yards of open terrain, but fast
enough to make the accurate, long-range rifle

a lethal

marksmen

weapon

in the

hands of

skilled

in sheltered positions.

In the late 1850s, gunsmiths devised methods of updating the old smoothbore muskets
by cutting rifling into their barrels, making
what were called rifle muskets. The rifling
process worked well on arms of .58 caliber

or

less;

the smaller bullet increased accuracy

without forfeiting stopping power. Cutting

grooves into the bores of .69-caliber arms
was not as successful because the process
>
weakened the barrels.
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ordnance experts at the
national armory in Springfield, Massachusetts, developed a new rifle musket and rifle

primer proved complex to use and somewhat unreliable. Shortly before the outbreak

(the latter having a shorter barrel) called the

provement on the Model 1855 the Springfield Model 1861 rifle musket. Instead of employing the Maynard primer, the Model 1861
reverted to the earlier and simpler

In the mid- 1850s,

Model 1855, after the year the design was
developed. The basic pattern soon became
the mainstay of the American infantryman.
The Model 1855 was equipped with a rear
sight for better aiming, and an innovative
priming system

that ignited the

charge by

automatically feeding a percussion tape un-

der the

hammer

of the weapon.

The percus-

sion tape, developed by a Maryland dentist

named Edward Maynard, resembled a roll of
paper caps for a modern cap pistol. It concemented
of paper and

Army introduced an

of the War, the U.S.

im-

—

percussion-cap system of ignition.

Armorers made other significant improvements in weapons intended to be carried by
cavalrymen. Muzzleloading shoulder weapons, the staple of foot soldiers, had always
been extremely awkward for mounted men.
As early as 1819, an inventor from Portland,
Maine, named John H. Hall developed a
with totally interchange-

sisted of small pellets of fulminate

breechloading

row between two
then varnished to make

able parts. Hall shortened his creation to car-

in a

In practice,

strips
it

moisture

resistant.

however, the Maynard tape

rifle

bine size (about 38 inches in length, as opposed to the 49 to 57 inches of a musket or

How to Load a Rifle

1

LOAD: Grasp the rifle with the

left

hand. Place the butt between the

feet, the barrel

toward the

front.

Seize the barrel with the left hand
close to the muzzle, which should be

held three inches from the body.
Carry the right hand to the cartridge
box on the belt.

CHARGE CARTRIDGE:

HANDLE CARTRIDGE/TEAR
CARTRIDGE: Seize a cartridge

3

between the thumb and the next two
fingers. Place it between the
teeth. Tear the paper. Hold the
cartridge upright between the
thumb and first two fingers in front
of and near the muzzle.

Disengage the ball from the paper
with the right hand and with the
thumb and first two fingers of the left.
Insert the ball, with its pointed end
up, into the muzzle and press it down

2

the

powder

Empty

into the barrel.

with the right thumb.

4 DRAW RAMMER: Draw the
rammer out by extending the arm.
Turn the rammer. Keeping the back
of the hand toward the front, place
the head of the rammer on the ball.
5 RAM CARTRIDGE: Insert the
rammer. Steady it with the thumb of
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rifle). But technical difficulties and the U.S.
Army's reluctance to abandon muzzleloading arms prevented the Hall carbines and

rifles

many

from gaining general acceptance.

Still,

them existed in state armories in
and some early Confederate volunteers carried them into battle.
The most popular breechloading arms of
the period were made by the Sharps Rifle
Manufacturing Company of Hartford, Connecticut. In 1861, the reliable and accurate
Sharps carbine was standard issue for the
United States cavalry. It used a cartridge with
a powder chamber made of linen. Upon firing, the linen burned away, making the
of

1861,

weapon easy to reload.
The world-renowned Colt Patent Arms
Manufacturing Company, also located in
Hartford,

the

left

hand. Seize

with the

thumb and

its

small end

forefinger of the

hand. Press the ball home,
holding the elbows near the body.

right

dominated the handgun

from the bore by extending the arm.
it and insert it in the carrying
groove. Force the rammer home by

the muzzle with the right hand. Clear

on's popularity' in the civilian market

the

name

During

7 PRIME: With the left hand, raise
the piece until the hand is as high as

left. Half-cock the hammer
with the thumb of the right
hand. Remove the old percussion
cap. Take the new cap from the
pouch. Place it on the nipple. Press
the cap down with the thumb.

to the

Samuel

his tour,

Huse was

made

Colt, a

in continual

competition with Northern agents.

with the right foot at right angles

finger of the right

inventor,

equal of any of the Springfields.

the eye. Half-face to the right,

little

its

,

it

placing the

of

household word.
Some 60 companies in New England, New
York, and Pennsylvania also manufactured
handguns. Like the famous Colt six-shooter,
all of these weapons were rifled and had
effective ranges of between 50 and 75 yards.
By the fall of 1861 just as the Confederate
arms stocks were running low, blockaderunners brought in the first trickle of arms
from Caleb Huse's purchases in England.
They included several thousand top-qualit)'
Enfield rifles and rifle muskets that were the

Turn

hand on the head.
6 RETURN RAMMER: Draw the
rammer halfway out. Grasp it near

field. Its

had been adopted as a
sidearm for cavalrymen in 1847. The weapsix-shot revolver

He was as

READY/ AIM: Fully cock the
hammer and seize the small of the
8

stock with the right hand. Place
the butt against the right shoulder.
Incline the head to align the right
eye with the sight. Close the left eye.

9 FIRE: Press

trigger with forefinger.
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successful fighting the Yankees

on the com-

handy

to protect themselves against possible

mercial front as any Southern general was on

slave uprisings.

home. From 1861 to
between 300,000 and 325,000 European firearms were run past the Union
blockade into the South, most of them pur-

owned

the battlefields back
1865,

chased by Huse.
The imported weapon favored by Confederate officers, including the legendary genJeb Stuart and Pierre Gustave Toutant
Beauregard, was the Le Mat revolver. Created
erals

by Dr. Jean Alexandre Franc^ois Le Mat, a New
Orleans physician, the weapon held nine .42-

adinder that revolved
around an upper barrel, and a single load of
buckshot that fired through a lower barrel of
.63 caliber. A hammer that shifted up and
down fired both the revolving cylinder and
the buckshot barrel. Le Mat signed a contract
to produce 5,000 of the weapons for the Concaliber rounds in a

federal', although

nowhere near

ber ever

made

soldiers.

When he was

it

into the

necessary machinery

that

num-

hands of Southern

unable to secure the

at

home, Le Mat

eled to France and set up a factory in

travParis.

Meanwhile, Southern agents scoured the
countryside in search of civilian arms suitable for military use. One such agent was an
itinerant minister in Louisiana

lard

S.

Dunn. Traveling

New Orleans

named

in the area

Bal-

outside

during November and Decem-

ber 1861, the Reverend

Dunn made

his con-

by snapping up
946 weapons of various sorts. They included
venerable flintlock and percussion-cap muskets, short-barreled muskets called musketoons, Kentucky and Mississippi rifles, and
tribution to the Rebel cause

several varieties of shotgun.

Although the rural South was a nation of
firearm owners, most families were reluctant

weapons. Many people
used them for hunting, and with most of the
able-bodied young men away at war, the people at home preferred to keep their weapons
to part with their

the use of privately

Still,

and shotguns became
so prevalent in the Confederate army that
President Jefferson Davis approved a bill authorizing a monthly payment to any soldier
who provided his own weapon.
sporting

rifles

Major Gorgas' great hope was to develop a
weapons industry in the South with the armsmaking equipment captured at Harpers
Ferry as a foundation. The Confederate ord-

nance chief ordered the rifle-musket machinery seized there to be shipped to Rich-

mond and

installed in the armoiy,

under the

supervision of James Burton, In 1802, the
building had been the

site

of a

weapons

fac-

tory for the state of Virginia. After a few dec-

ades of production, the factory
use, but the building

fell

into dis-

continued to function

as a small-arms repositor\'

and repair shop.

Under Burton s leadership, the Richmond
Armory produced the lion's share of weapons turned out by the Confederate government. In addition,

it

refurbished

many

of the

tens of thousands of weapons captured from

Federal arsenals and on the battlefields.

Gorgas selected the former U.S. Arsenal at
North Carolina, as the site for the
Harpers Ferry rifJe-making machinery. Production began in the spring of 1862 and soon
rose to about 350 rifles a month. The weapons were brass mounted, and most of them
were designed to hold a saber bayonet. Each
rifle s lock plate was stamped with the eagle
from the old Harpers Ferry die, with the
letters "U.S." cut out and "C.S.A." stamped in.
Gorgas al.so established a smaller riflemaking facility in Asheville, North Carolina,
with machinery the government had purchased from a private armsmaker. In November of 1863, Gorgas, now a colonel, reported
that "the armories at Richmond, Fayetteville,
and Asheville have produced an aggregate
Fayetteville,

"
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of about 28,000 small arms within the year."

up several
including one in

Later in the War, Gorgas set

more government factories,
Richmond that produced about

3,000 copies

of the Sharps carbine for the Confederate
In the fall of 1864, he moved its
machinery to Tallassee, Alabama, to prevent
capture by the Federals. He also set up a
cavalry.

factory in Tyler, Texas, as a

means of sup-

plying the Confederate armies fighting west

of the Mississippi River. But production there

was extremely limited.
Meanwhile, Southern entrepreneurs
scrambled to get into the arms business. In
June of 1861, a private factory was established in New Orleans by two English brothers named Ferdinand and Francis Cook. Using steel from the Shelby Iron Works near
Selma, Alabama, the Englishmen were soon
producing 20 rifles a day. The September 26,
1861, issue of the Memphis Daily Appeal
proudly wrote: "The rifle manufactory of
Cook & Brother at New Orleans seems to
have proved a complete success. Last week
they shipped 50 rifles to the Sunflower
Guards in Virginia with sword bayonet attachment, which were pronounced by competent judges to be far superior in strength,
accuracy, and range to the original Enfield
pattern after which they were made."
By the War's end, no fewer than 18 different firms were producing rifles and rifle
muskets in the South and another 7 were
making revolvers. But production was
plagued by the chronic shortage of raw materials. Iron often had to be used in place of

As the Union armies carried the war
deeper and deeper into the South, many
weapons manufacturers had to move their
factories to safer locations. One of them,
Charles H. Rigdon, shifted his revolver-

making

New

factory

Orleans

no fewer than four times. In
1862, the Cook brothers

in

painstakingly dismantled their rifle-making

machinery, loaded it on steamers, and
headed up the Mississippi to Vicksburg.
From there they journeyed to Alabama and
then to Athens, Georgia, where they reestablished their business, only to find them-

two years later, directly
Sherman s march to the sea.
selves,

in the

path of

Given the almost unbelievable assortment
of firearms circulating in the Confederaq',
is

it

not surprising that few Confederate infan-

try units

men

ever went into battle with

carrying the

t)'pical

all

of the

same t)pe of weapon. A

regiment, the 10th South Carolina,

armed one company with

Enfield

rifles,

a

second with Mississippi rifles, a third with
Harpers Ferry rifle muskets made in Richmond, and the others with smoothbore muskets. The companies assigned to protect the
regiment's flanks carried the best weapons,
those in the center the less desirable ones.

Despite the heroic efforts of men

like

Gor-

Huse, and others, in the end the
South simply lacked the resources to

gas, Burton,

rural

compete
the

in the field of arms technology'

much more populous,

with

industrialized

North. In 1863, Christopher Miner Spencer

Boston introduced

substitution that caused frequent

a magazine-fed,
was far better than
anything the South could hope to produce.

delays in delivery, to say nothing of degrad-

Called the Spencer, the weapon gave Federal

steel

—a

in

breechloading

rifle that

that resulted.

armies an advantage only dreamed about by

When iron ran low, brass some of melted
down from donated church bells was used
to substitute for certain gun parts. When

Southern commanders. As a Confederate
major commented wistfully late in the War;
"With a good breechloading rifle that cleans
itself, a well-made tape cap and sword bayonet, our boys would pro\'e invincible.

ing the quality of the

weapons

—

brass
a

it

—

became scarce, the manufacturers used

combination of pewter and

lead.

—
a
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Popguns and
Cornstalks"

The raw

Confederacy

whip

in

who

rushed to serve the
April 1861 boasted of being

recruits

Yankee counterparts
with nothing more than "popguns and
able to

their

cornstalks." Little did they

know

that the

weapons they would be issued were
scarceh' more effective than mock guns.
Southern arsenals
tained a

at

the War's outset con-

mere 296,000 shoulder arms

largely a vintage assortment of antiquated
flintlock

muskets and altered percussion

smoothbores. Only 24,305 modern

were

rifles

available for the troops.

who saw early
were armed with .69-caliber muskets. Though deadly at close quarters,
these un wield}' smoothbore weapons were
Most of the Confederates

action

RICHMOND

RIFLE

MUSKET

notoriously inaccurate

at

distances of 100

yards or more. The unfortunates

them

who

toted

were sometimes taunted
by Federals who, recognizing the musket's
limitations, cavorted brazenly just beyond
their

into battle

opponents' range of

fire.

By late 1862, after a furious effort by the
Confederacy to upgrade its outmoded
stock of longarms,

many

of the Rebel sol-

had been issued a far-superior rifle
musket, whose grooved barrel spun the
bullet and gave it greater accuracy and a
longer range than the ball shot from a
smoothbore. Armed with a rifle musket, a
diers

Confederate marksman could

—

hit a target

600 yards away making him
much more formidable enemv.

as far as

a

U.S.

MODEL

1842

MUSKET

Retired as the standard infantry
firearm in 1855, the U.S. Model
1842 musket was returned to
service with the onset of hostilities in April 1861. Thousands of
the .69-caliber smoothbores the
first regulation percussion muskets ever made were stored in
Southern arsenals before the War.

—

—

Like the Confederate soldier

at

coundess Confederates
went into batde carrying Model
1842 muskets, even as late as December 1863. The muzzle of the
weapon's 42-inch-long barrel
could be fitted with a socket bayright,

onet, as

shown

at far right.
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D. NIPPES

Some

MODEL

1840 FLINTLOCK

CONTRACT MUSKET

— the

5,600 of these antiquated Nippes

last

of the .69-caUber

—

produced under government contract were
stored in the nation's arsenals at the War's outset. Although most
were upgraded to percussion, others, like the one shown here,
were issued with their flint firing systems still intact. Several thousand Confederates relied on these guns in the War's early years.

smoothbore

flintlocks

IBP

A

U.S.

MODEL

1822 MUSKET, .69 CALIBER

The longarm

that a majority of Confederate volunteers first
carried into battle was likely to have been this smoothbore
musket, originally a fUndock but altered to percussion by the
thousands between 1843 and 1861. The ungainly weapon
weighed more than 10 pounds and measured 57 inches long.

SOCKET BAYONET, MODEL 1842 MUSKET

Arms for Volunteers
The Confederacy's meager cache of
modern firearms was snatched up by

cacies of firing a flintlock

the

were hard-

pressed to overcome the smoothboi"e's

South's regular state militias within

appalling inaccuracy.

weeks of the

So loath were Confederate foot soldiers
bear smoothbores that, in May 1861,
several companies of the 28th Virginia

start

of the War.

—obsolete
smoothbores—were
ings

flintlocks

The

leav-

and percussion

distributed

among

the throngs of impassioned volunteers

who,
little

initially at least,

accepted them with

complaint.

It was not long, however, before infantrymen began to chafe at fumbling with
flints and smoothbores while their Yankee counterparts carried percussion rifles.
Even those Rebels familiar with the intri-

to

mutinied, and, in the words of Jubal A.
Early,

Colonel of Volunteers, "declared

that they

Only

would not

"

take muskets.

Early's dire threats of

summary

discharge and public disgrace persuaded
the

men

to accept the

weapons

cept eight holdout soldiers,

hooted out of camp.

—

all

ex-

who were

—
30

The Best of the Arsenal
Rebel soldiers who found themselves
equipped with any of the newer weapons
in the Confederacy's collection counted
themselves luck)' indeed. These fortunate
few most of whom were established
state militiamen and early volunteers
enjoyed the slight edge afforded by the
greater accuracy, longer killing range, and
superior handling of guns like the muchprized "Harpers Ferry" and "Mississippi"'

—

rifles

shown below.

at First

Manassas

rifles.

in July

1861 by the

According to one Condoughty Alabama

federate's account, the

men were shoring up the Confederate left
when a Federal force, including
the New York Fire Zouaves, advanced on
flank

line. "Our Alabamians allow
approach within 50 yards," the
observer wrote, "when they deliver a vol-

the Rebel

them

to

from 800 Mississippi rifles, and scatter
beyond all recall. Advance
they will not. The morale of these braves
was destroyed."
ley

the Zouaves

This edge was turned to keen advantage

4th Alabama, a regiment outfitted with
Mississippi

.
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Two infantrymen
of the ragtag 9tfi
Mississippi display
tlietr brightly

burnished Mississippi rifles while
gathered around
a campfire with
compatriots in
Pensacola, Florida.

U.S.

MODEL

1855 RIFLE

MUSKET

One

of two standard arms listed in the Confederate officers' fleldduty manual, the U.S. Model 1855 rifle musket was found in Southem arsenals in limited numbers before the War. Although Rebel
Infantrymen generally favored the .58-caliber firearm, they disliked
its temperamental firing system, which substituted a roU of
fulminate-studded primer tope for the familiar percussion cap.

U.S.

MODEL

1855 RIFLE— "HARPERS FERRY"' RIFLE

Confederate troops captured hundreds of these well-crafted,
.58-caUber rifles when they seized the U.S. Armory at Harpers
Ferry in 1861. The single-shot, muzzleloading weapon weighed
just over 10 pounds and was seven inches shorter than its rifle
musket predecessor, shown at top. Like the rifle musket, it was
fitted for the Maynard tope primer percussion system.

U.S.

MODEL

The

Mississippi, considered

1841 "MISSISSIPPI

"

RIFLE

one of the handsomest firearms of
favorite of the Confederate infantry and

the Civil War, was a great
cavalry alike. Especially prized for its deadly long-range accuracy,
the weapon was originally issued in .54 caliber, but many were
rerifled after 1855 to the .58-caliber U.S. standard.

—

New Guns from Old
The individual
supplemented
ernments'

states of the

Confederacy

their secessionist gov-

state

arm Rebel forces
arm reserves and by

case with

liciting citizens for private

so-

rifles,

and old fowling pieces. In addition,
the states awarded many contracts to
small-gun manufacturers and repair shops
for the fabrication and alteration of muskets and rifles.

On

Thomas

Riggins of Tennessee.

At his Knoxville workshop, Riggins and

60 assistants labored day and night to

firearms

double-barreled shotguns, sporting

arms for a
Such was the

to refurbish small

single state regiment.

efforts to

by opening

gunsmiths

occasion, states retained private

rifles and flintlocks
handy large-bore percussion carbines for the East Tennessee Squirrel

convert country
into

Shooters, a volunteer cavalry regiment.

By all accounts, Riggins' craftsmanship
was excellent; a Riggins carbine, it was
said, "got the beef"
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MODEL

1842 "PALMETTO"

MUSKET

South Carolina outfitted its militia with this well-made percussion
musket, which was fabricated in the early 1850s by William Glaze
& Company of Columbia. The distinctive insignia forward of the
hammer a palmetto tree gave the .69-caliber smoothbore its
nickname and marked it as uniquely Southern. The weapon was
a virtual copy of the U.S. Model 1842 percussion musket.

—

—

VIRGINIA MANUFACTORY FLINTLOCK MUSKET, ALTERED

One of thousands of .69-caliber smoothbore flintlocks altered to
percussion under state contract, this firearm was originally manufactured for the state militia in 1808 at the Virginia Manufactory in
Richmond. Some 58,428 of the antiquated flintlocks were stored in
the state arsenal until the War's onset, when Confederate authorifies farmed them out to gun shops for emergency retooling.

ALTERED KENTUCKY RIFLE
The hard-pressed Confederate states transformed civiUan hunting arms, such as
the Kentucky rifle shown above and with
the soldier

at left, into

serviceable miU-

weapons by shortening their barrels,
reboring them to a standard caliber,
and fitting them with bayonets.
tary

xo
^

/J

iff

i

As ho J

I

Bt^CKSHOT.

.69-CAL

MUSKEl OR SHOTCljN AMMLiNl IDN PACK
I

SHARPS MODEL 1859 RIFLE
The

.52-caliber Sharps rifle, fabricated

by the Sharps

Rifle

Manufacturing

Company

of Hartford. Connecticut, was
the best-liked breechloading arm of the
Civil War. The rifle's breechblock dropped
down when the trigger-guard lever was
puUed down, exposing the bore. A
cartridge covered with linen (below) was
inserted. Southern arsenals tnanaged to
acquire about 1,600 of these weapons in
the months leading up to the War.

.52-CAL. C.S.

SHARPS CARTRIDGE
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WHITNFV ENFIELD RIFLE MUSKET
Less than a year before the outbreak of hostilities, Mississippi and
Georgia contracted with the Northern armsmaker Eii Whitney of
New Haven, Connecticut, for the delivery of some 2,000 of these
.58-caliber rifle muskets.

unknown number

Other Southern

states

purchased an

of Whitney Enfields before May 1861,
Federal Intervention finally halted the illicit arms trade.

when

ROBBINS & LAWRENCE MODEL 1841 CONTRACT RIFLE
the better-made contract rifles on the market prior to the
War were those patterned on the Model 1841 Mississippi rifle, such
as this .54-caliber Robbins & Lawrence. Two thousand of the 15,000

Among

manufactured for the U.S. Ordnance Department were stored in the
Baton Rouge Arsenal (below) at the outbreak of hostilities.

Only a month before it
was seized by Louisiana
state authorities, the

Baton Rouge Arsenal
was still receiving
Federal-issue arms from
the Springfield Armory
in Massachusetts. Such

weapons

transfers re-

sulted from a standing
order issued in 1859 by
U.S. Secretary of War
Floyd to periodically

supply Southern arsenals with arms from
Northern inventories.
Accordingly, some
18,500 percussion muskets, 11,420 altered muskets, and 2,000 rifles
were shipped to the
Baton Rouge Arsenal
in 1860 and 1861.

1853 ENFIELD RIFLE

MUSKET

The standard weapon of the British army, the
.577-caliber Enfield weighed more than
nine pounds and measured 55 inches. It
was reasonably accurate up to 1 ,000 yards.

ENFIELD RIFLE
The Enfield

rifle, eight inches shorter
than the rifle musket, was a favorite of the
Confederate light infantry. Its blued barrel had a spring clasp that secured a sword
bayonet (right) to the gun's muzzle.

AUSTRIAN LORENZ RIFLE MUSKET
The Lorenz, the most frequendy imported
weapon after the Enfield, was issued in calibers from .54 to .59 inches. The .54-caliber
version was heavily used by the Army of
Tennessee and units in the Western theater.

Arms from
To supplement

its

the Old

limited store of arma-

ments, the Confederacy dispatched Captain

to

Caleb Huse to Europe

in April

1861

purchase foreign weapons. Huse's

forts

ef-

unleashed a westward flood of small

arms, which a French military observer
"

labeled "the refuse of

all

In truth, the quality of

Europe.

imported Con-

federate guns varied greatly.
British Enfield rifle

The 400,000

muskets smuggled

World
past Federal blockades ranked as Confed-

erate favorites, second in popularity only

much-coveted Springfields.
Other imports performed less admirathe
bly. Most of the Austrian firearms
Lorenz (above) excepted were horrors
of shoddy workmanship. Likewise, the
uneven bores and crooked barrels of Belgian imports earned them the dubious
to the

—

epithet of

"pumpkin

siingers."

—
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RICHMOND ARMORY LOCK

PLATES, 1861-1863

The lock plate of a longarm (above) fabricated at
the Richmond Armoi^' bears the pronounced hump
characteristic of metalwork struck from captured
Harpers Ferry dies. Its peculiar shape was designed
to support the Maynard tape primer system, which

—

the Confederates for reasons of economy or expedience chose to leave ofif. When the Federal tool-

—

ing wore out, armory mechanics made new dies that
minimized the hump, as shown in the lock plate at
right. A "C.S." was added to the "Richmond, Va."
marking on lock plates forged after 1862.

A Federal Bounty
"Although

we

have upon our side the

best engineers
service,

we

and

artillerists

of the old

have never yet succeeded

in

making pieces equal to those brought
into the field by the enemy. In fact, it is
dangerous to use guns of our own manufacture," bemoaned one Confederate
in his memoirs.
The soldier's lament was, unfortunately,
true

—with the exception,

longarms produced
in

Richmond,

is,

Virginia,

and

week

I

RllX.h

of the

Fayetteville,

into tlie War,

the Confederacy seized the U.S.
at

GARDNER ( AR

the Rebel armories

at

North Carolina. Just a

that

.58-CAL.

Armory

Harpers Ferry and transferred what

amounted

to

more than

one-third of the

Federal government's stock of arms-

producing machinery to

the.se arsenals.

Using the superior Union equipment,

Confederate gunsmiths turned out more
than 64,000 of the exceptionally fine

fire-

arms featured below.
.58 CAI..

AMMUNITION PACK, CONFEDERATE-MADE

SOCKET BAYONET FOR RICHMOND

RICHMOND

RIFLE

RIFLE

MUSKET

MUSKET AND FAYETTEVILLE RIFLE

Near-exact replicas of the U.S. Model 1855/61 rifle musket and the
U.S. Model 1855 rifle, these weapons were produced on machinery
taken from the Harpers Ferry armory. The lock plate of the .58caliber Richmond rifle musket (top) was cast from Richmond Armory dies that reduced the hump found on early-production Richmond arms and Model 1855 rifle muskets. Unlike its Union forerunner, the 56-inch-long gun employed a percussion cap. Similarly,
the Maynard primer hump on the FayetteviUe rifle lock plate was
eliminated entirely from this late-production arm (bottom), which
also featured a butt plate and nose cap of brass rather than iron.
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From Southern
Shops

This .58-caliber rifle is one of
only 4 that remain from the approximately 3,000 made at the
Tyler Ordnance Works in Tyler,
Texas. Assembled from castofif
parts of country rifles, Enfields,
Hail carbines, and sundry musket
barrels, Tyler Texas rifles share
only one commonality: the single
screw Oxing the lock plate to the
stock (right). This feature, characteristic of

hunting

rifles, is

traceable to the armory's original
owner, J. C. Short, who manufactured sporting arms before turning to military ordnance. In fall
1863, the Confederate government purchased Short's firm and
transferred additional equipment
from defunct armories at Litde

Rock, Camden, and Arkadelphia,
Arkansas, to die Tyler fecUity.
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COOK & BROTHER

RIFLE

Modeled on the British Enfield, this .58-caliber rifle was distinguished by its Stars and Bars trademark. It was one of
7,200 weapons manufactured at the New Orleans-based Cook
& Brother Armory, the Confederacy's largest private arms
producer. Union occupation forced the Cook brothers, Ferdinand and Francis, to relocate the firm to Athens, Georgia,
in 1862, where production continued until July 1864.

COOK & BROTHER MUSKETOON
The

.58-caliber barrel of this muzzleloading, Enfieldtype musketoon was nine inches shorter than its rifle
counterpart. The number of musketoons manufactured

& Brother is not known, but was probably
fewer than a thousand. The barrels of most, if not aU,
of the guns were finished with brown lacquer.
by Cook
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By and for
the States

DAVIS

& BOZEMAN

RIFLE

& Bozeman in Central, Alabama, manufactured about 900 of these Mississippi-model arms between October 1863 and November 1864. The .58-caliber rifles had 33-inch,
brass-mounted barrels and brass butt plates. On the breech was
stamped "D. & B. ALA." and the date. The armorers Henry Davis
and David Bozeman also repaired and altered firearms for Alabama.
Under

state contract, Davis

GEORGLV ARMORY RIFLE
"The Georgia Rifle' is a beautiful piece of workmanship, not
surpassed by any arm manufactured in the United States or in Europe," boasted the Milledgeville Southern Recorder of August 12,
1862. During the War, 125 rifles a month were fabricated at the
Georgia Armory in Milledgeville. The guns varied in design, but,
like the rifle above, were typically .58 caliber with brass Qttings.

GREENWOOD &

GRAY/J.

P.

MURRAY

RIFLE

This .58-caliber rifle took its name from the English superintendent
of the Greenwood & Gray gun factory, J. P. Murray, who advertised
in the ColumbtiS Sun of March 31, 1863, for "50 good gunsmiths
and machinists, to whom as good wages as is given in the Southern
Confederacy will be paid." The Georgia firm produced 262 of these
Mississippi-pattern arms for Alabama from 1863 to 1864.

MENDENHALL. JONES & GARDNER RIFLE
Some 80 gunsmiths toiling in a former flour

mill

on Deep River

in

Jamestown, North Carolina, produced 2,000 of these Model 1841
Mississippi-style rifles on contract to the state of North Carolina between April 1862 and November 1864. The Mendenhall, Jones &
Gardner contract originally called for the delivery of 10,000 sudi
arms, each .58 caliber with an iron butt plate and bayonet lug.

SAWED-OFF SHOTGUN
One of the principal arms

of the Confederdoublebarreled shotgun. This sporting gun's 12gauge barrels have been shortened to allow
for easier handling on horseback. Each barrel
fired a 12-pellet round of buckshot.
ate cavalry

was the

sawed-ofif,

4^

RICHMOND CARBINE
Like other "Richmond" longarms, this .58-caIiber rifle muzzleloader
was manufactured at the Richmond Armory on machinery captured
from the Harpers Ferry arsenal. Five thousand were made.

COOK CARBINE
Cook & Brother Armory, initially of New Orleans and later of
Athens, Georgia, produced a limited number of these Model 1853
British Enfield-pattem muzzleloaders for the Confederate government. The .577-caliber cavalry weapon was 37 inches long.

BILHARZ, HALL & CO. CARBINE
This .58-caliber muzzleloader, patterned
fleld rifle carbine,

on the Model 1855

Spring-

was made

Pittsylvania Courthouse,

in 1863 by Bilharz, Hall & Company of
Virginia, under a Confederacy contract.

Cavalryman's Choice
Of

all

the Confederate

shoulder arms, the
breechloading carbine

prior to the War.
this scanr\'

allotment

— and

the few thousand breechloaders bought

on

the Northern market in I860 or scavenged
off the battlefield

Of

the.se,

bines, but

was the hardest to come by. This shortbarreled weapon, prized by cavalry for its
handiness, was never produced in quantity,
even in Federal armories; only a few thousand were stockpiled in Southern arsenals
Except for

arms.

— Southern cavalry was

largely limited to unwieldy, muzzleloading

infantry

cavalrymen preferred

many had

rifles.

Rebels found

car-

to carr\' the longer

Even born-in-the-saddle
it

next to impossible to load

such weapons on a nuwing horse while

under

hostile fire

—and

live to

load again.

Many Confederate cavalrymen came

to

on sawed-off shotguns. At close range,
a regiment armed with 12-gauges was a
formidable force indeed; according to one
rely

Confederate account, such a force of horse-

men once

scattered with a single discharge

"400 of the enemy

ments had vainly

whom

three oi

om

tried to dislodge.""

regi-
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MAYNARD CARBINE, EARLY MODEL
"Nothing to do with Maynard but load her up, turn her North, and
pull the trigger. If 20 of them don't clean out all Yankeedoin, then
I'm a liar," reported a Confederate private in the Intelligencer of
Oxford, Mississippi. Georgia, Florida, and Mississippi bought 2,369
of these .35- and .50-caliber breechloaders from the Massachusetts
Arms Company between I860 and 1861. A trigger guard released
the breech (right), which accepted a custom metallic cartridge.

U.S.

MODEL

1833 HALL CARBINE

At the outset of the War, Southern arsenals contained 1,881 Hall
breechloading carbines. The .52-caliber smoothbore Model 1833
shown here was produced exclusively by Simeon North of Middletown, Connecticut. So well made that its parts were interchangeable
from one gun to another, the Hall smoothbore had a spur-release
lever that opened the breech (right) to receive a paper cartridge.
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lar with the Confederate troops because of its complex and unreliable construction. The Colt Patent Arms Manufacturing Company of
Hartford, Connecticut, fabricated 'i,-*35 of these breechloading sLx-

shooters in

.36, .44,

by Southern

and

.56 calibers,

states before the

some of which were purchased

War. Above

is

a typical .56-caliber arm.

—
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iW.

i«N.-n-V'ifiia

Southern Breechloaders
CcMifederate attempts to manufacture

breechloading carbines were severely

be demoralizing to our
men." The Richmond Whig of March 30,

defective as to

1863, reported that during a test
firing of

nine Confederate

Sharps, seven barrels burst.
Later research revealed,

hampered by
KEEN,

WALKER &

CO. CARBIIVE

expertise and

In 1862, Keen, Walker & Company of Danville, Virginia, manufactured 282 of these

wcU-crafted, .52-caliber carbines, known
variously as "Confederate Perry" or
'Tiltling Breech" carbines. When the serpentine lever in front of the trigger was

pulled down, the forward end of the
breechblock rose, permitting easy loading.

rials

the South's lack of technical
its

dearth of tools and mate-

The few armories

that

undertook

e\'er, that

the result of improper handling than of

poor workmanship.
Ironically, the

proeluction of these sought-after ca\ alry

arms were plagued with complaints about
their qualirs' and peformance.
General Robert E. Lee wrote of the
Richmond Sharps carbine that was "so
it

how-

such failures were more often

one breechloader whose

operation was largely beyond reproach
the Morse
that
in

was

— used specialized ammunition

difficult to

make and was

always

short supply.

BILHARZ, HALL

&

CO. CARBINE

Among

the rarest of the Rebelmade breechloaders was the
"Rising Breech" carbine manufactured by Bilharz, Hall & Company of Pittsylvania Courthouse,
Virginia. Unlatching

and lowering

the trigger guard (left) forced the
breechblock, with its loading
chamber, above the bore. A .54caliber paper or sheepskin cartridge could then be inserted into
the chamber. Closing the trigger
guard reseated the breechblock
and readied the gun for firing.

MORSE CARBINE

6

The Morse carbine, made at the Greenville Military Works to
arm the South Carolina State Militia, was the most advanced
of the Confederate breechloaders. Opening the hinged lever
over the breech slid the breechblock backward, revealing
the loading chamber. The carbine accepted only a special
center-fire, .50-caliber

Morse cartridge, which housed

powder charge, and primer
Fewer than 1,000 of these

bullet,

inside a single metallic casing.

fine

weapons were produced.

—

LEONARD TARGET

RIFLE

This sniper rifle, handcrafted by George O.
Leonard, Jr., of New Hampshire, was found
on July 5, 1863, at Gettysburg in the Devil's
Den near Round Top. The hefty 36-pound
percussion target rifle was Otted with a
precision telescopic sight for hairsplitting
accuracy up to 1 ,000 yards. The engraving
"H.C.P. CSA, 1862" on the stock's silver
plate identified the gun as Confederate.

The Sharpshooter's Pride
"Fn^m

a distance of nearly Haifa mile, the

Rebel sharpshooters drew a bead on us
with a precisicMi that deserved the highest

commendation of

made

their officers, but that

wrote the Union soldier

De

were born,"
William Henry

us curse the day they

Forest. Indeed, Rebel snipers

often

perched in trees or concealed in rockA'
outcroppings fired their sharpshooting

—

rifles

with deadly

and guard duty; instead they drilled six
hours a day on distance estimation and
marksmanship using special, superaccurate rifles such as the ones shown above.
Confederate snipers served as part of regular infantry regiments until the final year

of the War,

effect.

Only crack shots were selected

come Confederate sharpshooters. In
many regiments, soldiers chosen as sharpshooters were exempted from all camp

to be-

when

they were drafted into

sharpshooter battalions.
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BRITISH-MADE

BRITISH

WHITWORTH

WWTWORTH BULLET

RIFLE

When

outfitted with a telescopic sight, the Whitworth had a
killing range of 1,500 yards, making it the undisputed favorite of Rebel sharpshooters. Its twisting hexagonal bore imparted a lethal steadiness to the flight of the bullet and gave
the .45-caliber rlQe phenomenal accuracy. Beginning in late

1862, the Confederacy imported a small number of them
from the Whitworth Rifle Company of Manchester, England.

BRITISH-MADE WHIl^i ORTH TUBE CARTRIDGE

A Fateful Boast
at

Spotsylvania

Major Charles Whittier cradles
the head of Union General John
Sedgwick as Captain Richard Halstead vainly feels for a pulse.

Sedgwick and members of his VI
Corps were overseeing the placement of Union front-line artillery'
at

Spotsylvania

when

ate sharpshooters

Confeder-

some 800

yards distant spied them. As
sniper fire began whizzing overhead, Sedgwick strode boldly

over to a cowering soldier, saying, "Why, what are you dodging
for? They could not hit an elephant at that distance." No
sooner had Sedgwick spoken
than a bullet from a Rebel's
Whitworth ripped into his left
cheek, killing him instantly. "His
loss to this army is greater than
the loss of a whole division of
troops, lamented U. S. Grant on
hearing of Sedgwick's death.
"

Handguns
One

of the

first

for Rebels

things a Southern volun-

he left home to join the
Rebel forces was the family handgun.
Gi\'en the choice, he picked a revolver
with a rifled bore over an old single-shot,
teer

grabbed

as

smoothbore "horse pistol. Revolvers with
rifled barrels were more accurate, faster
firing, and easier to load. But, as many volunteers soon discovered, they were useless
to an infantryman, dangerous in camp, and
an encumbrance on the march.
'

Cavalrymen, however, found the easyhandling, short-range handguns perfectly
suited to the close confines of cavalry
warfare. UnfortunateK-, not

them could be

enough of

accjuired in the weapc:>ns-

poor South

to

arm the mounted

ranks.

Early in the conflict, a Confederate ord-

nance officer came up with a practical
approach to the problem, which he
presented to Secretary of War Benjamin in
March of 1862. "I respectfully suggest that
you disarm the infantry," he wrote. "In
this way enough pistols could be obtained
for all the cavalry and the infantry could
get money for an arm that is of no service."
Benjamin obliged.
To supply most of its handguns, the
Confederacy' captured thousands of Northern pistols, imported others, and manufactured some of its own, most of which were
copies of the famed Colts.

The preferred sidearm of the Rebel soldier
was this .44-caliber I860 Coh "Army," a
six-shot revolver made by the Colt Patent
Arms Manufacturing Company. The Army's
percussion ignition system was among the
most reliable and efficient ever devised.

;
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FOR

COLTS NAVY PISTOI,
•(XDr.

AT

XKfC

Laboratory of Confederate States
RICriMOND, VA.

Army,

Colt cartridges of paper

or sheepskin

foil,

were issued
44-CAL.

CARTRIDGE

in

nition packs of

William

pany

E,

ammusix.

B. Todd of Com
9th Virginia

Cavalry, posed for this
photograph with his

Colt

Army

revolver.

:0/

/

COLT "NAVr REVOLVER
The Colt "Navy" Revolver differed from the
Army model in several aspects, including its
.36 caliber. A great many of the Colt models
used by Confederates were privately owned,
although some had been bought by Confederate agents early in 1861. The weapons
had attached loading levers for tamping

down

cartridges in each of the six chambers.
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Early

Sidearms

m

MASSACHUSETTS ADAMS REVOLVER
A number of these .36-caliber, double-action
revolvers were purchased by Southern states
before the War and were issued to Confederate volunteers. Around 700 of them had been
produced by the Massachusetts Arms Company of Chicopee Falls and acquired by the
Federal government between 1857 and 1861.
Patterned on the British Adams & Deane pistol, each weighed a little over two and a half
pounds and had a six-inch-long rifled barrel.

U.S.

ASTON HORSE PISTOL, MODEL 1842

Considered one of the best military singleshot percussion pistols ever made, the U.S.
Aston was produced for the Federal Ordnance
Department by the armsmaker Henry Aston of
Middletown, Connecticut. Between mid-1840
and mid-1850, Aston crafted 30,000 of the .54caliber smoothbore pistols at a cost of $6.50
each. Many were carried by Southerners.

PALMETTO ARMORY

PISTOL,

MODEL

1842

Except for the distinctive "Palmetto Armory"
stamp on the lock plate and the absence of a
rear sight, the Palmetto pistol was identical to
the U.S. A.ston horse pistol (above). In 1851,
the state of South Carolina authorized the
metalworker William Glaze and the Massachusetts armory superintendent Benjamin
Flagg to produce 2,000 of the pistols at the
Palmetto Armory in Columbia. They were
used extensively by South Carolina troops.
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ADAMS & DEANE REVOLVER
The .44-caliber, double-action Adams was highly regarded by Confederate ofiBcers. Exceptionally
well made, the flve-shooter was
imported from the London Armoury Company in England. Ordnance records indicate that the
state of Virginia received a shipment of 999 of the handguns as
early as January 21, 1861.

KERR REVOLVER
The .44-caliber Kerr, imported from the Lon
don Armour>' Company, saw more action in
the hands of more Confederate cavalrymen
than all Southern-manufactured handguns
combined. Touted as the equal of any
Northern-made revolver, the five-shot Kencould be fired single or double action.
Several thousand were run through the
blockade between 1861 and 1865.
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Prized

Arms

from Abroad
Many of the finest Confederate handguns
were imports. Major General James Ewell
Brown ("Jeb") Stuart was said to have
favored his French Le Mat, a formidable
nine-shooter.
felled at

Moments before he was

Yellow Tavern,

Virginia, Stuart

was an.swered by tlie shot
would kill him.
The largest single producer of imported handguns for the South was the London Ai"moury Company, manufacturer of
the Adams & Deane and the Kerr revolvspirited salvo
that

reportedly fired a volley from his Le Mat

ers.

into the Sth Michigan's troopers, helping

these high-quality arms

to scatter their ranks

and check the Fed-

eral advance. Unfortunately for him, his

Beginning

in 1861,

thousands of

were shipped
from London through the Federal blockade to numerous Southern ports.

LE

MAT REVOLVER

Capable of delivering nine successive shots
followed by a single burst of buckshot, the
.40-caliber Le Mat packed greater firepower
than any other Civil War handgun. Its cylinder revolved around a .63-caliber shotgun
barrel beneath a conventional rifled pistol
barrel. The Confederacy imported 1,500
Le Mats from Paris and London.

.41 CAI.. LF.

MAT BULLET

.41-C:AL le

MAI CARTRIDGE

5'
.63-CAL

LI

\L\I lU

CARTRIDGE

(

KSHOI

j.
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Made
in the

South
accounts, the pistols they manufac-

At the outbreak of war, not a single pis-

all

manufacturer existed anywhere in
the South. Within a year, however, many

tured

tol

and opportunists, lured by the
Confederao' s promise of interest-free
loans and lucrative contracts, had started
up handgun factories.
Only three, Griswold & Gunnison,
Leech & Rigdon, and Spiller & Burr, ever
achieved credible production quotas. By
patriots

—

replicas of Northern Colts

Whitneys

and

—were well-made arms. But the

weapons did

suffer

from

inferior metal

War South, steel was
impossible to come by. Confeder-

castings, hi the Civil

nearly
ate

gunsmiths substituted weaker metals

such as brass and iron, which they obtained by hook or crook often by melt-

—

ing candlesticks

and church

bells.

GRISWOLD & GLINNISON REVOLVER
Twtnty-two slaves and two overseers working at a converted cotton-gin fectory in
Griswoldsville, Georgia, turned out 3,606
of these Colt-model, .36-caliber revolvers between 1862 and 1864. Brass was substituted
for hard-to-get steel in the pistol's frame.

An

unidentified Rebel soldier
poses with a Colt Navy^ revolver
or a Confederate look-alike.
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SPILLER

&

& BURR REVOLVER

Burr of Atlanta, and later of Macon,
Georgia, manufactured about 760 of these .36caliber revolvers, copies of the Federal Whitney, between 1863 and 1864. The gun's brass
frame extended over the breech to prevent
the iron barrel from cracking when fired.
Spiller

)
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A Waning Tradition
of Swords and Sabers
wore swords but used
combat only as weapons of last

The hallowed weapon of the great classical
warriors, the sword held a romantic appeal

them

many Confederates. In the Civil War, it
served both as weapon and symbol of rank.
In the prewar era, many cavalrymen con-

and generals carried
badge of office. ( Stonewall Jackson's sword was drawn so seldom

sidered the traditional saber their principal

that

weapon. But since cavalry charges were
seldom practical in the overgrown terrain

Most Confederate swords were variations on U.S. Ai"my models and were made
in the South b\' a number of manufactur-

for

of the eastern United States, nearly

all

cav-

Infantry officers
in

resort. Staff officers

swords mainly
it

eventually rusted in

alrymen came to rely on

ers.

bines. Artillerymen

sabers,

pistols and carwere often issued short

swords to defend themselves, but they too
turned to revolvers in increasing numbers.

as a

its

scabbard.

Many officers, however, wore imported
some carried family heirlooms,

and others who had served in the prewar
armv retained their U.S. swords.

BRIG. GEN. SAMLIEL GARLAND. JR.

The

grip

and blade of diis

by Garland

foot officer's

sword worn

the time of his death are etclied with
a floral design. As the inscription on the scabbard
records, the sword was presented to Garland in I860
by the Lynchburg Home Guard, a militia company
at

he organized
service

a.s

that

was mustered into Confederate

Company G

of the 11th Virginia Infantry.

4
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Prewar

Officers'

Swords

GEN. lHO\L\!>J. STONEWALL "JACKSON
Jackson carried his old

U.S.

Army

field

sword with him throughout the Shenandoah Valley campaign.

and

1840 U.S. LIGHT ARTILLERY SABER
Based on a Prussian pattern, die 1840 saber
was common in the Confederate army.

BRIG. GEN.

MICAH JENKINS
The throat of Jenkins' scabbard
was struck by a bullet the same
day he was fatally shot by a Confederate soldier at the Wilderness May 6, 1864. Ironically, Jen

—

commented that
bullet could kill him.

kins had once

no Yankee

R. ITUMBLE
Made by Ames Manufacturing of Chicopee,

GEN. ISAAC

Massachusetts, Trimble's sword is an example of the 1850 U.S. foot ofiQcer's sword.

staff ofTicer's

1
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Militia Blades

BRIG. GEN. WILLIAM

An

eagle's

BARKSDALE

head pommel

— a popular motif
—

of the early 19th century adorns General
Barksdale's militia officer's sword.

C\PT.

\i

.

M.

BECKHAM

Tlie cross-guard design of this ornate

sword and scabbard owned by Captain
Beckham of the 24th South Carolina was
widely popular on the eve of the War.
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William Rose & Sons, a Philadelphia firm that produced swords
in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries, made the saber worn
by Lucian Love in the ambrotype at left. A member of the
Virginia cavalry unit known as
Mosby's Partisan Rangers, Love

was one of six of Mosby's men
hanged by Union troops in
Front Royal, Virginia. An ofiBcer
of General George Custer's command ordered the executions in
retaliation for the death of a

Union

who was allegedly
he had surrendered.

oflficer

killed after

guard by a chain, the
of Clark's militia staff officer's
sword was cast to resemble a helmet. Clark
served with a South Carolina regiment.
Linked

to the cross

pommel

•V

Virginia Swords

CAPT. JAMES M. CARRINGTON

Commander

of the Charlottesville Artillery,
Carrington wore this s^word made by
McKennie & Company of Charlottesville.

MAJ.

EDWARD

S.

MARSH

The counterguard of Marsh's
sword, crafted by Boyle & Gamble
of Richmond, bears the letters
Marsh fought with the 4th
North Carolina Infantry.

"CS."

COL. WILLIAM

An

R.

ofiQcer of the

AVLETI
53d Virginia, Ay-

sword and scabbard,
Boyle, Gamble & McFee,
at the Battle of Gettysburg.
lett lost this

made by
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Sporting a top hat
captured from a

Union

soldier,

Luther Hart Clapp
of the 37th Virginia Infantry

posed with sword
and scabbard for
the camera.
Clapp's sword was
made by the Richmond firm of

Boyle

&

Gamble.
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Southern-Made
Swords

Regulation saber in
hand, this unknown cavalry lieutenant with the
Army of Northern Virginia struck a formal
pose for the camera.
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STAFF

AND

FIELD OFFICER'S

The Confederate
ville,

SWORD

Armory

in KenansNorth Carolina, produced the sword
States

above. Despite its name, the flrm had
official ties to the govenunent.

LT.

no

HAMILTON BRANCH

This foot officer's sword carried by Lieutenant Branch, who fought with the 54th
Georgia Infantry, was made by William J.
McEIroy & Company of Macon, Georgia.

BRIG. GEN. DANIEL W.

ADAMS

Crafted by Leech & Rigdon of Memphis,
the fleld officer's sword above was presented to General Adams on July 1, 1861.

CAVALRY OFFICER'S SABER
The weapon above was made by the Nashville Plow Works, a firm that turned plowshares into swords once the War began.
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LT. R. C.

BOIVD

Bond's saber was

made by

A. H. Dufilho.

CAPT. EDWARD PORTER THOMPSON
A member of the 6di Kentucky, Thompson carried this Thomas, Griswold & Company sword.

CAPT.

C. C.

LEWIS

Dufilho made this sword worn by Captain Lewis,
who served with the Confederate Guards Artillery.

Presentation

Models

BRIG. GEN.

JOHN McCAUSLAND
This filigree sword with
scabbard was given to
McCausland by the citizens of Lynchburg,
Virginia, for his role in

defending the

city In

June 1864. A newspaper,
soliciting public subscriptions to pay for the

suggested, "Let the
individual contributions
be small, so that all
may contribute something to this memento
of our gratitude."

gift,

GEN. STERLING PRICE
Crafted by Thomas, Griswold &
Company, the fancifully decorated sword at right was awarded
to Price by the city of New Orleans in early 1862 after his victory at Lexington, Missouri. The
ivory grip takes the form of an
ear of com; its gold guard combines a stalk of hemp, a tobacco
leaf, grapes, and a cotton boll.

MAJ. GEN.

PATRICK R. CLEBURNE
A shamrock adorns the
hih of

this

sword (right)

given to the Irish-bom
Cleburne by the 15th
Arkansas in 1863. Engraved on the scabbard
is the "Harp of Erin."

GEN. BRAXTON BRAGG

Made by

Bissonnet of Mobile, Alabama,
left was presented to General Bragg by the men of his escort guard,
a Louisiana cavalry company led by
Captain Guy Dreux. The sword features
a beaded and scalloped guard.
L.

the sword at
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Blades from Abroad

CAPT.

The

L.

hilt

made

A.

WEBRE

of this French-

foot oCQcer's

sword worn by Captain

Webre of the 26th Louisiana Volunteers is engraved with his name,
his regiment, and the
year 1862 in December
of which he died in bat-

—

tle at

Chickasaw

Bluffs.

BRITISH CAVALRY SABER
This cavalry sword with
an iron scabbard is of
the type produced by
the government armory
at Enfield, England.

—"'i^-S

A mounted von Borcke warns Jeb
the attack

art's

entourage as a volunteer aide and was

promoted

to

major for his "fearless and un-

tiring" service.

Von Borcke
Solingen,

s sword (above) was made in
Germany, a town renowned for its

swordsmiths since the 10th century. The
weapon measures an impressive 42 inches
long overall, with a blade 1 Vh inches deep.
Solingen swords and blades of more modest
proportions were widely imported by both
the Confederacy and the Union during the

War. Von Borcke fought with his Solingen
in most of the Virginia cavalry skirmishes
and battles in Virginia until a neck wound
received at Middleburg in June 1863 put
him out of action for the rest of the War.

on Brandy

Stuart of
Station in June 1863.
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Enlisted Men's

Swords

ARTILLERY SABER
The College Hill Arsenal of Nashville turned
out this sword and scabbard.

CAVALRY SABER
Of a

style linked

see, this

Army of Tennescopper scabbard.

with the

sword has

a

CAVALRY SABER
A crude finish marks this sword, which
came with a scabbard made of wood.

CAVALRY SABER
The Atlanta firm of H. Marshall & Company
probably made this sword and scabbard.

States Armory in KenansNorth Carolina, forged this sword.

The Confederate
ville.
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A member

of the Parti-

san Rangers led by John
Mosby, the soldier at
left grips an 1840 cavalry
saber the model that
set the pattern for American cavalry sabers for
the next 75 years.

S.

—

FOOT ARTILLERY SWORD
This short sword worn by a Confederate artilleryman was copied
from the Roman-style weapon of
Napoleon's gunners. The leather
scabbard was hung from the belt.

BOWIE KNIFE, SHEATH, AND BELT
Captain Richard Gatlin of the North Carolina
Edgecombe Guards carried this bowie.

Fighting Knives
Many Confederate soldiers carried a large
side knife named the bowie after James
Bowie, the Alamo hero who is said to
have originated the type. The majority of
these knives were made by local black-

men

entering the service,

smiths to

sell to

although

many were forged

factories.

from 6

to

in

Southern

The blades of the knives ranged
more than 18 inches long.

Some bowies came equipped
shape knuckle guards.
Bowie knives served
tarian purposes,

with D-

a variety of utili-

from skinning rabbits

to

scaling fish. Although they were rarely
used as weapons, the knives were prima-

regarded as such by Confederate soldiers: A single chop with a heavy bowie
rily

could easilv sever a man's arm.
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Brandishing bowie
knives and revolvers,
brothers Daniel, John,

and Pleasant Chitwood
link arms and glower at
the camera after enlisting in the Barstow

County Yankee

Killers,

designated Company A of the 23d Georgia. Pleasant Chitwood
died of dysentery in
1862, but Daniel and
John soldiered on
in Hardee's Corps, relater

sisting Sherman's advance through Georgia

and the Carolinas.

BOWIE KNIFE

.

1

BOWIE

ICSIIFE

..

....

PRESENTED TO SGT. CHARLES BEERMAN

"
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"We were a motley-looking set,"

recalled Pri-

vate Valerius Giles of the regiment he joined

The

in Austin, Texas, in the spring of 1861.

Confederate army had not yet adopted a particular st\'le of uniform, he noted, and no two

companies were dressed
company was turned out

'

r

alike; Giles'

own

in "four different

shades of gray." Yet the lack of consistenq'
did nothing to dampen the pride of the

^

,

'
\

waged amid

^^^Mm
\

1*1

.

it' l
l

1

a tightening

Union

blockade would foster an impression of
the Rebel soldiers as a ragged lot, many

mt
'

who

helped outfit
them. "The citizens of Austin and the surrounding neighborhood bought the cloth,"
Giles recollected. "A tailor took our measurements and cut out the uniforms. Then the
'tidies made them up. Oh, we were fine!"
^"^S
Giles' regiment was by no means atypical.
Jdii|k Although the vicissitudes of four years of
troops or of the civilians

i^^^w

units

were reasonably well
conflict.

''^^^

attired, e\'en

But the emphasis was

ciiffi

mHI^^^^^V

on practicality rather than on conformity,
^^^^^F and what the Confederates wore varied
^^^^r according to location and time period.

A

civilian writing of Lee's

Army

of North-

September 1862 noted that
the men had no uniforms to speak of, and
added: "I have never seen a mass of such
filthy, strong-smelling men. Three of them in
a room would make it unbearable, and when
marching in column along the street the
smell from them was most offensive." These
fetid troops appeared to have become "so
ern Virginia

in

inured to hardships

that they care but little

any of the comforts of civilization.
Other observers reported similar condi-

for

toothbrush stuck like a rose in his button-

he has

hole,

a sort of devil-may-care, self-

confident look, which
Still

were not only
ate

is

decidedly taking."

other witnesses told of troops
jaunty but spiffy.

A

who

Confeder-

who joined the Army of the Mississippi

in

1862 wrote that his comrades were "not so
badly clothed and equipped as I had ex-

pected to see, quite the reverse. They were
splendidly armed and very well clad. All I saw

had good shoes, too." Another recruit marveled at the sight of General Richard Taylor's
Louisiana Brigade around that time. The brigade stood more than 3,000 strong, he recalled, and "each man, every inch a soldier,
was perfectly uniformed, wearing white
gaiters and leggings, marching quick-step,
with his

"

rifle at

'right-shoulder

shift.'

In the autumn of 1863, a Union soldier
remarked that prisoners taken from Lee's
army the same throng disparaged for its
untidiness the year before were "better
clothed than any we had before seen; all
were provided with overcoats and jackets of
much better material than our own." These
admirable outfits were "of English manufacture, the Yankee added, "and they furnished

—

—

"

conclusive evidence of successful blockade

running." Plainly, the story of the Confederate

army was not

strictly a riches-to-rags tale.

That Confederates' uniforms varied so
in detail and qualit\' reflected the extemporaneous nature of their cause. Evoking
the spirit of the American Revolution, the
Southerners were ever distrustful of centralized authority'. By necessit)', the government

widely

in

Richmond

set certain standards for the

suspected that there was some-

outfitting of troops. But the regulations

thing deliberate about the dishevelment. As

amounted to little more than a vaguely stated
theme, one on which the soldiers and their

tions, but

an English witness. Colonel Sir Arthur Fremantle, put

it:

"The Confederate has no am-

bition to imitate the regular soldier at

all.

looks the genuine Rebel; but in spite of his

bare

feet, his

providers rang a thousand variations.

He

ragged clothes, his old rug, and

A

certain resistance to uniformity

bedded

in

American

was em-

military tradition. In the
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and frontiersmen
hunting frocks. Many of these com-

early days of the Republic, Americans looked

aves, Continental soldiers,

with skepticism on the idea of a large per-

in fringed

manent military force and purposely kept the
Army small and weak. The larger
needs of national defense were to be met by
the common militia, made up of all ablebodied white males, who were required to
attend local musters once or twice a year.
Penalties for failing to appear were seldom
enforced, however. Participation lagged, and
the common militia was all but moribund by
the time of the Civil War. Only a few such
Regular

regiments served during the

panies adhered to their exotic dress even
after they

had been incorporated

into the

Confederate army.

With the

start

of hostilities, thousands of

volunteers flocked to the colors, either joining prewar militia companies or forming
their

own

units.

Many

of these

new compa-

The
proud Irishmen of the Emerald Guards of
Mobile departed for Virginia wearing dark
nies also chose distinctive uniforms.

conflict.

green, while the Granville Rifles of North

The gap left by the decline of the common
militia was filled by volunteer militia com-

Carolina went to war in black pants and red

militia

whose

adopted colorful
Some were
working-class organizations and others were
ethnic; but many, particularly in urban areas,
were made up of the well-to-do. For all intents and purposes, they were social and political men's clubs, but they proved to be
panies,

names and wore

The red

shirts hardly

made

the

recruits

riflemen inconspicuous to the Yankees, but

fanq' uniforms.

risk was run by those
Confederate volunteers who entered the
War's early contests dressed in blue and

valuable military assets

Some

flannel shirts.

when the War began.

of these units had a long history.

The Richmond Light Infantry Blues, for example, formed in 1789. The Washington
Artillery of New Orleans, one of the oldest
military units in Louisiana, was raised
in 1838. But most such companies in the
South sprouted up in the late 1850s, many
as a response to the specter of slave rebellion evoked by John Brown's raid on Har-

pers Ferry in 1859.

had dress
regulations for their militia, most of them
authorized the governor to grant companies
the right to choose their own style. In general, companies picked a uniform first and
asked permission later, and few governors
cared to deny them after the fact. As a result.
Southern militia units on the eve of the Civil
War were eclectic in the extreme. Among
them were contingents decked out as Scottish highlanders, French chasseurs and ZouAlthough a few Southern

states

perhaps the greatest

drew friendly fire. Captain James M. Williams
whose newly formed militia company was folded into the 21st Alabama Reg-

of Mobile,

iment, forswore his accustomed blue uni-

form

after learning that

some

of his similarly

comrades were

fired

on by Confed-

attired

erates at the Battle of Shiloh. '"When

gray coat," he assured his wife,
sell

the blue

"I

I

get

my

intend to

one and be done with

every-

thing that looks in the least Yankee-ish."

Such calamitous confusion underscored
the need for consistency', but

when

it

came to

uniforms, the Confederates remained re-

markably loose-knit. Although the bulk of the
at the start of the War belonged to the

troops

so-called Provisional

men drawn from

Army

— made

up of

the prewar militia and

—

new

volunteer companies the only soldiers
who were issued uniforms directly by the
Confederate government were the enlisted

men

of that government's small, embryonic

Regular Army. Nevertheless, what the regu-

wore set the pattern in terms of uniform
color and rank designations.
lars

By the best evidence, credit

for designing
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tliat

basic

named
ion,

scheme belongs

to a Prussian artist

artillery

Alabama. In April 1861, the Confederate

and

infantry,

Trousers were

Nicola Marschall, then living in Mar-

men and

and yellow for cavalry).

light

blue for

all

enlisted

regimental officers, dark blue for

congressional committee assigned to con-

higher-ranking officers. All were appropri-

ceive a design for the regular uniform

trimmed in the service color for the line
and in gold for staff. Headgear posed a
problem from the start. Originally, a shako
was contemplated, but the quartermaster in

reached an impasse. Alabama Governor An-

drew B. Moore, eager to help, referred the
problem to a friend and relative, Mrs. Napo-

who

leon Lockett,

in turn

asked Marschall to

draw up a plan.
The peripatetic Marschall had been impressed with a group of Austrian army sharpshooters he had seen in Verona, Italy, in
1857. They had worn a short gray tunic with
green facings, with the ranks of the officers
distinguished by different-size stars.
Marschall incorporated these elements into
his design. A uniform board appointed by
the Confederate Congress modified

ately

units

New Orleans assigned to obtain the first Regular

Army uniforms was unable

to find a

who

could meet the requirements. Instead, a cap, in the form of the
French kepi, was adopted.
contractor

buttons were prescribed
Those worn by staff had an eagle
surrounded by stars, while the other
branches were distinguished by letters: "E"
Finally, special

for officers.

for engineers, "A" for artillery, "R" for rifles,

"C" for cavalry, and

"I" for infantry.

Marschalls system of ranking, but his basic

scheme was
in June.

It

instituted for the Regular

gray tunic for

all

each row. Made
that

Army

consisted of a double-breasted
ranks, with seven buttons in

had a skirt
reached halfway between the hip and the

knee,
coats.

much

like a frock coat,

shorter than conventional frock

There was

pointed

it

cuffs,

a standing collar

and

the latter with three small but-

tons along the underside.

Colored trim was used to indicate which
service a man belonged to
staff

—

arm of the

(buff), artillery (red), cavalry (yellow), in-

The
were edged throughout in
the appropriate color, with collars and cuffs
of that same color. Stars, bars, and braid were
used to denote specific ranks (see accompanying chart). Officers were further distinfantry (light blue), or medical (black).

tunics of all ranks

guished by

silk net sashes, in

buff for gen-

erals and in other colors for lower-ranking
commissioned officers (red for staff, engineers, artillery, and infantry; green for medical; and yellow for cavalry). Noncommissioned officers wore worsted sashes (red for

Officially, this detailed

plan was altered in

only one particular during the course of the

War. The thigh-length tunic was

deemed

un-

conventional and proved universally unpopular,

and

in

1862, the

new

edition of the

regulations specified a longer "frock coat."

Some

improvisation was inevitable, how-

Army uniform was
adopted by most volunteer officers, who
were required to buy their own uniforms. As
a result, materials, buttons, linings, and other
features varied with the inclinations and
pocketbook of the wearer.
For the Confederate rank and file the
ever, since the Regular

volunteers with the Provisional

—
—the

Army

elaborate specifications of the Regular

plan meant

little.

Army

Versions of the regular out-

were acquired by some ordinary enlisted
men, but there was no concerted effort to

fit

make

uniform the standard. At the beginning of the War, the volunteers were expected to provide their own clothing, for
which they were to be reimbursed, generally
at

that

the rate of $50 a year.

Known

as the

com-

.
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mutation system,

War

Badges to Distinguish Rank

dated from the

this practice

of 1812. Adopted by the Confederacy

before hostilities began,

and quickest way

easiest

it

constituted the

to clothe the troops

and saved the cash-poor Confederacy from
having to stockpile mountains of clothing
that might be wasted if there was no war.
Once the fighting started, however, the
defects of the commutation system became

GENERAL

The bewildering variet\' of outfits
was part of the problem. The volunteer militia companies wore their old uniforms,
while the new volunteer companies proapparent.

COLONEL

CAPTAIN

LIEUTENANT COLONEL

FIRST LIEUTENANT

vided themselves with everything from fancy
gilt

and plumes

Some

to serviceable field clothing.

mainly from Mississippi, North
and Georgia, conformed to state
regulations, whereas others were mustered
wearing civilian clothes. The army had little
units,

Carolina,

MAJOR

make

choice but to

who

provision for soldiers

enlisted without uniforms or

who wore

out their clothing. By early June 1861, the

quartermaster general. Colonel

A. C.

Myers,

acknowledged that what the volunteers
brought with them to camp was fraying and
that "in a few weeks they will be destitute of
most of the articles of clothing. The law requires volunteers to furnish themselves, but
as they

cannot do so

in the field,

we must

look after their comfort in this respect."
Thus came a major shift in Confederate
GENERAL

COLONEL

CAPTAIN

LIEUTENANT

government

policy, with the

taking

on the

in

Richmond

responsibility for supplying at

least

some

of the 100,000 volunteers. The

new

policy

was

in effect

by mid-July 1861,

with the most ragged of the volunteers being

By September, a clothing factory- had been set up in Richmond, to be
followed by others in cities throughout the
South; the major depots were in Richmond,
Athens, Atlanta, and Columbus. These operations were modeled after the uniform prosupplied

SERGEANT
MAJOR

QM

ORDNANCE

FIRST

SERGEANT

SERGEANT

SERGEANT

SERGEANT

CORPORAL

first.

duction center

at

Arsenal, although

the U.S. Army's Schuylkill

none approached the

out-
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put of that thriving concern. Each depot em-

ployed a small group of tailors to cut out the
pieces for uniforms. Those pieces, along with
trim, buttons,

and thread, were then issued

who sewed them

If a soldier underdrew his alwas paid the difference. If he
overdrew, the difference was taken out of his
pay. During a three-year enlistment, for ex-

the allotment.

lotment, he

together

ample, a soldier could expect to receive four

and were paid by the completed piece. Most

pairs of shoes a year, with extra pairs costing

to seamstresses,

depots employed about 40

and around 2,000

to 3,000

who did the sewing
The new system proved

town,

cessful;

men

in-house

women

in their

in the

homes.

surprisingly suc-

only the availability of raw materials

limited output.

By

April 1863, for example,

the Atlanta depot, a

t\'pical

operation, was

producing roughly 35,000 uniforms a year,
and was projecting 130,000 for the next year.

$6 each.

He was owed two

jackets the

first

year and one each for the following two
years, with the value established at $12

garment.

He was

per

given one overcoat for the

stint; another would cost him $25.
So the wardrobe went, down to cap (four at
$2 each), socks (12 at $1 a pair ), and drawers

three-year

(seven in

all,

$3 each).

bore

The uniforms tliese factories turned out
little resemblance to the one pre-

The allotments were not sufficient to meet
all the needs of soldiers on campaign. A man
in a hard-marching unit might easily wear

scribed for the Regular Army. Spurning the

out four pairs of shoes in a matter of months;

long tunic, the depots produced short, waist-

he was sure to exhaust his ration of socks.
solution short of drawing on one's pay
was to appeal to friends and family. A soldier from Alabama implored his wife to
"send me either two pairs of woolen socks or
some yarn and a needle to darn those I have.
They no longer keep my toes in confinement
as they used to, but let them out incontinently." Another option was to scavenge
clothing from the dead.
The government frequently had difficulty
meeting the allotments. The shortage of domestic wool in the South posed a particular
problem; Confederate mills could not provide the thick woolens needed for winter
clothing. Thanks to the abundance of cotton,

length jackets in a variety of configurations.

Such
tory',

had

and honorable

his-

having been worn by troops in the

War

jackets

a long

of 1812, during the Mexican conflict, in the

Seminole War, and on the frontier. More importantly, they could be made quickly and
without great expenditure of cloth.
Although one or two depots produced
jackets of gray and pants of sky blue, most of
them cut the jackets and trousers from ma-

same color for as long as that
happened to be on hand. Thus a
single depot might produce jackets and pants
of gray broadcloth one month, and of jean, a
mixed cotton-wool weave, the next. Indeed,
none of the patterns devised at the various
locations were approved or even recorded
terial

of the

material

by a central authorit)-.
By October 1862, the depot system was
strong

enough

that the

government began

take over the responsibility for supplying
clothing. This

new

to
all

issue system, instituted

gradually, set annual allotments for various

anicles of clothing as well as prices that
to

be charged

for items

drawn

in

One

there

large quantities of shirts, underarticles;

substitution of jean for pure

helped
like

in

and the

wool

other respects. But certain

cloth

articles,

overcoats and blankets, were either pro-

hibitively

expensive or unattainable

in the

South. As a result, the Confederacy turned to
foreign suppliers.

were

excess of

were

wear, and other lightweight

B. Ferguson was sent to England
September 1862 as the official quarter-

Major J.
in

a
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master purchasing agent there. At his
gation, large quantities of

insti-

EngUsh army

shoes, as well as bulk woolen cloth, began to
arrive in Confederate ports. In addition, pri-

vate speculators contracted to run uniforms

and cloth from various European ports
through the blockade, with mixed success.
Finally, some Southern states supplemented the efforts of the government in
Richmond by producing considerable quantities of clothing, mainly to meet the needs of
their own. Georgia and North Carolina did
particularly well

by their troops.

Despite such exertions, the troops were
often less than impressed with what they

received. Lieutenant

J.

F.

J.

Caldwell of

was to be had.
Anybody could put

Scarcely a particle of flannel

The cut was worst of all.
on the clothing, but scarcely any object in
nature, except a flour barrel, would find a fit.
Shoes were scarce, blankets curiosities, overcoats a positive phenomenon."
The troops met such trials with resignation leavened by occasional grumbling and
healthy doses of humor. After soldiers of the
2d Texas Infantry entered the fight at Shiloh
wearing ghostly uniforms of undyed wool, a
story circulated among the Texans that a Federal prisoner had inquired of his captors,
"Wlio were them hellcats that went into bat"

dressed

tle

in their graveclothes?

Understandably, few Confederates waxed

McGowan's South Carolina Brigade wrote
just after the War: "The quality was more to

sentimental about their clothing

be complained of than the quantity. Most of
the men rubbed out a jacket in two or three
months a pair of pantaloons in one. It was
coarse, stiff, and flimsy. Sometimes, even,
cotton pants were offered us in mid-winter.

were prized by many veterans and their descendants. They testify today to the impro-

—

But

at

after the struggle, the fading

the time.

uniforms

vised nature of the Confederate rebellion

—

cause that slighted consistency but put a pre-

mium on

adaptability

and resourcefulness.

Sergeant George Kurtz (left)
belonged to the Morgan Continental Guards of Virginia, a
militia company that joined
the 5th Virginia Infantry.

>

i

Uniforms from
Peacetime
The

U.S. Militia

patterned

its

uniform

after the tight swallowtail dress coat

and

tall

shako

common

Europe
Europe exchange in military
in

prior to 1848. \n that year,

perienced a radical

dress, adopting the frock coat intro-

duced earlier by the French army. But
Americans were slow to relinquish the
more conservative style. Militia compaWarrenton Rifles of Virginia
(whose uniform is pictured here), were
still wearing the outmoded swallowtail
coat and shako in 1861.
Also called "spiketails" and "claw hammers," the .swallowtail coat was the oldest
style of upper garment used by the military between 1851 and 1872. American
nies, like the

—

militias favored gray

their traditional

dress color and the cheapest color to pro-

duce

at that

time.

HAMILTON BRANCH, OGLETHORPE LIGHT LNFANTRY

OGLETHORPE LIGHT IIVFANTRY
Based in Savannah, Georgia, the Oglethorpe
Light Infantry (OLI) was made up of wealthy
planters' and merchants' sons. In January
1861, before Georgia seceded, the 1st Regiment Georgia Volunteers (which included
Company B of the OLI) seized Fort Pulaski,
near Savannah. Oglethorpe Light Infantry

members wore
belonged

L. CLARK
MARYLAND GUARD

CAPT. JAMES

BATTALION
The dress uniform of
the Maryland Guard included a dark blue Zouave
jacket

trimmed with

yel-

low cord in the French
style. Organized by Baltimore's "best citizens" In
1859, the Maryland Guard
disbanded in May 1861

when

Federal troops oc-

cupied Baltimore. Clark,
like most other Guard
members, joined the Confederate army. He served
as an aide to Jeb Stuart
and was later promoted
to captain in the 12th
Virginia Cavalry.

to a

coats like this one, which
Corporal Branch.

_
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Owned by

Captain

Edwin W. Branch,

commander of the
Richmond Grays, this
shako exemplifies
the stock militia
dress hat. The number "1" identifies it as

the first regiment,
the Virginia Volunteers.

Wealthy

militia

units commissioned
special cap insignia;

others bought a
standard badge and
Inserted their own
regimental numbers.

DAVID HENRY ANSLEY
CLINCH Rlf LES
LT.

Members of the Clinch
Rifles,

who

later

joined

the 5th Georgia Infantry,
wore this dress uniform
coat and shako from 1850
to I860. Lieutenant Ansley, the uniform's owner,
sustained a wound
shortly before the Batde
of Missionary Ridge that

rendered him an invalid
for the rest of his

life.

This militia swallowtail coat, owned by a
sergeant in the Morgan Continental Guards,
was modeled after the 18th-century uniform worn by the company's namesake,
Daniel Morgan. During the Revolutionary
War, Morgan earned a reputation as one
of George Washington's best rlQemen.
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Bolivar Buckner's

Legacy
During the years before the Civil War,
most Southern states instituted no official
dress regulations for their militia companies.

Even when uniforms were

specified,

these companies tended to adopt parts
rather than the whole: In Mississippi, the

only prescribed item

worn

consistently

was the three-cornered black felt hat.
The best sur\'iving examples of a state
militia uniform belonged to General Simon Bolivar Buckner. Although Buckner
attempted to standardize the dress of the
Kentucky State Guard, which he organized in March 1860, he never got further
than providing uniforms for himself, his
staff,

General Buckner designed his frock coat
in the West Point colors of gray, black,
and gold. Early in 1861 the Northern press
misconstrued this Kentucky uniform as

being Confederate army regulation.

and the battalion

officers.

A Kentucky

original, Buckner's pleated

was widely copied by other
General Leonidas Polk once said
of this jacket, "I like it, sir, it looks comfortable, it looks soldierly, in fact, sir,
it looks rebellious!"
£atigue jacket
states.

Sporting bearskin shakos, members of the Kentucky State Guard
settle into camp at the Louisville Fair Ground after a parade in
August 1860. Simon Bolivar Buckner (inset) commanded the
Guard, whom he pronounced to be "admirably drilled in rifle
tactics, handsomely uniformed, and fully armed and equipped."
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SOUTH CAROLINA
MILITIA

Resembling the
color of Federal uniforms, this N.C.O.'s
blue frock coat may
have endangered

its

owner when he wore
it

in battle early in the

War. Other militia
troops experienced
similar problems. The
Orleans Guard Battalion
arrived at Shiloh wearing their blue dress
uniforms. They were
forced to turn their
coats inside out after fellow Rebels

mistook them for
the enemy.

Captain John

Thomas Wheat

offers

his resignation to Colonel James
B. Walton of the Washington Artillery of New Orleans. Wheat resigned from the militia unit to
take command of a battery at Pensacola, Florida, in 1861. He was
killed at Shiloh the following April.

Dressing
for
A

Up

WASHINGTON ARTILLERY
OF NEW ORLEANS

War

great variety of uniforms appeared

the battlefield in 1861 as
state militia

members

companies, the

first

on

of

men

see active combat, were dispersed to
ferent units. Soldiers in the field
it

difficult lo distinguish

and
in

dif-

found

between friend

foe, given the fact that as

different uniforms

to

may have

many

as 10

existed with-

one state regiment.
The diversity of dress, noted one

Rebel,

ranged from "the dirty gray and tarnished
silver of the Carolinian" to the

butternut of the Georgian, with

trimming and

its green
and the Alabamiblue of a cleaner hue

full skirts,

ans nearly

all in

and neater

cut."

"dingy

The "handsomely French" frock
coat and kepi worn by the Washington Artillery "made them very
fine beside our homespun infantry fellows," remarked one Con-

upon seeing the
Orleans outfit for the first

federate soldier

New

The Washington Artillery
employed New Orleans' leading
time.

tailors to fashion their

uniforms.
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SOUTH CAROLINA

NORTH CAROLINA
PVT.

KENNEDY PALMER

13TH VIRGINLV INFANTRY

These two members of

Nellie Palmer made this
blue flannel battle shirt

General Harry Hays'
Louisiana Tiger Brigade
sport the uniform shirts
they wore in combat.

for

her brother Keruiedy.

Early in the War, when
Confederate soldiers had

no standard uniform,
officials instituted the

wearing of wool batde
shirts to create a uni-

form appearance.

FORAGE CAP,

P\T.

PALMER

VIRGINL\
;

i

FIELD SIGNS

MARYLAND
Southern soldiers

and

civilians

showed

support for the Confederacy by pinning state secession

cockades to their
hats

and

jackets.

Although these
badges were usually

made of ribbon,

South Carolina's
cockade was woven
from leaves of the
state's

abundant

palmetto tree.

On

the eve of First Manassas, Gen^
Beauregard devised a system
of so-called fleld signs reversible wing badges and colored
eral

armbands

—

(right)

— to identify

Southern troops in combat.

He discarded the plan when
he learned that the Union
forces intended to use
the same system. White
cap bands (abot'e)
were also tried but

were unsuccessful
because they were
used tnconsistendy.

(
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Militia ofiBcers

wore

shoulder straps as
part of their standard "undress," or
everyday, uniforms

VIRGINIA ARTILLERY SHOULDER STRAPS

A Miscellany
of Insignia

prior to 1861. Originally designed so
that the men could

Before the Confederacy devised a cohe-

remove them and

sive system of insignia for identifying rank

substitute epaulets for dress occasions, straps were
later sewn directly
to coat shoulders.

and branch of

service,

prescribed

own

its

provided for shoulder

and hat

The number of
stripes on each

In

each

state militia

insignia. Regulations
straps, epaulets,

insignia.

many

cases, as exemplified

by the

Virginia militia system of shoulder straps

side of the strap
designated rank.

and epaulets (left and below), these items
were patterned after those prescribed
by U.S. Army regulations. The bugle cap

Background color
denoted the
branch of service.
'

insignia called for in North Carolina

was worn
Union and

state regulations (above, right)

Although epaulets
remained popular

CAPT. JOHN

T.

BROWN

with ofiQcers, regulars,

and

officers in the

Confederacy' alike.

To

state

further distinguish their units,

individual militia

troops in the years
before the CivU
War, they were

companies often de-

signed additional pins or badges. Even

though Maryland did not secede. Confederate soldiers from that state wore
a variety of pins adapted from the Cal-

rarely seen thereafter.

by infantry

The rank

—

devices two
bars for a captain,

vert heraldic cross (right).

an embroidered
eagle for a colonel,

and one

MAJ. JOHN T.

BROWN

star

for a brigadier

CAPT. JOSEPH K. LEE

COL. A. G. TALLVFERRO

THE LAUREL BRIGADE BADGE ADORNS THIS PRWATE'S HAT.
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ALABAMA

FLORIDA

TERRITORUL SEAL
STATE SEAL

ALABAMA
VOLUNTEER CORPS

VARLANT

SI

ATE EMBLEM

AlABAMA
VOLUN LEER CORPS

ARKANSAS

MOBILE
VOLUNTEER CORPS

MOBILE CADET

STATE SEAL
(LOCAL)

GEORGLV

SEAL

2D ARKANSAS REGIMENT
(LOCAL)

LOUISLVNA

STATE SEAL

STATE SEAL

STATE SEAL
(LOCAL)

JASPER GREENS

STATE SEAL

MAIL

IRISH

STATE SEAL

STATE SEAL
(LOCAL)

LAMAR

MOUNTED

RIFLES

STATE SEAL

STATE SEAL

STATE SEAL
(LOCAL)

NEW ORLEANS GUARDS

STATE

SEAI.

NEW ORLEANS
VOLTIGEURS

NEW ORLEANS BATTALION
OF ARTILLERY

KENTUCKY

STA E SEAL

STA n: SEAL

(LOCAL)

(LOCAL)

I

S

TATE SEAL

STATE SEAL

NORTH CAROLINA

State Buttons
Aside from their

mundane

utility,

orna-

mented uniform buttons were an essential

element of

Used

Civil

War

STATE SEAL

military insignia.

S

TATE SEAL
(LOCAL)

(LOCAL)

VARLVNT
STATE EMBLEM

HORNET'S NEST

SI A I E

SEAL

branch of service and

to indicate

rank as well as national, state, and unit
loyalties,

they also added the gleam of

polished metal to the unadorned fronts
of most uniforms.

Before the War, virtually
state

buttons were

When

made

all

Southern

in the North.

the fighting broke out, the Confed-

eracy found
factory

itself

and had

without a single button

to

import European-made

varieties. Later, as the

choked

blockade gradually

off this supply, a

number

VAWANT

VAWANT

VARL^iNT

STATE EMBLEM
(LOCAL)

STATE EMBLEM
(LOCAL)

STATE EMBLEM
(LOCAL)

SOUTH CAROLINA

RIFLE

CORPS

TENNESSEE

of small

Southern firms turned out crucie versions

known

as locals.

The dress regulations written by the
Confederate War Department in 1861
specified eagle buttons for general and
S

staff officers,

LVl h SEAL

STATE SEAL

SI

A h SEAL
1

STATE SEAL

branch-of-service letter but-

(I,OCAL)

tons for other officers (see following
pages),

and regimental-number buttons
last, however,

for enlisted ranks (these

were never issued). But many soldiers,
officers and men alike, chose to proclaim
their first loyalty by wearing the buttons
of their

state.

STATE SEAL

STATE SEAL
(LOCAL)

STATE SEAL
(LOCAL)

TEXAS

MISSISSIPPI

MlLiriA

MODIFIED STATE SEAL

ARIII.LER^

CAVALRY

MODIFIED
STATE SEAL

INFANTRY

MIUTLV
(LOCAL)

MILirLK

(LOCAL)

\\

\(.() c.l

ARDS

Revered for his "coolness, good disposiand contagious courage," General
James Longstreet (below) wore his tunic
when other oCBcers "would have none
of it." Although critically wounded at the
tion,

WUdemess

LT. COL.

ARCHER ANDERSON

Lieutenant Colonel Anderson, who served on
the staffs of Generals D. H. Hill, Theophilus
Holmes, and Joseph E. Johnston, wore this
tunic faced with white wool. As published in
July 1861, C.SA. army regulations called for a
"double-breasted tunic of gray cloth, with the
skirt extending halfway between the hip and
knee." The tunic, with its short skirt copied
from an Austrian infantry uniform, proved
both uncomfortable and unpopular.

in 1864, Longstreet outlived

members of the Confeder-

all

the other

ate

high command.

STAFF

AND GENERAL

OFFICERS' BUTTONS (IMPORTS)
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Anderson, then an artillery ofiBcer, was dispatched to England at the beginning of the
War to help Captain Caleb Huse secure supplies for the Confederacy. During the trip, he
had this tunic custom-made in London. It is
an example of the best imported Confederate
ofiRcers' uniforms. Anderson was elected the
first postwar mayor of Savannah.

—
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The Favored Frock Coat
ing.

practically disappeared. Officers took in-

frock coats

stead to "the familiar cut of the frock coat

a separate skin that fell

with good length of

Confederate

tail,"

as

staff officer

This change

one

put

it.

marked the
more

introduction of a

comf(Mnable and
practical style of

military cloth-

LT. COL. ROBERT RANDOLPH
4TH VIRGINIA CAVAI.RY
The yellow £acings on Randolph's

was

him
Com-

frock coat identified

a break from regulations.
as a first lieutenant, Randolph reached the

cavalry; the cufif piping

Yet the basic structure of Confederate

Despite regulations, after 1861 the tunic

as

missioned
rank of
major before he was killed near Meadow Bridge, Virginia.

—

remained

body sewn to
below the hips

a close-fitting

their only

common

element.

Officers interpreted the regulations ac-

cording to their access to
financial resources,
taste.

and

tailors, their

their individual

Although many frock coats were

inspired by official regulations, they
rarely copied standard uniforms exactly.
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Garb of the
High Command

GEN. ROBERT

E.

LEE

ARMY OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA
Promoted

to brigadier general in
1861, Lee posed for this 1863 portrait in the coat he always wore,
which had a colonel's collar insignia and a general's button ar-

rangement. A group of women
from Maryland who supported
the Confederate cause sent Lee
the gray English broadcloth coat
(left). Once described as "beaming the highest Intelligence and
unvarying kindness, yet with
command so firmly set tn his features that all knew him for the

unquestioned chief," Lee attained
the highest rank of any oflBcer in
the Confederate service.

GEN. BEAUREGARD'S KEPI
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GEN. BRAXTON BRAGG
ARMY OF TENNESSEE
General Bragg, whose frock coat
is shown below, replaced Beauregard as commander of the
Army of Tennessee. Plagued by
chronic migraine headaches,
Bragg was notorious for his irascibility. While one historian credits him with "the highest moral
character and skill in planning
military maneuvers," he notes
that the general's "unpopularity
with practically everyone he
encountered gready diminished
his effectiveness."

TOUTANT BEAUREGARD
DEPARTMENT OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND GEORGIA
GEN. PIERRE GUSTAVE

The wide button spacing on Beauregard's elaborate frock coat (above) reflects a trademark
of Charleston tailors. Although Beauregard
considered his assignment to Charleston
1862 a demotion, he accepted it, saying, "I
shall rely on the ardent patriotism and unconquerable spirit of the men under my command
(left)

in

to sustain

me

successfully."
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Coats for the
Army's Generals
Confederates distinguished

officers'

ranks

—

by the use of the "Austrian knot" an arrangement of gold braid worn by French

on the sleeves of their undress
Each rank received one braid, ranging from one strand for a lieutenant to

officers
coats.

four for a general.

Whereas generals were further characterized by a pattern of three stars sur-

rounded by

a

wreath on their

Confederacy never

collars, the

(officially differenti-

ated between different grades of general
officers. Unofficially,

however, officers

adopted the Federal system of button
spacing: double-breasted rows of two
buttons for brigadier generals. Since no
regulations existed for ranks higher than
this,

the Rebels used rows of three but-

tons to

signifv'

major generals.

GEN. JAMES PETTIGREW

SOUTH CAROLINA
Pettigrew, whose close-fitting frock coat is
pictured at left, accepted a commission as
brigadier general in 1862. He was fatally
wounded at Falling Waters, West Virginia,
while commanding a portion of the rear
guard during the retreat to the Potomac.

GENERAL OFFICER'S SASH
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THOMAS M. LOGAN
SOUTH CAROLINA
GEN.

Logan wore

this coat at Johnston's

surrender

Sherman in North Carolina. Sherman
expressed amazement that this "slight, fairhaired boy" had commanded a brigade.
to

CONNER
SOUTH CAROLINA
Conner owned this wideGEN. JAMES

skirted frock coat lined
with yellow silk. At MechanicsviUe, during the
Seven Days' Battles, a
rifle ball broke Conner's
leg. Two years later he
was wounded again in
the same leg, and it had
to be amputated. Despite his handicap, Conner continued to command in the Oeld.

STAFF,

GENERAL OFFICERS', AND GENERAL SERVICE BLrPTONS (LOCAL)

GEN. BEP{JAMIN G. HUMPHREYS
MISSISSIPPI

During the War, Humphreys wore
this wool jean uniform, presented to him by a society of patriotic
women from Woodville, Mississippi. The wool used to make this
set was raised, spun, woven into
cloth, and sewn In Wilkinson
County, Mississippi. Although he
could have afforded Gner cloth,
Humphreys wore this uniform
out of allegiance to his
state,

home

where he was elected

governor

after the

War.
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GEN. WILLIAM DORSEY PENDER

NORTH CAROLINA
A

perfect example of an ofiQcer's
Geld uniform, Pender's general's
coat served him in combat. He
modified it for Geld wear by add-

ing padding under the

arm and

a strap on the shoulder so he
could carry a knapsack. His British imported enlisted man's trousers were rent by the shell fragment that wounded him at
Gettysburg in May 1863. Although
his injury did not appear to be
fatal, Pender was evacuated to a
hospital in Staunton, Virginia.
During the long, dusty trip, his
leg became infected and had to
be amputated upon his arrival.
He died hours after the operation.
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Homespun Frock Coats

At the beginning
of the War, making uniforms from

homespun
like the

by
ate

cloth,

one worn

Confedermajor from

this

Richmond, be-

came popular

as a

symbol of South-

em self-sufficiency.

COL. ELLISON CAPERS

24TH SOUTH CAROLINA INFANTRY
Capers served most of the War with the
24th South Carolina Volunteers, whom
to recruit. His uniform's brownand-white checked lining more typically
appeared in civilian clothes. Paroled as a
brigadier general in 1865, Capers entered
the Episcopalian ministry.

he helped
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1ST LT. FRANCIS P. FLEMING
1ST FLORIDA CAVALRY
Fleming's coat bears his rank insignia
collar but lacks sleeve braid.
This variation echoes an 1862 general order specifying no braid for
officers' coat sleeves. By dispensing
with prominent signs of rank, ofiB-

on the

cials

hoped

to

make

conspicuous on the

officers less
battlefleld.

CAPT. JOSEPH M. STOREY

43D GEORGIA INFANTRY
The

bullet that pierced Storey's

lung in August 1864 at Lovejoy's
Station near Atlanta entered
through the patched hole in the
left

breast of his coat.

Assumed

dead on the field, Storey was discovered by one of his men, who
CAPT. AUGUSTUS JONES

17TH GEORGLV INFANTRY
Captain Jones (above) was
killed at Second Manassas. His
black servant combed the field
for Jones' body, finally finding
it in a heap of corpses gathered
for burial. He removed Jones'

and sword
and trekked back to Georgia to
coat (right), belt,

return

them

to the family.

—

carried him using his blanket
for a stretcher to a train bound
for the Macon hospital where
he recovered. The holes now
repaired on the left arm of
the coat came from slugs diat
wounded Storey the year before
and caused the amputation of
one of his fingers.

—

—

—
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The Personal Touch

THOMAS W. BLANDFORD

COL. LAURENCE M. KEITT

SGT.

20TH SOUTH CAROLINA
INFANTRY

8TH KENTUCKY MOUNTED INFANTRY

A wealthy South

Carolinian, Keitt
commissioned the finest Charleston tailors to design his frock
coat (right). Custom touches
include the electric blue fabric
behind the sleeve braid and
on the faced lapels. Put in com-

mand

of Kershaw's Brigade in
May 1864, Keitt was leading it
into the fray at Cold Harbor the
following month when he was
shot and killed.

Blandford's coat (above) displays
an unusual arrangement of a single strand of gold braid paralleling the sleeve seam beginning at
the wrist and forming a trefoil
at the elbow. The rows of 16 tiny
ball buttons on each sleeve echoed

a conceit of French fashion at the
time. As originally designed, the

buttons enabled

tfie

roll his sleeves all

wearer

the

way

to

back.

Ill

GEN. BRYAN GRIMES,

NORTH CAROLINA

In his account of the Battle of Chancellorsville, Grimes
wrote to his wife, "My sword was severed by a ball, my
clothes perforated, and a ball embedded in my sword belt."
He survived the War, only to be assassinated at his plantation
in 1880. Grimes (below, flanked by his staff) chose a frock
coat devoid of rank insignia and a blue kepi (below).
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Contrasts in Quality

MAJ. JOHN

HUGHES, 7TH NORTH CAROLINA INFANTRY

Quartermaster in General Robert Hoke's division,
Hughes imported his uniform from S. Isaacs, Campbell
& Company in England, and it came through the blockade at Wilmington, North Carolina. When no one else

would take the

risk, S. Isaacs,

Campbell offered credit

Confederate customers. By the end of 1862, Rebels
had purchased nearly $5 million worth of supplies from
the firm and had paid only half of the amount due.
to

CAPT. WILLIAM H. CLEAVER
7TH TEXAS MOUNTED RIFLES
In contrast to the fine English wool broadcloth from
which John Hughes' uniform was crafted. Cleaver's
was sewn from an inexpensive wool-and-cotton blend
called satinette that simulated the look of broadcloth.
Cleaver, former chief justice of Angelina County,
Texas, served in New Mexico and far western Texas.
He was killed in a skirmish while foraging with his
company near El Paso in July 1862.

Il4

r
PREVt AR PORTR.\IT

OTIS

OF T.
BAKER AND HIS \HFE

A Soldier's
Bequest
Second Lieutenant

who

T.

Otis Baker,

fought with the 10th Missis-

sippi Infantry

under General Brax-

ton Bragg, proudly preser\'ed his

uniforms,

shown

here. Baker

served the Confederaq.- until the

end of the W ar, earning
at

a cita-

conspicuous bravery"

tion for

Chickamauga.
Baker

s

nonregulation single-breasted

frock coat and pants (right)

were made of

homespun wool.

.-Klthough gra\-

butternut

was the regulation color of Confederate
uniforms, manufacturers increasingly resorted to using a dye

and walnut
color

hulls,

known

made

EARLY ^\\R

FROCK COAT
WITH 2D
LIEUTENANT'S
SLEEVT BRAID

of copperas

which produced the

as butternut. Identify ing true

butternut uniforms poses a

problem since

vegetable-d\ ed gray oxidizes over time

and takes on a tan

cast.

WOOL FELT SLOUCH HAT
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Washington Artillery
PAGE LAPHAM

M.

Fashioned from flne wool kersey, Lapham's redpiped jacket, vest, and trousers typify those worn by
the Washington Artillery of New Orleans. Lapham
was one of many Virginians the Artillery recruited
to replace

its

own men

lost in battle. Fatally

Drewry's Bluff less than a year after he
enlisted, 18-year-old Lapham died in May 1864. His
captain, J. B. Richardson, lamented the death of one
of the Confederacy's "noblest and bravest defenders.

wounded

at

Well-to-do members of
the Washington Artillery,

shown here

at their

mustering-in camp, provided their own uniforms, which were subject to approval by the
company's inspection
committee. "In organization and equipment the
Washington Artillery
was not excelled by any
command North or
South, and the finest

material in die state,
of Louisiana filled its
ranks," claimed its commander, William Owen.

117
LT.

COL. WILLIAM M.

OWEN

When they went off to war, the
men of the Washington Artillery
were distinguished by their red
kepis and embroidered coats,
similar to those worn by William
Owen (left and below). The
men's appearance before they
took the Geld in 1861 led Confederates in Richmond to dub them
"bandbox soldiers." Even after
they had seen combat, Owen said
that "the Washington Artilleryman, though he might wear a
ragged jacket and torn shoes, was
clean and presentable."

The Washington
Artillery boasted

their

pin

own

gold

—a crossed can-

non design with
the motto Try Us.
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The Cloth-Saving
Jacket
Almost as soon as Confederate

officials

formally issued dress regulations, "a

shon-waisted and single-breasted jacket

usurped the place of the long-tailed coat,
and became univ^ersal," observed one
officer

who

Nonhern

serx-ed with the

Army

of

Virginia.

These jackets proved less expensive
and easier to order than the frock
coat since they required less cloth and
every' tailor kne^'

how

to

make them.

Confederate officers and enlisted

men

chose jackets as their standard
upper garment, a fact that led the enemy
to christen the Rebels "Grav Jackets.
alike

'

Confederate ofiBcers held prisoner at Fort Delaware on Pea Patch Island
in the Delaware River attend a prayer service. The ofiBcer standing in the
middle of die back row wears the jacket in which he was captured.

CAPT.

EDWARD

S.

MARSH

4TH NORTH CAROLINA INFAIVTRY
Captain Marsh (whose jacket
appears at right) led Company
of the 4th North Carolina into
battle at Chancellorsville

May

1863. As die 4th
attacked the Federal
center. Marsh was shot,
the bullet passing
through his lung. Despite the severity of
his injury, he par3,

tially

recovered and

was promoted
major on May

to
19,

1863. Complications from the
wound forced his
resignation in
February 1865.

1ST LT. JOSEPH V. BIDGOOD
32D VIRGINIA INFANTRY
The olive drab of Bidgood's late-War

jacket

of fabrics used in
making uniforms. A native of Williamsburg, Virginia, Bidgood gave up his studies
at the College of William and Mary in April
1861 to join the Confederate army.
illustrates the variety

on

I

INFANTRY AND RIFLEMAN BUTTONS

HAMMOND, TURNER
BATES, MANCHESTER

&

P TAIT

LIMERICK

S.

ISAACS,

CAMPBELL

LONDON

GREEN
GENERAL EWELL'S STAFF
MAJ. BEt\JAMIN H.

BLANK

BLANK

RICHMOND (LOCAL)

(LOCAL)

(LOCAL)

HAMMOND, IIIRNER &

HALFMANN & TAYI.OR

BLANK

MONTGOMERY

(LOCAL)

E.

BATES,

M. LEWIS

MANCHESTER

Green, whose uniform is shown above, was
chief of subsistence under General Richard
EweU. He narrowly avoided death when a bul
let tore through the right side of his jacket.
Luckily, the watch in his inside pocket
stopped the projectile, saving his life.
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The Cavalryman's

GEN. JAMES EWELL
VIRGINIA

Flair

BROWN STUART

Jeb Stuart (above, right) preferred a doublebreasted shell jacket that mimicked the ofiQcer's frock coat but was more comfortable for
riding. Renowned for his panache, Stuart was
described by one English officer as "the only
leader of the army who understood how to
combine the effects of fire and shock." According to General Lee, the Confederacy lost
"the eyes of the army" in May 1864 when Stuart was killed at the battle at YeUow Tavern.

COL. JOHN

S.

MOSBY

VIRGIN LV
Recognized by his trademark
slouch hat (below, right), Mosby
(right) organized his infamous
Partisan Rangers in early 1863.
Often accused of daredevUtry,
Mosby took care never to expose
his men to danger needlessly.
"His cool, quiet courage and the

almost unvarying success of
every enterprise which he personally conducted secured the
perfect confidence of his men,"
averred one of Mosby 's Rangers.

CAPT. JOHN W. BULLOCK
5TH VIRGINLV CAVALRY
Early in the War,
tailors

added

many

belt loops,

like those on Bullock's
jacket, to the jackets they

produced. These loops
disappeared quickly, however, proving to be a waste
of material. Bullock's company mourned the loss of
their "dashing young
leader, who died behind
enemy lines at Dumfries,
"

Virginia, in

January 1863.

CAVALRY BUTTONS

HAMMOND, RIRNER
& BATES, MANCHESTER

S ISAACS,

CAMPBELL

LONDON

CHATWIN & SONS
BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

T.

MILLER

HOUSTON (LOCAL)

HALFMANN & AVTOR
l

MONTGOMERY

BLANK
(LOCAL)
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Artillery Officer's Jackets
ARTILLERY BUTTONS

HAMMOND, TURNER

&

BATES,

S.

MANCHESTER

ISAACS,

CAMPBELL

LONDON

CHATWIN & SONS
BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

E.

M. LEWIS

RICHMOND LOCAL)
(

HALFMANN & TAYLOR

MONTGOMERY

BLANK
(LOCAL)

CAPT. JOHN DONNELL SMITH

BEDFORD LIGHT ARTILLERY
commanded part of this

Smith

Virginia battery,

which served

every campaign of the

Army

in

of

Northern Virginia. Originally a
Marylander, Smith put his state
buttons on his cadet gray wool
CAPT. G. GASTON OTEY
13TH VIRGINIA ARTILLERY
Hailed by the commander of
the Washington Artillery as "a
noteworthy organization, composed of the best young men
in

Richmond and

Virginia,"

Otey's battery participated in

campaigns in western Virginia

and Knoxville before joining
the Army of Northern Virginia.
Otey, whose kepi (below,
right) bears the crossed cannon designated for his branch
of service, died at Lynchburg
in October 1862 wearing his
fatigue jacket (right).

jacket (above). Lieutenant Colonel E. P. Alexander, in one of his
reports, praised Smith's perfor-

mance at Fredericltsburg in December 1862, saying, "I was personally impressed with the bearing of J. Donnell Smith in the attack on the evening of the 13th."
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The Charmed
Life of an
Artillerist

Major Richard Snowden Andrews, the 31commander of General Charles
Winder's divisional artillery, was still nursing an injury received during the Seven
Days' Battles when he led his batteries
into action at Cedar Mountain, Virginia, on
August 9, 1862 There, near the front, a
year-old

Federal shell ripped a gaping hole in his
stomach, nearly disemboweling him.
Clasping his intestines in one hand, Andrews slid from his horse and managed to
roll to the ground on his back. There he
lay for three hours until an ambulance

took him to a

field hospital.

The army surgeons, on seeing Andrews'

Hailed by General
William Pendleton as a
"brilliant and thoroughly
meritorious artillery
officer," Andrews kept
the jacket he

wore

at

Cedar Mountain as a memento of his narrow escape. The right side of
the garment was torn by
a Federal shell; the left
half was cut to make the
coat easier to remove.

condition, declared that there

hope. Even

the

if

wound were

was no
closed, a

would surely follow. Told
that his chances were less than one in a
hundred, Andrews replied, 'Well, am
going to hold on to my one chance."
A surgeon then cut away Andrews'
jacket, washed the wound, and sewed him
up crudely with a needle and thread. Eight
months later, wearing a protective metal
plate over his wound, Andrews rejoined
just in time to be wounded again
his unit
on the way to Gettysburg. After a second
convalescence, Andrews was discharged

fatal

infection

1

—

and assigned

as an

envoy to Europe.
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Three Brothers
for Georgia
when word

This portrait of
the Branch broth-

of

war breaking out reached

the Branch family in Savannah in the

ers together, John,

spring of 1861, brothers John, 23, San-

Hamilton, and
Sanford (left to
right), was taken
before the War,

ford, 21,

and Hamilton,

their lot with the 8th
In late July, the

east to join the forces

would not

in Virginia.

return.

On July

holding Bull Run

21,

General Bartow

ordered the 8th Georgia

"We

left

Infantry.

Branch boys were shipped

from which the
John,

oldest,

18, eagerly cast

Georgia

to the front.

Manassas Junction on Sunday

morning about four

o'clock," Sanford

Branch later wrote to his mother. "We
gained a small piece of woods when I
left the ce:)mpany and advanced in front.
thought I would look behind me to see
any of

my company had
just think of my

Mother,

John

reel

and

ran to him.

1ST LT.

HAMILTON BRANCH

54TH GEORGIA INFANTRY
The youngest and handsomest
of the Branch boys, Hamilton
( right) was wounded three
times during the War. He
received his second and
severest wound near At
lanta in June 1864, and
spent the next three
months at home recuperating. He rejoined
his

command and was

wounded

again in

December. In April
1865 when he returned to his company, his
er

command-

pronounced

him

unfit for field

duty and detailed

him

to collect absentees. A photo-

graph of Hamilton wearing his
uniform hat (helow, right) served
as the

model

for a

bronze statue of a
Confederate soldier
erected in 1879 and
still standing in a
Savannah park.

i

fall.

I

He died

I

if

fallen. But,

horror to see

dropped my gun and
in

mv

arms."
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In a rare hospital
photograph, Sanford Branch (on
cot at right) recovers from a wound
he received at Gettysburg. Left for

dead on the Geld
by his own men,
Sanford was captured and treated
by the Federals.
He made a remarkable recovery and
was exchanged in

December

The

left sleeve of Sanford's
frock coat ( right) displays
the mark of the bullet that
penetrated his shoulder at
Gettysburg; the coat's hem

has

bum

marks proba-

bly caused by

its

wear-

huddling too close
to a campfire. Sanford
most likely covered
er's

the buttons and collar
of his uniform coat in
black velvet after the

War

in

accordance

with the Union order
forbidding the display of any Confederate symbols.

1864.

Near the Dunker Church

at

Sharpsburg, Federal and Confederate Medical Corps ofiBcers shake hands during an improvised truce.

12j

SAMUEL
SURGEON

LT. COL.

M. BEMISS

Samuel Bemiss served in
a hospital In Ringgold,
Georgia, that treated the
sick and wounded of
General Bragg's army.
Black cotton facings on
Bemiss' coat cufifs (left)
resembled those worn
by

all

Confederate sur-

geons. A friend once
said of Bemiss, "He was
so genial, so sympathetic,
so entirely en rapport
with everybody."

Enlisted

men

in the

Ambulance Corps put

badges like these in their caps

when work-

ing as stretcher-bearers behind the lines to
prove they were not shirking battle.

CORPS.

CAPT. CR\RLES H.

DLMMOCK, ENGINEER
Dimmock (left) supervised the design and
construction of the
outer line of Confederate fortifications ringing
Petersburg, Virginia. .\s
a railroad hub linking
Richmond with the
Deep South, Petersburg
was indispensable to the
defense of the Confederate capital and the supply of Lee's army.

M.AJ.

THOMAS

M. R.

TALCOTT

ENGINEER, LEE'S STAFF
Talcott

kepi

apparendy had the Insignia on his
custom-made in deference to

(left)

the regulations calling for the old English
letter E to be embroidered in gold on
the caps of chief engineers. Captured at
Roanoke Island, Virginia, in early February
1862, Talcott was exchanged a week later.
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WILLIAM R. HODGE
14TH VIRGINIA CAVALRY
In December 1862, Yankees captured Hodge
in Greenbrier County,
Virginia, and took him
to

Camp

Chase, Ohio.

From there he was
transported in an open
boat to Vicksburg to be
exchanged. For some
reason, the exchange

never took place, and
the boat headed for an
Illinois prison. Hodge

never completed

this

voyage: He died en
route, 30 miles from
Vicksburg. A feUow pris-

oner returned Hodge's
coat (left) to his family.

CONFEDERATE INFANTRYMEN

PVT. JOSEPH B. PHILLIPS
CRESCENT REGIMENT
LOUISLVNA INFANTRY
The yellow piping on
Phillips' coat

did not, in

this case, indicate his

branch of service. Occasionally, individual regi-

ments chose a

specific

color just because they
liked it. Phillips, who
enlisted in March 1862,
fought with the Crescent
Regiment in the Battle
of Shiloh before he died
of unknown causes
three months later at
Tupelo, Mississippi.

—
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Coats for the Soldier
Loyal to their lo-

men, Texas
counties vied with
each other to outcal

Gt

and equip

those who volunteered to serve
the Confederacy
such as the men
of the 1st Texas
Infantry

shown

here in their
frock coats at
Camp Quantico,
Virginia, in the
winter of 1861.

LOUISIANA

INFANTRYMAN
This coat, worn by a
Louisiana infantryman,
is probably one of the
nine-button frocks issued by Louisiana. When
called upon In 1861 to
provide uniforms for its
soldiers, the state first
tried contracting with
local

Qrms.

failed,

When

that

they resorted to

having jean-cloth uniforms manufactured at
the state penitentiary.

Wade Hampton

raised an entire regiment

in South Carolina in the spring of 1861
and paid for each soldier's clothing out of
his own pocket. Coats like Robert Bomar's
were manufactured by local tailoring firms.

Hit by three

musket

balls at First Manassas,

Bomar was discharged

in October 1861.
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PVT. B. N. G.

SCHUMPERT

3D SOUTH CAROLINA INFANTRY
No one knows the origin of Private Schumpert's odd ticking-striped frock coat and
pants, but several such uniforms existed in
the Western theater during the War. The
17-year-old Schumpert received a $50
bounty when he enUsted in the Confederate army in 1862. The bloodstains on the
collar are from the mortal head wound he

received at Chickamauga.

PVT.

JOHN E.JOHNSTON

29TH ALABAMA INFANTRY
Johnston was wearing the jeancloth coat below at the Battle
of Peach Tree Creek in July 1864

when

a Minie ball entered his
chest just under the collarbone.
His mother, on her way to bring
her son additional homespun

garments, discovered
on the battlefleld.

him dead

CORPORAL, 1ST ^
GEORGL\ INFANTRY

i
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Shell Jackets

PVT. JOHN Y.

GILMORE

3D ALABAMA INFANTRY
Dressed in this jacket of wooiand-cotton twill— in which he

was also photographed (above)—
Gilmore was wounded three
times

at

Malvern

Hill in July

of

under the commutation system in which
1862. Obtained

—

volunteer regiments provided
their own clothing and were reimbursed by die government—
Gilmore's coat is typical of the
waist-length, single-breasted shell
jackets worn by enlisted men in
the early days of the War.

DIMITRY
CRESCENT REGIMENT
LOUISIANA INFANTRY
Private Dimitry was wounded
ShUoh in AprU of 1862 while

PVT. JOHN

wearing the shell jacket

at

at right.

Made under the commutation
system, it was issued to him
when he enlisted one month earlier. Because it was easily manufactured and required litde cloth,
the shell jacket was authorized
early on by the Quartermaster's
Department as the standard upper garment for enlisted men.
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Uniformed in the regulation shell
jacket of their unit, the enlisted
men of the Sumter Light Guards
stand at attention in Augusta,
Georgia, in April of 1861. The officers and N.C.O.s wear frock coats.

—
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Early

Richmond Depot Jackets

Private William
Moore and a

youth believed
be his brother,

to

both of Parker's
Virginia Battery,
posed in 1862
wearing jackets
of the first style

issued by the

Richmond depot
a shell jacket

trimmed with

pip-

ing or tape.

PVT.

E.

COURTNEY JENKINS

21ST VIRGINIA INFANTRY
Kent, Paine

& Company,

a

Richmond dry

goods manufacturer, made Private Jenkins'
jacket, which follows the basic pattern of
tlie first Richmond depot jackets. None of
the early jackets actually produced by the
depot are believed to have survived the War
Tlie

Merchant

s

Cotton Mill (far right)

at

Petersburg produced material used

—

ROYAL

PVT. JOHN BLAIR
1ST COMPANY

RICHMOND HOWITZERS
The

left

sleeve of Royal's jacket

(above) bears the marks of the

wounded him

Federal shell that

Chance llorsville. An example
of tlie second pattern of jacket
at

issued by the depot. Royal's gar-

—

ment which he apparendy

pre-

served as a souvenir of his close
escape displays the six-piece
body, two-piece sleeves, ninebutton front, plain cuffs, and belt
loops that characterize the style.

—

PVT.

GEORGE

H. T.

GREER

This gray wool jacket

worn by

Private Greer

who

served as military
secretary to General Jubal

—

Early is untrimmed, a
feature that diflferentiates most of the second
Richmond depot jackets
from the first. Partially

trimmed examples, however, do exist such as

—

Private Royal's (above).

The second-pattern
was produced

jacket

from the spring of 1862
until mid- 1864.
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Late

Depot Jackets

—
Exhibited in 1866,
this painting by

Winslow Homer
depicts his cousin,
Colonel Francis

Charming Barlow
of the 6 1st

York

New

Infantry,

confronting three
Confederate cap-

The prisonwear the third

tives.

ers

style of jacket

is-

sued by the Rich-

mond

THIRD-PATTERN

RICHMOND
DEPOT JACKETS
The Richmond depot
issued the cadet gray

wool kersey jackets at
left and right to two
brothers: Private Henry
Redwood and Sergeant
Major Allen C. Redwood.
Except for the lack of
shoulder straps and belt
loops, the third style of
jacket issued by the depot was identical to the

second. The red tape on
the jacket at right believed to have been

—

worn by Henry Redwood,

who served with a local
Virginia militia unit
was probably added

at

personal whim, since
third-pattern jackets

were issued untrimmed.
Allen Redwood, a noted
artist, served through
the War witli the Army
of Northern Virginia.

depot.

—
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Sack Coats for
Enlisted

Men

In addition to the shell jackets they pro-

CONFEDERATE SACK COAT

duced for the army, the Confederate government depots sometimes issued sack

The sack coat

coats, or fatigue blouses

—

lo(Xse, unfitted,

middle-length coats with widely spaced
buttons.

The depots

ma>' have manufac-

some of these plain coats themselves, but many of them were donated
tured

by

and

state relief organizations

ladies'

aid societies. Patterned after informal
vilian coats

coats

worn 'since

were popular

plicitx'

ci-

the 1840s, sack

for their comfort, sim-

of manufacture, and cheapness

were often made from

they

tained inexpensive, loosely

easily ob-

woven

fabric.

Wearing a baggy
sack coat and
trousers. Private

John

T.

posed

Davis

witli his

weapons

for this

wartime portrait. The bewhiskered private is
believed to have
served with an
Alabama regiment.

4

CORP. T. V. BROOKE
3D COMPANY

RICHMOND HOWITZERS
Corporal Brooke wore this plain
sack coat which was issued

—

to

him through

—

depot

at

the Richmond
the surrender of

army at Appomattox. Of
brown wool jean cloth with a
Lee's

black collar facing, the jacket
has a horizontal-slit front
pocket. The two-hole, recessedcenter buttons down its front
were of the type issued by the
government for use on all
sorts of garments.

at left

was probably

distributed to a soldier in the
Geld through one of the official
Confederate depots. The jacket is
lined in the body and sleeves
with osnaburg (a heavy, coarse
cotton), the standard lining fabric
used for enlisted men's garb.
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A Bounty
from Ireland
During the late days of the War, jackets
manufactured by Peter Tait of Limerick,
Ireland, were widely imported and issued
to

Confederate soldiers serving

in Virginia

and North Carolina. One of the largest
ready-made clothing manufacturers in the
world at the time, Tait not only contracted
with the Confederacy for uniforms but
delivered them in his

own blockade

ners. Tait jackets are characterized

run-

by a

and a
which was usually stamped
markings of the British army

five-piece body, eight-button front,

linen lining,

with size

system. All surviving Tait jackets are

made

same cadet gray kersey used in the
pattern of Richmond depot jackets.

of the
last

HUGH LAWSON DLINCAN
39TH GEORGIA INFANTRY
PVT.

This Tait jacket

Duncan

owned by

—who wore

it

at

Private

the sur-

render of the Army of Tennessee
the Bennett House in North
Carolina is believed to have
been part of a blockade-run shipment that entered through Wilmington, North Carolina, sometime during the last two months
of 1864. Duncan's jacket retains
at

—

of its original buttons, which
are stamped "P. Tait, Limerick."
all

m
P\T.

GARRETT GOUGE

58TH NORTH CAROLINA
In near-mint condition.
Private Gouge's bluetrinmied Tait jacket was

probably drawn

just before he went home at
the end of the War. Its
markings read, "5 feet
10/39-34," which indicate that it was made for

man Gve

feet 10 inches
with a chest of 39
inches and a waist of 34.

a

tall,
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Western Depot
Jackets
PVT. JOHN A.

When commanders needed

DOIAN

clothing for

most of them had

AUSTIN'S BATTALION

their troops,

LOUISIANA SHARPSHOOTERS

from the quartermaster general in Richmond, who then decided which of the
official depots could most efficiently fill
the order. The Western clothing depots,

to request

it

Private Dolan's jacket is probably one of the thousands
made especially for the survi-

vors of the Army of Tennessee assigned to General Richard Taylor's Department of

for instance, usually supplied the

Army

of

Tennessee, although products from the

Alabama. Mississippi, and

Columbus, Georgia, probasaw service in every theater of the
War. In addition, a few depots operated
large depot in

East Louisiana. Characterized by a five-button front
and one exterior pocket,
the wool jackets were manufactured in late 1864 or
early 1865, most likely at
an Alabama or a Mississippi depot. Written in
ink on the lining of Dolan's jacket are the details
of his service with the Confederate army, including
the date of his enlistment
in New Orleans August 17,

bly

independently of the quartermaster general

and dealt

directly with

some com-

manders. The jackets produced by the
Western depots were very similar; only

through their histories have their
gins

been

traced.

—

—and the date of his
surrender— May 12, 1865.
1861

li

J.

McDonald, Missouri infantry

Another example of the jacket made for General Taylor's Department of Alabama, Mississippi, and East Louisiana, the coat at left
was reportedly worn by either Private John McDonald or Sergeant
J. A. McDonald. Both men served with the 8th Missouri Infantry
Regiment and were paroled at New Orleans in May 1865.

ori-
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SHELL JACKET
Seven Confederate-issue

wooden buttons

fasten

the unidentified jacket

which probably
came from a Deep South
depot possibly the one
at right,

—

in Mobile, Alabama.

PVT.

THOMAS TAYLOR

8TH LOUISLVNA INFANTRY
wore
came from

Private Taylor, pictured below,

jacket (below, right) that

the

Montgomery depot, but

fabric

it

is

a

of finer

and cut than standard-issue

jackets.

Detailed to the Montgomery Quartermaster's Department, Taylor purchased
his own material from the depot in
November of 1863 and then had a tailor
custom-make the garment.
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Jackets

from

Georgia Shops

PVT. JOHN C. ZEHRING
4TH TENNESSEE INFANTRY
In early 1865,
ing, pictured

John Zehrabove on

his carte de visite, received this jacket In
which he penned his

name. Most

likely a

Georgia state issue, the
jacket may have been
made by the Milledgeville Manufacturing

Company

in MilledgeGeorgia. Zehring
was detailed in MilledgevtUe as a hospital
steward in the C.S.
ville,

Medical Department.

1ST SGT.J. FULLER

LYON

19TH SOUTH CAROLINA
INFANTRY
Fashioned from a rough

handloomed wool resembling salt-and-pepper burlap, Lyon's jacket (left)
came from the Atlanta depot. The hole in the left
arm was made by the buUet
that wounded Lyon at Lovejoy's Station in Georgia.

PVT. ELIJAH C.

WOODWARD

9TH KENTUCKY INFANTRY
This five-button wool jean
jacket (right) worn by
Private Woodward probably came from the depot
in Columbus, Georgia.
Designated as a Columbus
Type I, the jacket has two
interior pockets. Woodward
enlisted in the Confederate
army in September 1861;
he deserted a year later.
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Of all the Confederate

states,

North Carolina was the most successful at furnishing clothing for
its troops throughout the War.
This six-button sack coat (above)
complies with early state regu-

lations for enlisted

men.

WILLIAM EDWARD TUCKER
Tucker wore this plain wool-andcotton jacket (right) when he
worked at the Confederate government shops at Charlotte,
North Carolina. In 1865, Tucker
helped guard the wagons containing the Confederacy's money
time of Jefferson Davis'
capture by the Federals.

at the

Private Alfred

Turner

(left) of
the 4th North
Carolina State

PVT. HITGH

Troops is shown
wearing an early

When Duncan wxs

L. DLINCAN
39TH GEORGIA INFANTRY

surrendered
near Greensboro in April 1865,
he was wearing these militarystyle wool-and-cotton trousers.

state-issue sack
coat.

The black

strip of cloth

on

the coat's shoul-

der marked

him

as an infantryman.

PVT.

AMZI

L.

WILLIAJVISON

NORTH CAROLINA INFANTRY
North Carolina provided sack
coats for its troops until early
1862, when it replaced them with
gray jackets. Williamson's jacket

(above), which he was wearing when he was hit by
musket Gre at the Battle
of Gettysburg, typifies
North Carolina's longerwaisted version of the
Confederate shell. His
jean-cloth cap (right)
closely copies the Federal army forage cap.
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Trans

-

M

i

PVT. Bl'RTON

ssi ssippi

MARCHBANKS

30TH TEXAS CAVAI RY
After enlisting in the Confederate

army on July 12, 1862, Burton
Marchbanks (inset, right) went
war

to

homespun

butternut
jacket and jean trousers stitched
together by his wife. Only the
metal buttons on the jacket were
fumished-by the Confederate
government. On July 17, 186.3,
Private Marchbanks was seriously
wounded and captured by the
Federals at Honey Springs, Indian
Territory. Paroled after the battle,
he was allowed to go home to
Johnson County, Texa,s, to die.

LT.

in this

JOHN DITNCAN HOI ID.AY

TAPPAN'S ARK-^NSAS BRIGADE

An ordnance

officer, I ieutenant
Holiday wore this red-trimmed
wool jacket in battles at Mansfield, Louisiana, and Jenkins'
Farm, Arkan sas. It features an unusual single-burton closure at the

neck and the gold-braid insignia
of a first lieutenant on the collar.
Lieutenant Holiday surrendered
at Shreveport on June 8, 1865.

Colonel Richard
M. Gano, commander of the 7th

Kentucky Cavalry
Regiment, posed
for the camera
(left) in

a tasseled

and plumed
come and a

tri-

double-breasted
frock coat. Gano
praise
for destroying a
250-wagon Feder-

won high

supply train
Cabin Creek
in the Indian Territory on September 19, 1864.

al

at

CAPT. WILLIAM H. CLEAVER
2D TEXAS MOLINTED RIFLES

The yellow cotton trim on the
collar of this single-breasted,
brown wool shell jacket worn

by Captain Cleaver

—who died in

service in the New Mexico Territory in 1862 denotes his rank.

—

Captain Samuel Richardson

of the 3d Texas

went

to war in
jaguar-skin trousers with holsters
to match
a striking example of
the singular garb

—

worn by some

sol
diers in the West,

A

silky scarf knot-

ted in a

bow

around

his collar

adds a jaunty
touch to the plain
shirt

and trousers

worn by the

sol-

an un-

where little or no
heed was paid to

dier at

Confederate uniform regulations.

the Texas cavalry.

known

left,

private in
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The VMI cadets Hardaway Dinwiddle, Gay^
lord Clark, Thomas Hayes, Richard Tunstall, and Edward Tutwiler (clockwise
top left) pose in their West Pointinspired dress uniforms. All five were
mustered to counter the Federal
thrust into the Shenandoah Valley

from
PVT.

CHARLES J. ANDERSON

VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE
Buttons stamped with the VMI
unlined butternut wool shell jacket worn by
Private Anderson. He was
one of more than 200
VMI cadets who joined
the forces of Major
General John C.
Breckinridge in
the Battle of New
Market in May
seal £asten this

W
K

1864. The cadets
were assigned to
Brigadier General John Echols'

|

command;

10 of
the youths died
of wounds received in battle.

CADET
CHARLES LOCKE BEARD
Now faded to Light

Calling Up
the Cadets

brown. Cadet Beard's

homespun shell
may originally
have been gray. He
wore it in 1865 when
cotton

jacket

During the first years of tiie War, cadets
from the many Southern military academies a valued source of trained offi-

—
cers—were held

in reserve.

he was
student

The primary

troops

at

was

to drill

green

Richmond.

As the Confederacy's desperation deepened, however, some cadets were mobi-

Many of the boys
government-issue fatigue-style

lized into fighting units.

went

off in

uniforms, but as the War continued, the
VMI cadet Corporal John S. Wise later
wrote, "Our uniforms ceased to be uniforms; for as the difficulty of procuring

we were permitted to
supply ourselves with whatever our parcloth increased

ents could procure."

at

the Florida

Military Institute in
Tallahassee. Similar

contribution of Virginia Military Institute
students, for instance,

a 15-year-old

I

were issued to
of Southern
military schools by the
jackets
a

number

Confederate government even before the
cadets were mobilized.

PVT. JOHN McNISH HAZLEHURST
GEORGIA MILITARY INSTITL TE
John Hazlehurst was 17 when he posed
for the picture

below and then marched

with the Georgia Battalion of Cadets,
which had been mobilized to join the
home guard. He served from spring of
186^ until May 1865. Hazlehurst's matching jacket, vest, trousers, and kepi were
probably provided by his family.
ofif

Overcoats

COL. ELLISON CAPERS

24TH SOUTH CAROLINA INFANTRY
Although the Confederacy prescribed overcoats only for its enListed men, many of its oflBcers,
like Colonel Capers, had overcoats made to wear in foul
weather. Capers' brown wool
twill coat (left) exhibits no
oCBcer's insignia or sleeve
braid, in accordance with
official ordinance.

Lieutenant Colonel
Harry W. Gilmor
(above) rode with the
7th Virginia Cavalry. His
overcoat follows the
Federal pattern, which
features a longer cape
for

mounted

troops.

MAJ. GEN. JOHN B. HOOD
ARMY OF NORTHERN

VIRGINLK
Hood's double-breasted
overcoat, with its red
flannel lining, was undoubtedly warm. Speaking of Hood's Brigade, a
distinguished U.S. congressman declared after
the War, "I would rather
have been able to say
that I had been a worthy
member of Hood's Texas
Brigade than to have
enjoyed all the honors
which have been conferred upon me."

Devoid of ornamentation except
for bufif-colored piping. Grimes'
loose-fltting overcoat shows
his penchant for plain clothing.
His coat is not an official patit may be an old civilian
overcoat to which he added
trim and military buttons.

tern;

tulistcd

men
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Co-

lumbus C laylor,
James D. Jatksoii,
aiidjujiic's H. Por-

ter (left to right)

of the 3d Georgia

posed

ill

overcoats

their

when

regiment
wa* cainped near
their

Richmond

Ln the

winter of 1861-62.
aylor

and Jack-

son were killed
at Malvern Hill.

Private Curtis enlisted in

Company D
Guards),
luia,

(Pee Dee
North Caro-

2.5d

on August

11, 1861.

Curtis was issued the
greatcoat at left before
leaving for Virginia but

never had
to

wear

fever at

it.

tlie

chance

He died of

Richmond's

Chiniborazo Hospital
on January 25, 1862.

McGehce wore

this

homespun

overcoat during the winter
campaign of 186-4-65. He had
it in early April 1865 when he
was wounded at the Battle of
Five Forks in Virginia.

Trousers
COTTON TROUSERS
Made from cotton jean
cloth woven in Spartanburg, South Carolina,
these light blue trousers
were worn by a soldier
named J. T. Moore, hi
the early days of the
War, work-style trousers

such as these were frequently issued to, or
purchased by, soldiers
In volunteer units.

RICHMOND DEPOT
TROUSERS
Lined with light brown
cotton and unbleached
osnaburg, these blue
wool trousers were probably issued to either Sergeant Major Allen C. Red-

CORP. T. V. BROOKE
5D COMPANY

RICHMOND HOWITZERS
The unusual gathered cufifs of
these wool kersey trousers are
equipped with hooks. The pants
probably came from the Richmond depot and were later altered to Brooke's specifications.

wood or Private Henry
Redwood by the Richdepot. The buttons
are of japanned tin.

mond
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PVT. JESSE

BRYANT BECK

25TH ALABAMA
INFANTRY
A jagged tear and faded
bloodstains mark Private Beck's trousers

which he was
wearing when he
was wounded at

(left),

the Battle of Atlanta on July 22, 1864.

\

Of wool-and-cotton

homespun

cloth,

the trousers are
trimmed with
bone buttons.

LT.

HAMILTON BRANCH

54TH GEORGL^ INFANTRY
The Georgia Relief and
Hospital Association
its name in the
lining of this pair of trou-

stamped
sers,

which

it

donated

to the troops. Lieutenant

Branch may have drawn

them through the

mond

LT.

Richclothing depot.

SANFORD BRANCH

8TH GEORGL\ INFANTRY
OfiBcer's trousers,

as the pair at

left

such

worn

by Lieutenant Branch,
were generally made
to Gt and were almost
always of finer fabric
than those worn by
enlisted

men.

COL.

EDWARD

ANDERSON
Colonel Anderson's
smartly tailored redtrimmed trousers

CAVALRY OFFICER S
TROUSERS
The yellow piping
down the trousers
at left

identiGes

(right) were made
for him in London

alry, in

while he was there
on a wartime mission he undertook

tions. Infantry of-

for Jefferson Davis.

An

artillery officer,

Anderson

also su-

pervised the Savannah defenses.

them with the

cav-

accordance
with Confederate

uniform regulatrousers were
be striped in
dark blue, artillery
ficers'

to

officers' in red.
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Shirts

Drab or Fancy

PVT.

ANDREW THOMAS

BE.VM

28TH SOUTH CAROLINA VOLUNTEERS
White glass buttons fasten this cotton
shirt worn by Private Beam, who was
killed in action at Petersburg.

To keep them from

—

ridiiii'

— and to keep

up

out drafts these long co;i^>n drawers worn
by R. I. Maury had ties at ti\c cufifs.

LMPORTED SHIRT
Manufactured in England, this
British army shirt was run
through the Union blockade.

—
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PVT. M. PAGE LAPHAM
WASHINGTON ARTILLERY

OF NEW ORLEANS

A
Casually attired,
the men of Company A of the
5th Georgia Volunteers lounge

about camp in
this photograph
taken at Augusta.

pleated front adorns
white cotton shirt

this

worn by

who

Private

Lapham,

died on May 23,

1864, from wounds
received at Drewry's
Bluff on May 14.

Georgia, in 1861.

The

letters

CR on

the front of the
wall tent stand for
Clinch Rifles, the

company's name.
I

\

BRIG. GEN. DAVID A. WEISIGER

General Weisiger's pullover shirt is
patched where he was struck by a bullet
during the Battle of the Crater on July 30,
1864. His actions there earned him an onthe-spot promotion to brigadier general.

Made from a wildly patterned
wool tablecloth and trimmed with
a black velvet collar and placket,
this unique shirt was worn by an
PVT.

PETER

S.

unidentified Confederate soldier
captured at Vicksburg.

HYDE

This blue-and-white
plaid shirt
vate Hyde

worn by

Pri-

—whose regi-

ment

is

unidentified

was reportedly made

in

camp by someone named

Tom Buck

out of a bedspread stolen from a
Pennsylvania home.
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>

ENLISTED MAN'S KEPI
Despite some difficulty

in obtain-

ing materials, Confederate quartermasters supplied kepis, the regulation headgear, throughout the
War. This wool jean kepi, with an
oilcloth brim, was probably issued
by the Richmond clothing depot.

—
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CORP. T. V. BROOKE
3D COMPAm', RICHMOIVD

HOWITZERS
An English import,

this

slouch

hat was issued to Brooke by a
Confederate quartermaster. Many
soldiers preferred soft-brimmed
hats to the traditional kepi.

All

manner of caps

and slouch hats
as well as the odd

—

straw adorn these
prisoners captured
from the Army of

Northern Virginia
in 1864. The motley assortment reflects the wide variety of regulation

and

civilian

dress

head-

worn by

Confederate solon campaign.

diers
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2D LIEUTENANT

Volunteers' Headgear

GEN.

THOMAS J.

"STONEWALL" JACKSON
Jackson's cap was a relic
of his faculty days at Virginia Military Institute.

W. R. MacBETH
12TH BATTALION
LOUISIANA INFANTRY
LT.

MacBeth's unusual kepi was

made from

stiffened cloth.

HAVELOCK
Inspired by the cloth hat covers

worn by

British soldiers in
India, the havelock was popu-

lar In the

summer

of 1861.

VIRGINIA EIGHTH

STAR BATTERY

—
159

LT.

J.

KENT EWING

4TH VIRGINIA
Ewing

— mortally

wounded

at

Gettysburg

sports an Italian-style
fatigue cap cover intend-

ed for

ofif-duty

The cotton

wear.

fatigue

cap cover below was
found in Captain O.J.
Wise's haversack.

CAPT. O. JENNINGS WISE
46TH VIRGINIA UVFANTRY
Wise, killed at Roanoke Island in early 1862, fought
wearing this forage cap.
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MAJ. G. B. lARTIGUE
1ST SOUTH CAROLINA

Officers' Kepis

bearing the label of
Charleston manufacturer, the kepi at far left
was worn by Lartigue
when he served as quartermaster under General
Still
its

Johnson Hagood. The

number of strands of
gold braid on an oCBcer's kepi denoted rank:
one

for lieutenants,

two for captains, three
for field ofiDcers,

and

four for generals.

GEN. JOHN

BANKHEAD MAGRUDER

Magruder's victory at Big Bethel, Virginia,
on June 10, 1861, earned him the four
stripes on his stylish, Paris-made kepi. Embroidered on its front are the initials "CSA.'

GARDNER
who commanded

GEN. FRANKLIN
Gardner,
at

Shiloh,

moted

wore

a cavalry brigade

this kepi after

to brigadier general

on

being proApril 11, 1862.

ARTILLERY OFFICER'S
KEPI

The kepi

at right

was

made

of red cloth
to comply with
regulations that
called for a man's
branch of service
to be indicated

by the color of
his cap: red for
dark
blue for staff, sky
blue for infantry,
and yellow for cavalry.
artillery,

Many kepis, however,
were gray because of
dye and cloth shortages

MAJ. JOHN A. A. WEST
1ST REGULAR BATTERY
C.S.

A

LIGHT ARTILLERY

pair of crossed cannons ornament the
front of this red, gold, and gray kepi worn
by West, a staff officer who saw action in
the attack on Baton Rouge in August of 1862.
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LT.

JOHN COLE

The holes on the side and top of this cap
worn by Lieutenant Cole, an Alabaman,
mark the path of the bullet that killed him
near Petersburg, Virginia, on the day of the
Battle of the Crater—July 30, 1864.

OFFICER'S KEPI
This low-crowned, flat-brimmed kepi with
an embroidered "R" and crescent insignia
on its front belonged to an ofiBcer who

served with a Louisiana unit raised in
Orleans possibly the Crescent Rifles.

New

—

COL. WILLLVM J. CLARKE

24TH NORTH CAROLINA INFANTRY
Clarke's

appointment

to colonel in July

— the same month he organized his
regiment— garnered him the three stripes
1861

trimming his regulation infantry kepi.

CAPT.

GEORGE J. PRATT

18TH VIRGINIA CAVALRY
In the spring of 1864, Pratt fought in the

New Market and Piedmont wearing this regulation cavalry kepi. As an
economy, its brim was made of inexpensive oilcloth instead of fine leather.
battles of
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Enlisted Men's Caps

EIVLISTED MAN'S INFANTRY KEPI
Made from inexpensive cotton jean cloth
and finished with a polished blue cotton
band, this high-crowned kepi came from
a clothing depot in the Deep South.

PVT.

CICERO

BOWMAN

Although the red piping on his kepi iden-

him as a member of the artillery.
Bowman—who died of exposure in camp
tifies

reportedly belonged to a Georgia infantry
regiment. It was not uncommon for troops
to be issued whatever headgear the quartermaster had on hand, regardless of distinctions called for by regulations.

CORP. ANTHONY S. BARKSDALE
1ST BATTALION, VIRGINIA
LIGHT ARTILLERY
Barksdale's red kepi with a blue band was
regulation issue for enlisted gunners.

CAPT. DANIEL MORGAN
HART'S BATTERY

SOUTH CAROLINA
Morgan, like many

Confederate

wore an enlisted man's
kepi despite his rank. This one
probably came from the Richofficers,

mond

depot. Morgan's horse ar-

fought with
of Northern Virginia.

tillery battery

the

Army

II
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PVT. A. A.

CREWS

29TH ALABAMA INFANTRY

A brown

leather visor

and a cloth

chin strap finish Crews' kepi,
stained a butternut color by a dye
made of copperas and walnut
hulls. Southerners increa-singly
relied on the locally produced
dye as the War drew on and the
Union blockade cut ofif imports.

ENLISTED MAN'S KEPI
This blue-banded kepi belonged to a
soldier attached to an unidentified Louisiana militia unit represented by the initials "C.G."
perhaps the Cannon Guards,
Clinton Guards, Continental Guards, or
Creole Guards, to name a few.

—

PVT. ROBERT ROYALL
1ST COMPANY

RICHMOND HOWITZERS
Private Royall's two-toned

kepi probably came
from the Richmond depot.

artillery

OFFICER'S

FORAGE CAP

Instead of the regulation kepi,
some Confederates wore caps
patterned after the Regular
Army's 1858 forage cap, such as
the one above owned by a Captain Wallace of Gordonsville, Virginia. In general, forage caps are
distinguished from kepis by
their

high crowns and

flat tops.

CAPT. WILL HARDIN
47TH GEORGIA INFANTRY
With its soft sides and
forward-sloping top, Hardin's forage cap is typical
of the style worn in the
early days of the War.
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CAPT.

ROBERT

H.

ALEXANDER

30TH VIRGINIA INFANTRY
Captain Alexander who commanded the company known as
the Gordon Rifles until April of
1862, when he failed to be re-

—

—

elected to rank faced battle in
the plain gray forage cap below.

GEN.

THOMAS J. "STONEWALL JACKSON
"

Before the Battle of Fredericksburg, Jackson inspected his troops wearing a new
gold-braided uniform and the goldbanded forage cap above a splendid
improvement over his customary threadbare attire, which reportedly drew cat-

—

calls

and irreverent

jests

from his men.

COL. GEORGE WYTHE RANDOLPH
1ST VIRGINLV ARTILLERY
Randolph,

who

fought

Big Bethel in
cap with
a sharply sloping top. He was later promoted to brigadier general and served as
secretary of war for eight months in 1862

June of 1861, owned

at

this forage

2D LIEUTENANT, STONEWALL BRIGADE
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The All-American
Slouch Hat

2D LT. JOHN T. PURVES
7TH LOUISIANA INFANTRY
Made from beaver fur and lined with
ple

up

purPurves" slouch hat was folded
as a tricome the state-regulation hat
silk,

—

which was widely
copied in neighboring Louisiana.
style for Mississippi,

CAPT.

PAUL HAMILTON
1ST SOUTH CAROLINA
LIGHT ARTILLERY
A palmetto palm, the

NORTH CAROLINA SLOUCH HAT

badge of South
Carolina, trims the upturned brim of Hamilton's hat, a model
authorized by the Reglar Army in 1858.
state

Unlike the European-inspired kepis

and forage caps, full-brimmed hats
like that above were one of the few
native American articles of clothing
used during the Civil War. Cords on
officers' hats traditionally had acorn
ends; enlisted men's had tassels.

LT.

JOHN SELDON

1ST VIRGINIA ARTILLERY

An ordnance

officer with Cutshaw's Battalion, Seldon wore
this soft-brimmed, beehivestyle slouch hat on duty.
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SLOUCH HAT
Lost by an unknown Confederate soldier on the battleGeld at Getty sburg, this
plain felt slouch hat shows

evidence of once having
been treated with some
ty pe of waterproof coating.

P\T. JAMES H.

WILLIFORD
lOTH GEORGL\ INFANTRY

Private Williford lost his

—

hat which is adorned
with the state seal of
Georgia in the Peach
Orchard at Getty sburg.
but escaped with his
life. Williford fought
with General Lafayette

—

McLaws' division.

LT. W.JAMES KLNCHELOE
49TH \TRGL\L\ L\F.\NTRY

Kincheloe posed for this portrait
wearing the blue-tasseled hat
below the same hat he had on
when he was killed at Getty sburg.

—

P\T. JAMES W
1ST \TRGL\L\

.

POAGIT

CWALRY

Poague ornamented the upturned brim of his hat with
an elaborate leather star.
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Hats of the Army
of Tennessee

PVT. CLEMENT BASSETT
8TH TEXAS CAVALRY
Bassett's

Lone

broad-brimmed hat bears the

Star insignia of the 8th

Texas Cavalry,
better known as Terry's Texas Rangers.
Bassett got the hat from a fellow soldier in
1862 and wore it until the end of the War.

W. H. TENNISON
ARMY OF TEIVNESSEE
Tennison, a native son of Monticello, Mississippi, wore this beehive-style slouch
hat while serving as a member of General
Leonidas Polk's Escort Guard. He later
died a prisoner in Camp Chase, Ohio.

SLOUCH HAT
A stitched leather band and
this

trim ornament

slouch hat worn
soldier in the Army of

otherwise plain

felt

by an unknown
Tennessee. A Virginian partial to such hats
once wrote that "a man who has never
been a soldier does not know the amount
of comfort there is in a good soft hat."

MAJ. WILLLVMS J.

CROOK

13TH TEIVNESSEE INFANTRY

The button on the
Crook's slouch hat
ble for

him

to tie

side of Major
made it possi-

up

its

brim.

SGT.

T. J.

DUCKETT

3D SOUTH CAROLINA
Duckett's high-crowned, beehiveslouch hat took the bullets
meant for his head at the Batde
of Chickamauga in 1863. The
hand-lettered sign on the
hat was made by Duckett
himself, the better
ter to
show ofif his battletie-jH
scarred headdress
at veterans' restyle

unions

after

the War.

y

TKese

B^HU
^

^

V^^^

of

Sept

Cl\\Cifl\i^(

nm's,

1ST LT. JAMES A. TILLMAN
24TH SOUTH CAROLINA INFANTRY
A bullet-ridden relic of his brush
with death, Tillman's slouch hat
bore the brunt of the shots aimed
at his head when he fought during the Franklin campaign.

LT.

RICHARD

L.

DOBIE

13TH VIRGLNIA

CAVALRY
This oilcloth rain hat
protected Dobie, who
rode with the Sussex
Light Dragoons, far better than the cap cover
specified by regulations.

ARTILLERY OFFICER S
KEPI

Worn by

a North Carolina artillery ofBcer, this oilcloth kepi
was painted red to indicate its

owner's branch of service.

J
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BALACLAVA

A trenchbound South

1ST LT. WILLIAM H. S. BURGWTN
35TH NORTH CAROLINA

Carolina soldier wore
this woolen hood, called
a balaclava, during cold
winter nights. The handknit hat was patterned

Burgwyn's warm corduroy cap
was made for him by a Miss May
Gait whUe he was convalescing
from a wound received at Cold
Harbor on June 1, 1864.

and named

after the

headgear British troops
used in Russia during
the Crimean War.

1ST LT. J. A. CHARLARON
WASHINGTON ARTILLERY

OF NEW ORLEANS

PVT. LANDON CHEEK
1ST MISSISSIPPI CAVALRY

who was wounded in three
he was 15, wore this ventilated hat made of wool jean material in
seven battles altogether. After the War, he
became a doctor in Canton, Mississippi.
Private Cheek,

battles before

GEN. ROBERT

E.

LEE

Lee received the stitched cotton
hat at right as a gift but reportedly never wore it. He instead
gave it to Beverly Randolph Codwise, a courier on his staff,
who saved it as a memento.

Charlaron fought with
the Army of Tennessee
wearing this unusual
black cotton cap in place
of the scarlet kepi with
dark blue band adopted
by his unit in I860.
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CAPT. G. GASTON OTEY
13TH VIRGINIA ARTILLERY
Otey drew

artillery pieces

and flgures on the palms of
his gloves (left). Mosdy
worn by mounted ofiBcers
and cavalrymen, gloves
were "worse than useless"
to the enlisted man.

LT.

CHISWELL DABNEY

JEB STUART'S STAFF
These cavalry gloves (above)
belonged to Lieutenant Dabney, Jeb Stuart's aide-de-camp.

CAST BRASS SPUR
NASHVILLE PLOW WORKS

GEN. ROBERT

E.

LEE

believed that Lee was wearing these gauntlets (above)

It is

to GenAppomattox.

when he surrendered
eral Grant at

COPPER SPUR, METAL SALVAGED FROM MERRIMAC

C.S.

GENERAL'S SPUR
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GEORGE McKENDREE
GEN. JOHN ECHOLS' STAFF
MAJ.

McKendree, a former artilleryman, purchased his
gloves (left) from the firm
of H. W. Donnally of
Lewisburg, Virginia.

PVT.

ALEXANDER

G.

DIMITRY,JR.

One

of Mosby's Rangers,
Dimitry was buried in
his cavalry boots (right)

he was killed in
action in 1863. The boots
after

This rakish member of Jeb Stuart's
cavalry (above)

were removed when
Dimitry 's body was ex-

humed

in 1867.

adopted his commander's jaunty

way of tucking his
pant legs inside
his boots.

Mounted

men more commonly wore

their

trousers outside
their boots.

GEN. ROBERT

E.

LEE

Riding boots like Lee's
(left), made of supple
leather rising well

GEN. BRAXTON

BRAGG

These gold-plated spurs were given to
Bragg by the staff of the Atlanta Register.

above the knee, were
favored by officers.

Wooden pegs bind

soles to uppers on these brogans, probably
made in a Georgia factory. The
Quartermaster's Department paid

$2.25 a pair for shoes like these.

PVT. M. PAGE LAPHAM
WASHINGTON ARTILLERY OF

NEW ORLEANS
Lapham's army shoes
well

Mayo never finished the socks
(above) that she was knitting for a
Confederate soldier. During the War,
Miss Mayo volunteered her services as
Mattie

a nurse's aide ui a

Richmond

hospital.

made of sturdy

COTTON CONFEDERATE
ARMY SOCKS

HAND-KNITTED SOCKS
FOR A REBEL SOLDIER

(left)

are

leather.

LT.

ROBERT

D.

MINOR

uniforms worn by Confederate naval officers were blue,
like the one belonging to Lieutenant Minor (above). Minor,
who served aboard the C.S.S. Virginia, was wounded by fire from
the U.S.S. Congress in the Battle
of Hampton Roads in March 1862.

The

first

Midshipman

Lee's variant

navy cap displays the
remnants of the patent
leather visor stipulated
by C.S.N. regulations.
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CAPT. RAPHAEL SEMMES
At anchor

South

ofif

Cape Town,

Africa, Captain

Semmes (foreground)
and

his executive oflB-

cer. Lieutenant John

Mcintosh

Keli,

lounge

on the deck of the Alabama. The insignia on
Semmes' navy cap (below) originally bore
three stars above the
anchor, designating his
captain's rank.

Semmes

captured or destroyed a
total of 69 Federal ships.

LT.

ROBERT

D.

MINOR

Minor's double-breasted wool coat (left) adheres to
navy regulations specifying a steel-gray frock coat
with a roUing collar. Many officers balked at donning the compulsory gray. As one midshipman expressed it, "Who had ever seen a gray sailor, no
matter what nationality he served?"

NAVAL AND MARINE
BUTTONS

& SONS
LONDON

FIRiMIN

COURTNEY & TENNENT, CHARLESTON

COURTNEY & TENNENT, CHARLESTON

BLANK
(LOCAL)
VEST, LT. MINOR, C.S.N.

E,

M. LEWIS

RICHMOND (LOCAL)

HAMMOND, TURNER
& BATES, MANCHESTER

In

May

1861, the quartermasters of the

new

Confederate army faced an unenviable chal-

lenge

— equipping

What the new

150,000 men for war.
recruits lacked was almost

Richmond,
other

New

cities,

Orleans, and numerous

firms large and small, mostly

inexperienced and used to peacetime endeavors that were only marginally related to

everything essential for fighting and living in

military equipment,

were on hand no infantry
accouterments, no cavalry arms or equipment, no artillery, and above all, no ammu-

thusiastically to

the field. "There

nition," recalled Josiah Gorgas,

chief of ordnance,

about the

Confederate

when he sat down to write

critical situation

long after the war

was lost. "There was nothing save small arms,
and these almost wholly smooth-bore, altered from flint to percussion." Yet Gorgas'
doleful assessment did not begin to cover the
full

range of the Confederaq''s needs:

Reht'l infantry lacked not only muskets, but

also cartridge boxes, cap pouches,

and

bayonet scabbards; the cavalry required saber belts, revolver holsters,
carbine slings, and

all

the various bits

Among

rapidly

and en-

the most prolific of the Confeder-

accouterment suppliers was the
Orleans firm of Horter, Magee &
George. In the first year of the War, the company produced more than 50,000 sets of inacy's early

New

fantry accouterments

pouches,

—cartridge boxes, cap
and the
— and

belts, buckles,

like

hundreds of knapsacks for the states of Louisiana and Mississippi and the Confederate
central government, setting patterns for a

number

of later manufacturers.

Although the

of

fall

New

Orleans and

Nashville in the spring of 1862 put a crimp in

these

initial activities,

some manufacturers

in

the captured cities relocated to unoccupied

and

up shop

and a host of

territory

needed a host of specialized equipment to move and work
the guns. Hospital stewards had to be

smaller private contractors, as well as the

ec]uipped with knapsacks for medical

duced

supplies,

and attendants needed

litters.

Musicians could not play without drums

first

weeks of the War. As

late as

major engagement,
some Confederates went into battle with
first

their cartridges in their pants pockets.

Within a short time, however. Southern
industry began to respond. In Nashville,

in

through the Federal blockade. By the end of
the War, the Richmond Arsenal alone had

dustry,

Manassas, the

What could not be prothe South was captured from the

enemy or ordered from abroad and run

soldiers, basic military necessities were miss-

ing in the

again,

the flow of supplies.

slings,

fifes.

set

Confederate arsenals themselves, added to

Everyone needed haversacks to
carry rations, knapsacks for clothing and personal items, blankets, waterproof oilcloths,
tents, cooking utensils, canteens, and cups.
As Gorgas noted, the supply of such equipment in the captured Federal posts and arsenals was almost nonexistent. The prewar
militia companies in the South were at least
partially equipped, but for most Confederate

First

moved

the army's needs.

of saddlery.
Artillery units

and

fill

issued 375,510 sets of infantry and cavalry

accouterments, 180,181 knapsacks, 328,977
canteens and straps,

1

15,087 gun and carbine

69,418 cavalry saddles, 85,139 bridles,

75,611 halters, 59,624 pairs of spurs, 42,285

horse brushes, and 56,903 currycombs.

Given the

difficulties

under which the

— the lack of heavy
and the
the shortage of raw
dearth of
workmen—the contrast beConfederacy operated

in-

materials,

skilled

tween the grim picture of 1861 and the subsequent production levels attained is astounding. What was achieved came not only
through sheer, stubborn effort and the use of
vast amounts of captured material, but also
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by husbanding, repairing, simplifying, and

—

whenever possible characterare evident and striking in many

substituting
istics that

a time

when Lee's army was overwhelmingly

armed with

.58-caliber weapons, but the one-

concept was intended to apply to
Southern armies, many of whom were still

size-fits-all

surviving Confederate-produced items.

all

Confederate suppliers improvised coneven the
stantly, on items large and small

struggling with a variety of weapons.

—

lowly belt buckle.

Some

suppliers

initially

turned out solid or lead-filled brass belt
plates, oval or rectangular
state seals

or the

and stamped with

letters "CS,"

"CSA." But

In addition, the Confederates simplified

the tin liners for their cartridge boxes, pro-

ducing a single

Union boxes.
ginia,

few and far between. To save material,
weight, and production time, makers turned

the implement

to plain iron or brass buckles.

nals

The
Magee &

belt buckles

produced by Horter,

instead of

Arsenals shops, operating

these rather fanq^ and heavy fasteners were

This trend was set early in the War.

tin

as in the

Richmond

at Clarksville, Vir-

saved time and material by dropping

their boxes.

pouch from the outside of
By 1863 the Confederate arse-

were producing

belts,

two

Later in the War, the

cartridge boxes, waist

and other items of painted cotton cloth

stitched together in three or four thicknesses

George for the state of Mississippi in 1861
were the first of many that were to come.

as a substitute for leather.

Instead of a state seal, Mississippi requested

choice for shoes, saddles, and bridles, be-

wide, rectangular brass frames

came

forked

'^'ith

Leather, sorely

needed and the material of

increasingly precious as the

war wore

tongues. Copied by later contractors, these

on. General Gorgas wrote of the value of

"wishbone" buckles were the

shoe leather with succinct irony: "An ardent
admirer of the Soutli came over from Wash-

distinctive types of

The

first

of rwo

Confederate belt fasten-

was a
smaller buckle with integral cast hooks that
fit into two holes in the belt. They were produced throughout the Confederaq-, but the
only contractor that marked its products was
the firm of McElroy & Hunt of Macon, Georgia; hence the name Georgia frame. These
two plates, the wishbone and the Georgia
frame, far more widely used than the CS or
CSA plates, were products that demonstrated
ers.

ingenuity

other, the "Georgia frame,"

at a

The same

minimum
stress

on

banding of resources

is

of cost.

ington to offer his patent for making soldiers'

shoes with no leather except the
shoes were approved by

all

soles.

The

except those

who wore

them. The soldiers exchanged
them with the first prostrate enemy who no
longer needed his leathern articles."
To save brass for more important uses,
Confederate bayonet scabbards were often
made with tin or lead tips. Eventually, many
soldiers had to be satisfied with accouterments that were fastened with wooden studs.

and hus-

Haversacks, simple cloth bags slung over

evident in other Con-

one shoulder and intended for carrying rations, were usually made of unpainted cotton
cloth, although a few arsenals produced
painted ones, mainly for sale to officers. The
unpainted haversacks were traditional and

simplicity

federate pieces. Leather cartridge boxes are
obviously handsewn rather than finely
crafted like their Union counterparts. They
generally have hand-forged buckles, and often they have lead stud fasteners instead of
brass ones. In 1864 the Confederates standardized their boxes in the .69-caliber size,
the largest then made. This decision came at

offered the advantage of being easily washed.

"The haversack held its own to the last,
and was found practical and useful," wrote
Carlton McCarthy, a private in the Army of
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Northern Virginia,

after the

dom, however, contained
used to carry all the
in the

small.

aged

War.

"ft

very

rations, but

sel-

before the American Revolution. Also, the

was

wooden canteen, a standard item of U.S.
Army issue until the Mexican War, made its

articles generally carried

knapsack; of course the stock was

reappearance

in the

many men man-

of the Rebels'

wooden

Somehow
to

or other,

do without

the haversack, and car-

ried absolutely nothing but

what they wore

and had in their pockets."
Knapsacks were of simple design, many
patterned on those that had been standard in
the U.S.

Army

for

many

years before the

1855 of the model that would be
used by the Federals in the War. From the
adoption

in

knapsack was a decidedly unpopular piece of equipment with Rebel soldiers.
Loaded with a change of clothing and other
gear, it caused aches, irritations, and fatigue,
and most soldiers preferred to discard them,
change of clothes and all. Eventually, when it
outset, the

became obvious

that the

in

canteens were

the pattern devised by

worked

at

the

Richmond

F. J.

made

Gardner,

who

Arsenal. (Gardner

Gardner bullet.)
His improved design modernized the
wooden canteen and became the standard
Confederate issue, produced by numerous
also devised the two-ring

arsenals and contractors. Other types of

wooden

canteens were also used, as were

rugged use. In ad^
dition, there were a variety' of compartmentalized canteens that purported to filter stagnant water from one side of the container
to the other, through charcoal or felt, and

glass flasks converted for

make

troops would not

use knapsacks, the Confederate ordnance department ceased making them altogether.

Confederate army. Most

it

potable.

Confederate cavalrymen rode to war
their

own

civilian saddles, but in

in

time the

arsenals began to produce a saddle designed

gle,"

"The knapsack vanished early in the strugwrote Private McCarthy, "ft was incon-

born Confederate

venient to 'change' underwear too often, and

flat-seated saddle,

the disposition not to change grew, as the

horses remained well fed. But as inadequate

knapsack was found to

gall the

feed began to

shoulders, and weary the

man before half the

back and

by Lieutenant Walter H. Jenifer, a Maryland-

proved

to

officer. The Jenifer, a light,
worked well as long as the

show

its

be extremely

effects,

the Jenifer

painftil to the

bony

march was accomplished. The better way
was to dress out and out, and wear that outfit

withers of half-starved Confederate horses.

enemy's knapsacks, or the folks at
home, supplied a change. Cenainly it did not
pay to carry around clean clothes while waiting for the time to use them.
"Very little washing was done, as a matter
of course. Clothes once given up were parted

McClellan saddle, a

until the

was phased out
that

in

It

1863 and replaced by the

more contoured make

was easier on the horses. Both types of

saddle were often adorned by painted canvas

did not have the stamping dies required to

and Confederate bridles also were ofcanvas that was used in
belts and canridge boxes.
Home-produced items amounted to only
a portion of Confederate army equipment;
captured equipment served a majc:)r function
in Confederate service. A Union soldier,

make

speaking of prisoners being sent to the rear

with forever."

The Confederate canteen was another
model of simplicity. Confederate industry
the Federal type of oblate-spheroid

skirts,

ten

made of the same

canteen. Instead, tinsmiths in the South pro-

at

duced canteens in a drum or cylindrical style,
a familiar shape that had been in use since

quished "several thousand of our own
Springfield rifled muskets with full suits of

Gettysburg, noted that the captives relin-
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accouterments, even to the belt plates with

on them. As they threw down their arms

'U.S.'

and accouterments they would say, There's
what we got from you'uns at Harpers Ferry.
"
We'uns have had em long enough.'
The Northern soldier's maladroit rendering of the Southern vernacular not\\'ithstanding, his

observation

is

From shoes to rifles,
War the Confederate

generally accurate.

in the last year of the

soldier's

main supply

house was often the Union army.
Confederates often bashed in the faces of
captured Union belt plates to obliterate the

wore

the plates upside
melted
the lead out of
down. Sometimes they
the plates in their campfires and salvaged
"U.S." markings, or

only the hooks.

Federal knapsacks, haversacks, rubber
blankets, shelter halves,

and numerous other
common in the Con-

seemed nearly as
army as in the Union.

items

After ChanConfederate General Robert
Rodes said, 'The enemy abandoned such a
large number of knapsacks that when this
division began its homeward march in the
rain it was thoroughly equipped with oilcloths and shelter tents of the best quality."
Edward A. Moore, an artilleryman who
served with Lee, wrote, "Any soldier carrying
a Confederate canteen was at once recog-

federate

cel lorsville,

nized as a

new

recruit, as

short time to secure

from

a

deed,

dead foeman on

many

it

required but a

one of superior quality
a battlefield." In-

surviving Confederate

wooden

canteens were traded by their Rebel owners

Union pickets, often in exchange for the
Yankee article.
Items imported through the blockade
were another important source of supply.
to

and sold to Confederate officers, generally as
sets consisting of a saddle, a bridle, and a
cloth saddle blanket.

Items from earlier wars and prewar militia

saw use, though in decreasing
amounts over time. Many Confederate officers went to war carrying old militia swords,
and members of their companies often wore
state or company belt plates and other insignia left over from prewar musters.
Confederate officers had to buy their own
equipment, and it varied widely in quality
and price. A number of firms specialized in
officers' swords, among them Boyle & Gamble of Richmond; Leech & Rigdon of Memphis; and Thomas, Griswold & Company of
New Orleans. Most of them also produced
sword belts and plates to go with their products. Knapsacks, haversacks, and canteens
were also purchased from private firms, but
in many cases Confederate officers bought
their equipment from the same arsenals that
supplied their men.
The exigencies of life in the field and on
the march soon taught the Confederate soldier to regard his equipment with a keen eye
toward simplicity. In time, he learned to
lighten his burden by discarding everything
that was not absolutely essential.
"Reduced to the minimum," observed Priservice also

vate McCarthy, "the private soldier consisted

one man, one hat, one jacket, one shirt,
one pair of pants, one pair of drawers, one
pair of shoes, and one pair of socks. His
baggage was one blanket, one rubber blanket, and one haversack. The haversack generally contained smoking tobacco and a pipe,
and a small piece of soap, with temporary^
of

additions of apples, persimmons, blackber-

and such other commodities as he could

English furnishings, particularly cartridge

ries,

boxes, waist belts and buckles, bayonet scab-

pick up on the march."

bards, knapsacks,

mon

and mess

tins

were com-

items in the Confederate army. English

military saddles

were imported

in quantity

As another Confederate soldier

later

put

it,

"The road to glory cannot be followed with
too

much

baggage."

'

CONFEDERATE CARTRIDGE BOX
PVT. W. F. A. DICKERSON
Private Dickerson served in the
38th Georgia and carried this
single-tin cartridge box, a pattern

introduced in 1864, suspended

from a painted cloth

CAP POUCH
A container for

sling.

metal percussion
small arms, this
pouch was made of multiple layers of painted cotton cloth.
caps used to

fire
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Sword

Belts

and Plates

MILITIA BELT PLATES
This South Carolina
plate and the other rectangular belt plates
shown on these pages
were stock items made
by manufacturers in the

OFFICER'S

Capt.
las

North and South for sale
to militia

SWORD BELT

This undyed russet
leather belt was worn by

Hugh Thomas Doug-

of South Carolina.

companies be-

War and during
months. The var-

fore the
its first

ious die-struck, sheetbrass patterns federal

—

eagle, state

emblem,

and others (below) were widely used
by the Confederates.
star,

MILITL\

SWORD BELT

found by a Federal
in

LOLTSLVNA PELICAN PLATE

Richmond

ofiBcer

in 1865.

FEDERAL
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For Officers

VIRGINIA MILITIA
OFFICER'S BELT

The buckle on this
white enameled leather
belt
fled

is

of the type speci-

by Virginia

state

regulations in 1858.

OFFICER'S

worn by

SWORD BELT

Capt. C. C. Scott,
Arkansas Appeal Battery.

NORTH CAROLINA BELT
BUCKLE

TEXAS/MISSISSIPPI BELT

BUCKLE

SOUTH CAROLINA BELT BUCKLE
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GEORGIA BELT PLATE
AMES/GAYLORD, CONTRACT I860

ALABAMA BELT PLATE
AMES/GAYLORD, CONTRACT I860

GENERAL SERVICE BELT BUCKLE
MODIFIED, 1840 U.S. N.C.O. BUCKLE

GENERAL SERVICE CAST-BRASS
ENLISTED MAN'S BELT PLATE

MARYIAND BELT PLATE
PREWAR MANUFACTURE

ARKANSAS BELT PLATE
AMES/GAYLORD, CONTRACT I860

GENERAL SERVICE
MAN S BELT BUCKLE

ENLISTED

GENERAL SERVICE BELT
WESTERN ARMIES

PLATE,

GENERAL SERVICE BELT
WESTERN ARMIES

PLATE,
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Infantry Equipment
This cartridge
box, bearing the
mark of a buUet,

was carried by

Vir-

ginia soldier C. A.

Fomerdon when
he was wounded
at First

Manassas.

has been modiBed with straps to
It

flt

on

a waist beh.

INFANTRYMAJV WITH

.69-CAl,.

MUSKET ACCOUTERMENTS

CARTRIDGE BOX
PVT. C. A.

FORNERDON

CONFEDERATEMANUEACTLIRED CARTRIDGE BOX AND SLING

CAP POUCH AND
PERCUSSION CAPS

CONFEDERATE INFANTRY WAISl BELT
Atlanta Arsenal-type cast plate.

INFANTRY WAIST BELT WITH FRAME BUCKLE

BAYONET SCABBARD, RICHMOND ARSENAL HARNESS SHOPS, CLARKSVILLE, VIRGINL^
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Soldiers'

Gear

CAP POUCH MADE BY
Private

Ruben

Nations of the
12th Louisiana
wears accouterments probably

manuCactured by
the New Orleans
firm of Horter,

Magee & George.
Nations was severely wounded at
Decatur, Alabama,

on October

28,

1864, losing his
legs to shellfire.

OLIVER WELLBORN
DALTON, GEORGL\
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Improvising
with Cloth

PAINTED CLOTH INFANTRY BELT
Painted cotton or linen belting could be
cut up in standard widths and made into
waist belts or cartridge-box slings.

PAINTED CLOTH INFANTRY BELT
The

cast-brass,

round-cornered

C.S. belt plate is

common

in the

of a pattern

Western Con-

federate armies.

PAINTED CLOTH CARTRIDGE BOX
probably made by either William
Brands & Co. or N. Crown & Co.
in

Columbus, Georgia.

PAINTED CLOTH CAP POUCH
WILLLAM BRANDS & CO.
COLUMBUS, GEORGL^

PAINTED CLOTH CAP POUCH
COLUMBUS, GEORGL\

PAINTED CLOTH CAP POUCH

CARTRIDGE BOX WITH CANVAS SLING
The

sling

was contracted by Hughes,
& Snow of Monroe, Georgia.

Pendergrass

LtAlHER REINFORCED
LLNEN RIFLE SLING

This fully accoutered sergeant
of the Louisiana
Crescent Regiment wears a typi
cal, if

somewhat

oversize. Confed-

erate cloth haversack.

The

utilitar-

ian haversacks
could be easily

produced by tailors or amateur
sewing groups.

CONFEDERATE HAVERSACK
is made of

This haversack

striped ticking material
from the state of
Georgia.

OVjW AS HAVXRSACK

HAVERSACK
carried by Sgt. A. H. Bayley of Company D (Peyton Artillery), 18th Virginia Artillery Battalion.

A

soldier from Virginia
carried the homemade
haversack above.

CANVAS HAVERSACK
owned by Lt. Hamilton
Branch, 54th Georgia
Infantry Regiment.

SOFT KNAPSACK, PVT.

MARION C. PRITCHARD
A member of the 7th
Virginia, Pritchard was
killed at the Batde of
Williamsburg in 1862.

PVT.

KENNEDY PALMER

13TH VIRGINIA INFANTRY

KeAf/vear

/

Palmer. Co. H. 13
-n,

Va.

J^^ft.

/SjoS- RicHMOND. VA.
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CAVALRY SABER BELT
This white buff leather
saber beh was of the
t>pe worn by British
cavalry regiments.

The Confederate
cavalryman at left
wears the standard "snake"
buckle provided
with British belts.
Snake buckles

were chosen

for

export because
they bore no national or regi-

mental device.

Goods
from Overseas
ENFIELD .577-CAL.

The shortage of domestically manufac-

CARTRIDGE BOX

tured accoutermcnts forced the Confeder-

The single tin of this
sturdy box could
hold 50 cartridges.

ac\' to

turn to Great Britain as a source.

The equipment purchased by Confederate agents through companies such as
S. Isaac, Campbell & Compan\ and Fraser
Trenholni

& Company generally

conformed

to British-arm\- regulation

gear for the 1SS3 Enfield

rifle.
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This unidentified
private of the Sussex Light Dragoons, Company
C, 5th Virginia
Cavalry Regiment,
carries a
cial

commer-

double-spout

filter

canteen.

Such canteens
could filter mud
or debris fi-om

drinking water
but did little to
prevent disease.

TIN

DRUM CANTEEN

The owner, an unidenti
South Carolinian,
modified his cottonwebbing sling with a
fied

trouser buckle.

FILTER CANTEEN
This canteen, carried
by Capt. William A.
Wright of the 55th
Virginia Infantry, was
struck by the Federal
bullet shown resting
near the entry hole.

TIN

DRUM CANTEEN

This "C.S. '-embossed canteen may
have been made in New Orleans for
issue to Louisiana troops.

ii

Men

of the Pal-

metto Light Artillery of South
Carolina gather
around campfire
and card game in
this photo taken
near Charleston
in 1863. Soldiers

bought small
comforts and ne-

—razors

cessities

and toothbrushes,
T©lM3i«''r<i.

s

tobacco, playing
cards, and the

—

from local
merchants or
like

received

them

from home.

SOLDIERS' WALLETS
carried by Virginia soldier Joseph B. Webb (right)

and

Pvt. 'V^'illiam

3d Virginia

LMPORTED CARDS

Crosby,

Militia (below).
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A

soldier of the

Texas Brigade
(center) displays
his skillet and
com bread in
front of a winter

hut near

Dum-

fries, Virginia, in

1861.

A

ofiBcer

Federal

moving

through an aban-

doned Confederate camp near
Sharpsburg, Maryland, in 1862 recalled that "huge
com cakes, 2
inches thick and

12 to 15 inches
wide, lay in pUes
and were kicked
along the road

by our men."

SPOON.
JOBSON, VIRGINIA

J. T.

SKILLET

MADE

IN PE-

TERSBURG, VIRGINLA

ENGLISH MESS TIN
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CONFEDERATE McCLELLAN SADDLE
This saddle was used by Capt.
W. Stuart Symington of Virginia,
an aide to Gen. George Pickett.

Major John W. Woodfin of the
2d North Carolina Cavah-y sits
astride his horse. Prince Hal, on
a Hope, or Texas-type, saddle.
These Spanish-pattern saddles
had been made popular by U.S.

Army

officers serving in the
Florida or Mexican wars.

SADDLEBAGS
captured by Federal officer
Charles F. Bowers at Sayler's
Creek, Virginia, in April 1865,
and returned to their owner,
W. N. Jones, after the War.

During the

sultry July evenings after the Bat-

Kennesaw Mountain in 1864, Confederates and Yankees encamped in breastworks near Atlanta engaged in an odd sort of
of

tle

A

musical repartee. James

Cooper Nisbet, a

24-year-

old colonel with the 66th

Ifj^H Georgia, described the
tuneful exchanges in his
memoirs: 'The officers
and most of the men of Shoaff s
Battalion were from Savannah. They had a
splendid brass band; their cornet player
was the best I have ever heard, hi the evening after supper he would come to our
I

and play solos. Sometimes when the
was brisk he wouldn't come. Then the
Yanks would call out, 'Oh, Johnnie, we want
to hear that cornet player.' We would answer, 'He would play, but he's afraid you will
salient
firing

"

spoil his horn!'

The Yanks would then cease their sniping
and the cornet player would perform a medley of favorite airs. "How the Yanks would
applaud!" remembered Nisbet. "They had a

good cornet player who would alternate with
our man." And so the opposing armies,
amassed to kill each other by day, regaled
each other with concerts by

From

night.

the soldiers of the Civil War, music and bul-

were

natural consorts.

From sunup

to

moonrise, music dictated the rhythms of

camp

life

and inspired the

General Robert

E.

Lee

battle charge.

summed up

portance of music to his troops

in

the im-

1864 when,

after listening to the stirring tunes of a brass

band, he commented, "I don't believe we can
have an army without music."
Like the Federal government, the Confed-

eracy established regulations in 1861 allowing for the formation of regimental bands,

each having

"

1

6 privates to act as musicians."

aside. Confederate

bands

numbered far fewer than their Federal counowing

terparts

to the scarcity' of instruments

and the pressing need for full-time line soldiers. Even so, a British army officer visiting
Confederate army headquarters in 1863 reponed that "almost every regiment had a
small band with brass instruments."
Confederate regulations also authorized
the assignment of two field musicians. Usu-

and a drummer were assigned to
each infantry company. Buglers were most
often assigned to cavalry and artillery units,
ally, a fifer

hifantry-company musicians were

in turn

drum corps conand 10 drummers
drum major. Once

part of a larger regimental

up to 10 fifers
under the direction of a

sisting of

assembled, drums thundering and

shrill fifes

piping, the field musicians roused a power-

de corps in the Rebel ranks.
Whether garrisoned, on the march, or in
the line of fire. Confederates timed their
workday io the roll of the drum and the blast
of the bugle. In camp, field musicians
drummed and tooted Johnny out of bed
around 5:45 a.m., and marshaled him
ful esprit

through housekeeping, assembly, sick
meals,

drill

roll call

the long perspective of 130 years

such goings-on seem strange indeed; but to
lets

Such provisions

rehearsal,

of the day

—

and

finally

call,

—the

tattoo

last

serenading him to

sleep with taps around 10:30 p.m.

Camp

routine also called for daily dress

which the drum corps joined the
band in leading regimental troops
through a half-hour of maneuvers. Less common was the formal review the massed exparades

in

brass

—

hibition of as

many

as 100 regiments,

all

marching in step to such tunes as "Dixie"
and "The Southern Soldier Boy." Julius Leinbach, cornet player with the

renowned 26th

North Carolina Band, recalled one particularly

impressive review in which General

Ambrose

Corps paraded for
General Lee; "Twenty-five or thirty thousand
men were collected in one body all under
Hill's entire III
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were 17 bands in the
The troops were formed in three parallel lines, four men deep. If in one, it would
have extended two miles or more. It took us
two hours to pass in review. It was certainly
the eye of one. There

reassemble his fragmented regiment. Scant-

field.

Ion reportedly did so

a

grand sight."
While encamped, Rebel bands were also

given to impromptu concerts, or serenades.

Stonewall Jackson

Mary Anna,

wife,

is

said to have enticed his

to visit

him

for a fortnight

Virginia headquarters in August 1861

at his

by writing to her of the "sweet music" of the
5th Virginia Band.
Confederate bands did not limit their performances to peaceful interludes between
battles. Mindful of the tonic effect music had
upon frightened and demoralized recruits,
field

commanders often dispatched orders to
up the band during combat

strike

times with peculiar

effect. British

—some-

Lieutenant

Colonel Arthur J.

L.

the Confederate

army during the

Fremantle, traveling with

—but only

his

the

back to the

after turning

Puzzled, Preston asked

fray.

drummer why he had turned

"So you suppose

I

around.

wanted the Yankees to
my bass drum!" an-

shoot a hole through

swered the surly musician.
Band members and field musicians alike
were called upon to exchange their instruments for muskets, particularly in the Con-

where combat-ready recruits
More frequently still, musicians were expected to
double as ambulance crews and surgeon's
assistants. Bandsman Julius Leinbach commented upon his three years of medical duty
with the 26th North Carolina in his diary: "We
federate ranks

were

in desperately short supply.

had considerable experience in giving first
wounded, and I, for one, got myself
to believe that
could amputate a man's leg
aid to the

I

as well as

some

of the doctors."

Battle of

Despite their regular and often selfless

Gettysburg, wrote of hearing a Rebel band

service as medics, the musicians of the Con-

from Lee

federacy were most revered and best re-

Ridge:

s

headquarters atop Seminary

"When

height, a

cannonade was at its
Confederate band of music bethe

membered

for the

music they made

— music

with the power to transport heartsore

sol-

tween the cemetery and ourselves began to
play polkas and waltzes, which sounded very
curious, accompanied by the hissing and

diers

beyond

daily

plagued them. Wrote one Confederate
in the Wilderness in 1864: "There is

bursting of the shells."

a brass

Even more than the brass band. Confederate

commanders

sicians to inspire
battle.

During

relied

and

First

upon the

field

mu-

direct their troops in

Manassas, Colonel James

Preston of the Stonewall Brigade ordered
Private

David Scantlon to "beat the

rally" to

tlie

privations and terrors that

camped

band and they are playing

'Shells of

Ocean,' and as the familiar notes of this sweet
air are

gently wafted in delightftil cadences

over the

woody

hills

and dewy

berless visions of home

in

fields,

num-

happier hours and

sweet reminiscences of the past crowd thick

and

fast

upon my

soul."
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THE 26TH NORTH CAROLINA INFANTRY REGIMENT BAND

BASS

SAXHORN TUBA

Band member Julius Leinbach (second from left, top) played an over-theshoulder horn identical to the one pictured above an instrument that
contributed a throaty, mellow bass line to the group's melodic strains.

—
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To the frightful accompaniment of bursting
shells, regimental
bandleader Samuel
Mickey trumpeted such
Confederate favorites
as "The Bonnie Blue

on his E-flat cornet ('rigfol'^, inspiring
the 26th North CaroFlag"

lina

^

'

'V

7.4".-

throughout

three years of battle.
«»

The band, composed of
eight

members of the

renowned Moravian

Sa-

lem Brass Band, was recruited in March 1862 to
serve with the regiment.
At the War's end, Union
forces captured the
group in Virginia at the
Batde of Five Forks and
confiscated the instruments aU except for
Mickey's silver comet,

—

which he secreted
in his haversack.

BANDLEADER SAMUEL MICKEY AND CORNET

"7

1

•

i

7

The Stonewall Brigade Band, perhaps the
most famous of the Confederate regimental

Resplendent in
his bearskin
shako and goldtasseled frock
coat,

drum major

M. Pohle directed the 1st Virginia's corps of
C.

drummers. At
the onset of batde, such royal re-

was soon exchanged for more
galia

practical fatigues.

bands, mustered eight of its members in 1861
from the Mountain Saxhorn Band (above) of
Staunton, Virginia. Brigadier General Stonewall Jackson reportedly had a great fondness
for the brigade band, although he confessed
privately that he could not distinguish one
song from another, regardless of who played
it. To the band's great dismay, it was denied
furlough to play at Jackson's funeral in Lexington, Virginia.

The band members'

services

—a secondary role
signed to many regimental musicians— were
as surgical assistants

as-

urgendy needed at Chancellorsville in the
aftermath of the batde in which Jackson
was mortally wounded by his own men.
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This upright B-flat
saxhorn, played by
a member of the
30th Virginia Infantry
Band, sounded the
dirge that accompanied General Stonewall

Jackson to his final resting place. According
to one onlooker, "The

mournful cortege moved
on in silence, broken
by the solemn strains
of music and the discharge of artillery. Hundreds wept as though

mourning

a brother."

Solemnly clutching their over-the-shoulder saxhorns, four
members of Smith's Armory Band of Richmond, Virginia,
were immortalized in this circa I860 photograph. The band,
which served with the Virginia Light Infantry Public Guard
prior to the War, went on to become the 1st Virginia Regimental Band in April I860. It was the favorite musical ensemble of Jefferson Davis, president of the Confederacy.
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Charles

F.

Mosby was 13 when he

enlisted in 1861 as a drummer
with the "Elliott Grays, a company of the 6th Virginia Infantry.
Mosby survived his four years of
service; many others, some as
young as 10, died in batde and
were eulogized in such ballads as
"

"The Dying Drummer Boy," by
Mary Lathbury and E. C. Howe.

REBEL SNARE DRUM

A

rare Confederate copy of the
Federal eagle drum, this snare
drum lacks the United States
motto, E Pluribus Vnum. or "Out
of Many, One," on its banner, it
was carried into battle by the 1st
Florida Infantry in 1861.

13TH VIRGINIA INFANTRY

DRUM

This rope-tension drum was captured by the Union Worcester
Continentals on a battlefield near
Winchester, Virginia. As was
true of most such instruments of
the era. the drum's shell was
made of wood and its heads were
of calfskin or sheepskin.

GERMAN SILVER

WOODEN

FIFE

?27
FIFE,

44TH TENNESSEE

OF LEWIS CREBS EVERLY, 33D VIRGINL\

32D NORTH CAROLINA
REGIMENTAL DRUM
Retrieved from the battlefield at
Spotsylvania Courthouse on May
11, 186^, this snare drum belonged to J. W. Brunet, who was
killed in action.

The drum's tack

design helped secure the overlapping glued seam of the shell.
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CONFEDERATE CAVALRY BUGLE
Fifteen-year-old Noel Davenport of Mobile,
Alabama, shucked his studies at Spring
Hill College in 1862 to play this cavalry
bugle for the 23d Tennessee Regiment,
with which he served till 1865.

ARTILLERY BUGLE, RICHMOND

HOWITZERS
fell into the hands of the
Rebel soldier Reuben Pleasants of the
Richmond Howitzers in June 1863 during
a skirmish In Winchester, Virginia. Some
nine years after the War, Pleasants' fellow
artilleryman John Jones formally dedicated the bugle to the veteran battery.

This bugle

first light, a Confederate bugler stirs his
regiment with a round
of reveille in this paint-

At

ing by W. L. Sheppard.
The wake-up call was

an electric tonic to
drowsing troops, who
associated

its

clarion

tones with the crash
and rumble of battle.

INFANTRY BUGLE. 2D KENTLICKY
Battered and tarnished from long years of rough
use, this bugle once summoned the foot soldiers of
the 2d Kentucky' to roll call, assembly, and other
regimental drills. Chief Bugler John Washington
Payne captured the instrument from Union forces
at Harts^ille, Tennessee, in December 1862.

A

reporter for the

New

Orleans Daily Cres-

cent caught the mystique of Confederate

ceremony

means of recognition

chief

confusion of a 19th-century

in the hellfire
battlefield.

in April

Before the Confederaa- was born in Feb-

1861. Miss Idelea Collens, the reporter

ruary 1861. six slave states of the South had

presentation

flags at a

wrote, presented
Rifles

new

colors to the

DeSoto

of Louisiana and threw them

a heartfelt challenge: "Receive then,

to the L'nion

and

re-

before and after the establishment of the

not only inspire

States with strong colonial traditions often

and patriotic am-

chose to display symbols (usually a coat of
arms) on a blue field. The flags officially

\

ou ^"ith the

let

it

bra\'e

bition of a soldier aspiring to his

own and
gloiA'.

his country's

honor and

may

a sign that

but also

it

be

rushed ones appeal to you to save
fanatical

and heanless

them

who

attack thee or those

symbolize their nationaldesigned for this purpose both

distinctive flags to
it}'.

The

flags

Confederate national government

who

fall

in thy defense.

"Comrades, you have heard the pledge,
it ever guide and guard \ou on the
tented field. In the smoke, glare, and din of
battle, amidst carnage and death, there let its
bright folds inspire you with new strengtli,
nerve your arms and steel your hearts to
deeds of strength and valor.

may

fell

into

three broad categories.

adopted by South Carolina and Virginia and
those used unofficially by Georgia and Mar\'land secessionists in early 1861 exemplif^^
that trend. States

foe."

Then the color sergeant took the flag from
Miss Collens" hands and made a speech of
equal fen'or, concluding: "May the god of
battles look down upon us as we register a
soldier's vow that no stain shall ever be
found upon thy sacred folds, save the blood
of those

ties

sumed their status as independent republics.
To assert this independence, many adopted

from your mothers and sisters,
from those whose affections greet
N'oii, these colors wo\"en by our feeble but reliant hands; and when this
bright flag shall float before \ ou on
the battlefield,

from a

dissolved their

such as .\labama, with

less

attachment to colonial symbols, heralded

by taking the single star that
had represented them in the United States
their secession

flag

and placing

it

upon

a blue field

—the

f^imous Bonnie Blue Flag.

The

adopted by North Carolina, Misand Texas symbolized secession by
displaying a single star as the prominent deflags

sissippi,

The official Louisiana flag followed this
The flag consisted of a field of 13
alternating red, white, and blue stripes with

\'ice.

trend.

a single yellow star in

its

red canton. Florida

had adopted a similar flag, but one that resembled the United States flag e\ en more: it
substituted a single star for the 33 that then

graced the canton of the Stars and Stripes,

and the Confederate States of
America were inextricably bonded in the
idealism, vanit\", and ultimate di.saster of the
Southern cause. Since the Confederaq' was
at \\ ar through all but the first few months of
its brief and violent existence, almost from
birth most of its flags served military purFlags, war,

Beyond mere symbolism, regimental
had a concrete purpose: They were the

poses.
flags

but later changed to a design
Stars

more

and Bars, the new national

like the

flag of the

Confederate States of .\merica.

During its four years, the Confederate
Congress successively adopted three designs
to symbolize its national existence. Like

some of the

early state flags, the

first

national

(adopted March 4, 1861) looked a lot like
the Stars and Stripes; hence its nickname, the
flag
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Stars

and

Bars.

Its

design, offered to a con-

As early as the

fall

of 1861,

became

it

ap-

gressional committee by Nicola Marschall of

parent to the Confederate armies both east

Alabama, consisted of a

and west of the Appalachians that a battle flag
distinctly different from the Confederate national flag should be adopted to avoid the

field of three

horizontal bars: red-white-red.

equal

blue can-

Its

ton extended two-thirds the height of the flag

and bore a circle of stars equal
of states in the Confederacy.

to the

When

numbered

it

number

disastrous mistakes of identity

was

field

first

by July of
1861, with the secession of Virginia, Arkansas, North Carolina, and Tennessee, there
adopted, the stars

were

1 1

7;

By the end of the year, Kentucky and

.

Missouri were admitted to the Confederacy,
bringing the
white.

of stars to

total

stars

times choose to arrange the stars in

some

pattern other than a pure circle. In flags of
this

design

made

for presentation, other de-

vices such as coats of arms

often

added

and mottoes were

for extra distinction.

or

at a

distance or through smoke, fog,

two years of debate over sub-

rain. After

stitutes,

the Confederate Congress finally re-

May 1863 to change its national flag.
The new flag was nicknamed the Stainless
Banner because of its plain white field. Its
red canton was crisscrossed by a whitesolved in

edged, dark blue

saltire (Saint

Cross) emblazoned with 13 white

canton conformed to the battle

Andrew's
stars.

flag that

The
had

been used since 1861 by the Confederate
armies fighting east of the Appalachians. Unfortunately, in
that

it

calm weather

it

hung so limply

could be mistaken for a

theater the idea of a

new

championed by General

commander

P.

battle flag

was

G. T. Beauregard,

of the Confederate

Army

of the

Potomac. In September 1861 he proposed
design that William Porcher Miles had

submitted to Congress as a national

adopted

flag

be

as a battle flag.

Miles' design

was

a rectangular red field

traversed by a blue saltire bearing white stars

equal

in

number

represented

to the seven states then

Confederate Congress.
Beauregard discussed the matter with
the departmental commander. General Joseph E. Joiinston, the design was adopted
(but only after making it square to save
in tlie

After

The inadequacy of the Stars and Bars soon
became apparent. The flag was simply too
similar to the Stars and Stripes to be distinguished

battle-

Bars to the Stars and Stripes. In the Eastern

that a

13.

were usually five-pointed and
The maker of the flag would some-

These

on the

caused by the similarity of the Stars and

flag

of truce.

cloth).

To

limit

wear, the battle

flags

were

protected by borders of various colors.

Constance Cary Harrison of Richmond
in her diary of the spontaneity of Confederate flag design. She writes: "Another
incident of note, during the autumn of '61,
was that to my cousins, Hetty andjennie Cary,
and to me was entrusted the making of the
speaks

first

three battle flags of the Confederaq-.

They were

jaunt)'

squares of scarlet crossed

with dark blue edged with white, the cross

bearing stars to indicate the

seceded

States.

number

of the

We set our best stitches upon

them, edged them with golden fringes, and,
they were finished, dispatched one to

when

March 1865, the

Johnston, another to Beauregard, and the

Congress changed its proportions and added
a wide red vertical bar to its fly edge. However, only a few such flags were made before
surrender made the issue of a distinctive
Confederate flag irrelevant.

Van Dorn, then commanding
The banners were received with all possible enthusiasm; we were
toasted, feted, and cheered abundantly. After
two years, when Van Dorn had been killed in

After almost

two

years, in

third to Earl

infantry at Manassas.
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Tennessee, mine came back to me, tattered

the Staunton, Virginia, clothing depot to fur-

Army

of the Valley and by the

and storm-stained from long and honorable

nish the

service in the field."

Charleston clothing depot to supply units in

After a few battle flags of this design had
been made for presentation, the Confederate

South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida.
Oddly enough, the Confederate War Department never approved for general use the

quartermaster ordered 120 for the

Army

of

Northern Virginia. They were made of dress

battle flag

adopted for the

purchased on the open market. Red silk
was scarce, so various shades of pink were

theater.

was,

silk

usually substituted.

The flags were produced

by volunteer sewing circles in Richmond.
These 12-star, yellow-bordered battle flags

were distributed to the troops at the close of
1861. Second Lieutenant Colin McRae Selph,
a quartermaster in the
ginia,

supply of
will

Army of Northern Vir-

reported that he had "exhausted the
silk in

Richmond" and "the

have to do without

bought

all

silk dresses, as

ladies
1

have

pecially during the spring of 1862,

size, es-

more

bat-

were needed. Having run out of silk,
the quartermaster turned to wool bunting,
tle flags

from the stock available

U.S.

navy yard

at

at

the captured

Norfolk, Virginia,

and

later

by import from England. The new flags were
manufactured at the quartermaster's clothing depot in Richmond.

From 1862 through

1865, the

Richmond

depot produced seven subvarieties of the
bunting battle flag, each with minor changes.

to the discretion of unit

War

the

Army

in the West,

of the Mississippi,

gard was sent to become

mand

its

then called

when Beaure-

second

in

com-

in early 1862.

Beauregard, however, was only partly successful in transmitting the Eastern armies'

design to the West

The concept of a
had preceded him.
recipient of one of the

in 1862.

distinctive battle flag

General Van Dorn, a
first Army of Northern Virginia

had been sent

to take

command

battle flags,

of forces in

the Trans-Mississippi Confederacy before

Beauregard arrived. Van Dorn had designed
his own battle flag
a red field bordered in
yellow with a white crescent in the upper
staff corner, the rest of the field studded with
13 white stars for his Army of the West.

—

this force

reflected the availability of blue bunting. Star

gard's

Army of the

and spacing seemed to be a matter of the
patternmaker s taste, and this kept changing.
By 1863, the quartermaster's department
had become so proficient that entire divi-

took along

—

ice

moved

its flag,

to reinforce Beaure-

Mississippi after Shiloh,

which continued

it

in serv-

through 1862.

When

Beauregard arrived in the West, he
found that the two main elements holding
the Kentuck)' line had also chosen their own

Army of Northern Virginia were
supplied with flags simultaneously. As the

battle flags. Polk's troops

War progressed,

had adopted a blue

the pattern was copied by

did not, there-

descend the chain of command from
the War Department, but occurred laterally
as the two main proponents of a new Confederate battle flag. Generals Beauregard
and Johnston, were transferred to commands outside Virginia. Hence, the battle flag
used in the East was introduced to the main
fore,

When

sions of the

left

commanders. The

transmittal of the Eastern armies' battle flag
to other theaters of the

The most prominent distinctions involved
the sizes of the components, although the
first two subvarieties had yellow-orange borders and the other five all had white borders.
Changes in the width of the saltire generally
size

field in the Eastern

speaking, a matter

strictly

Confederate army

the material."

As the Confederate army grew in

first

It

on the

Mississippi

flag traversed

by a red

"

)
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George

Saint

the

s

Cross bearing white

Army of Central

stars,

and

Kentucky- under General

J. Hardee had adopted a blue field
bordered in white, with a white disk in its
center. Only General Braxton Bragg's forces
from the Gulf Coast arrived without battle
flags, and only they were issued the battle

William

flags

patterned after the Virginia design that

Beauregard had ordered.
Wlien Johnston took control of the Army
of Tennessee (formerly the Army of the Mississippi) during the winter of 1863-64, he
called for the adoption of his version of the
Army of Northern Virginia battle flag rectangular and borderless. When a new corps
was added to that Western army in the spring

—

of 1864,

its

units carried a variant of the

same

made by James Cameron of Mobile.
However, when Johnston insisted on his design for the entire army, the men of
Cleburne's Division (who had always carried
flag,

the blue flag of Hardee's Corps) so objected
to the

change

that they

were allowed

to

keep

was always made the central regiment, upon
which the others of the brigade dressed in
line of battle, as well as on parade, a new flag
had become a necessit>'."
Alignment was not the only battlefield

men

the unit forward during an assault or serving
as the focus for a rally after a retreat.

Although unit colors were identical when
soon took on characteristics that
permitted soldiers to recognize their own
issued, they

hands and materials were
flag,

either directly

strip of cloth

sewn

Despite major advances in weaponry,
years of the Civil

War were fought

an ab-

upon
to

it.

the field or

on

a

Other distinctions

came from higher echek:)ns of the command
system.

On

July 23. 1862, the Confederate

War Department authorized army commanders to "cause to be entered in some conspicuous place on the standards the names of the
which their regiments, batand separate squadrons have been

several battles in

actually engaged.

first

available,

breviated unit designation was added to the

were important when dust,
thick smoke from cannon and muskets, and
the early similarity of Union and Confederate
uniforms necessitated some way to distinguish friend from foe. But the individual unit
flags also served an imponant tactical functhe

where capable

colors instantly. In units

talions,

tion.

the colors

followed, their flag guiding

their old design.

National flags

Where

function of the unit colors.

went, the

In issuing this order, the War Department
was merely approving actions already taken
by field commanders. In the Western theater,
Hardee had authorized some units to inscribe "Shiloh" on their banners. And in the
East, Longstreet,

Wing of the

commanding

Virginia

army

in

the Right

June 1862, had

according to the rigid discipline of linear

authorized strips of cloth imprinted with

deployment. This system demanded precise

"Se\-en Pines!" to

when

was in battle formawere often the soldier's
only guide, his only way of knowing if he was
where he was supposed to be.
To explain why his regiment's worn-out
battle flag was retired in January of 1865, a
alignment
tion.

A

a unit

unit's flags

North Carolina officer recc:)llected: "So much
of the old flag had been shot away that it
could not be distinctly seen by other regiments during brigade drills, and as the 44th

of his units that

be sewn on the battle flags
had honorably fought there.

(At Seven Pines, 10 members of the color
guard of the Palmetto South Carolina Sharpshooters were killed or wounded. It was reported that four of them in succession passed
their flag along as they fell without letting it
touch the ground.
Although a few regiments under other
commands sought to continue this practice
by attaching their own battle-honor strips,
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be

bearing a device of crossed bayonets. The

impractical. As an alternative, several regi-

crossed bayonets award was unique to the

ments applied

60th Virginia but similar to the inverted

the strips so

encumbered the
battle

flags as to

honors directly to the
and sewing

fields of their battle flags. Cutting

separate letters

worked

for this purpose, but

was a tedious process that few units
could accomplish. In the Western armies,
some units turned once again to the contractor James Cameron, who could embellish
their flags for them
for a fee.
Another means of adding honors involved
painting them directly on the field. Again, the
task was too much for individual units, so
their commanders occasionally employed
this

—

outside contractors to paint authorized battle

honors on their

flags.

Associated units would

crossed cannon awards authorized for units

Army of Tennessee
enemy artillery in battle.
of the

In the

Western

thorized a

Tennessee

theater.

number

Army

of

banners with
had fought there. He
also allowed units that had captured enemy

artillery pieces to place inverted

nons on

One

crossed can-

their colors.

other factor distinguished Confeder-

ate battle flags, but

regimental

initiative

on

ficers of the 28th

time.

General Bragg au-

of units of the

to inscribe their

emy

same

had captured

"Perryville" after they

seize the opportunity' to have honors painted
their flags at the

that

fire

it

did not

come from

or higher authority. En-

often reduced a flag to

tatters.

Of-

Tennessee Infantry Regi-

posed another problem. Not only
did it weigh down the fabric, but it often bled

ment who fought at Chickamauga wrote that
their flag was "riddled with balls, being

through the loosely woven bunting to the
opposite side, especially when large letters

pierced not less than 30 times."

of Hilliard's Alabama Legion bore "the marks

were applied.

of over 80 bullets," while

Paint

solved

when

In Virginia, the

the

problem was

Richmond quartermaster

s

depot started applying honors in small dark
blue or black letters to the fields of newly

The

bore the
regimental number over the center star and
an abbreviated title in yellow under it.
A few units received special recognition
through other additions to the colors. The 1st
Maryland Infantry was granted the honor of
appending a "bucktail" (the symbol of the
issued battle

flags.

flags also

13th Pennsylvania Reserve Regiment) to
flagstaff for

having defeated the Pennsylva-

nians at Harrisonburg, Virginia,
1862.

its

The 18ih Georgia

on June

Infantry adopted a

similar trophy after decimating the 5th

York Zouaves

6,

New

Second Manassas on August
30, 1862: A tuft of hair from the head of a slain
Zouave was sewn to its battle flag.
at

For noble conduct in the Battle of Frayser's

Farm on June 30, 1862, the 60th Virginia
Regiment was honored with a flag

Infantry'

its

And

the flag

bearer was

"thrice

wounded and

away,

recalled Brigadier General Archibald

"

Gracie. In

some

riddled flagstaffs

the flagstaff thrice shot

cases, bullet- or shell-

were

carefully repaired so

as to retain visible evidence of the

damage.

The heroic endeavors of the color bearers
and the color guards to keep their flags aloft
under withering fire were often cited by regimental commanders after a battle. The melee around the colors of the 21st Virginia
Infantry at the Battle of
ginia, in

August 1862

Cedar Mountain,

typifies the fate of

Vir-

many

"Our color bearer knocked
down a Yankee with his flagstaff, and was
shot to death at once," wrote Private John H.
Worsham. "One of the color guard took the
flag, and he also was killed; another, Roswell
S. Lindsay of F Company, bayoneted a Yankee, and was immediately riddled with balls,
a color party:

three going through him. Four color bearers

were killed with the colors

in their

hands, the
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fifth

man flung the riddled flag to the breeze,

and went through the

terrible battle unhurt."

Many color bearers would yield their flags
only with their

lives.

A few others,

seeing no

comrades

that

he had hidden

they were overwhelmed.

in the

campfire that night so

become

a

Union

A

prize.

hope of saving their flags from capture, endeavored to hide or destroy them. In the
assault on Fort Harrison, Virginia, in September 1864, Color Sergeant J. R. Earnhardt of
the 8th North Carolina State Troops ripped

the battle flag from

his flag to pieces rather than see

around a stone, and threw

Others tried to pull
and conceal them.

When

flags

from

it

taken.

their staffs

capture

Tennessee Infantry tore his regiment's flag
from its staff and stuffed it under his coat. He
kept it concealed throughout his subsequent
captivity. At Spotsylvania Courthouse, Vir-

May

treated

from Petersburg,

Virginia.

Upon

crossing the Appomattox River, Barbee took

declaring,

its

staff,
it

wrapped

it

into the river,

"No enemy can ever have

1864, the color sergeant of the

In the 21st Virginia Infantry,

known

a flag of

flag

became a trophy

it was
was going

was emotional
and dramatic. The gallant color bearer, Ensign John H. Cumbia, who had carried the
colors for so long a time, tore them from the
staff He cut the flag into small pieces and
to surrender, the response

gave them to his comrades.
ginia silently

flag in his jacket. His ruse

however, and the

when

positively that General Lee

hide his battle

marched

Army
to

On

April 12,

of Northern Vir-

Appomattox Court-

house, stacked their muskets and accouterments, and then furled their cherished battle

of the victorious Union forces.

fantry

would not

desperation

the 44th North Carolina as his regiment re-

1865, survivors of the

On

like

overtook Color Sergeant George Barbee of

4th Virginia Infantry Regiment also tried to

failed,

He burned it
it

the 44th North Carolina Regiment."

seemed imminent at Murfreesboro, Tennessee, in December 1862,
Sergeant William N. Cameron of the 25th

ginia, in

their battle flag

when

and

them on the

The Con-

the night after the 7th Louisiana In-

flags

was captured

federaq' surrendered 71 unit flags that

at

tion, Virginia, the color

Rappahannock

Sta-

bearer revealed to his

many

laid

others

stacks.

were never surrendered.

day;,
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Charleston authorities
could not obtain the flag

from the capitol building in Montgomery, so a
rush order was placed
with Charleston ship
chandler H. E. Vincent
for this

camp

size (4 '/a

by 7 feet) flag to
raise over Fort Sumter.

feet

The Stars
and Bars
On

the

morning of April

18, 1861,

four

days after Federal Major Robert Anderson

had been forced

to

lower the Stars and

Stripes to surrender Fort Sumter, the bat-

surrounding Charleston Harbt^r
thundered in salute of the Western Hemispheres newest flag. As the st)und of cannon echoed across the water. Captain
Robert Fergusson of South Carolina's
state navy raised the Stars and Bars of
the Confederate States of America to the
teries

one of
on Sumter's eastern rampart, facing CharlestcMi. On a pole next to it, two
members of Governor Francis Pickens' executive staff, Colonels Edward Carroll and
top

(^f

a 15-foot-high staff lashed to

the guns

Franklin

J.

Moses, raised the palmetto en-

sign of South Carolina.
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Variations
on a Theme
Ccinfederate national flags

were manufac-

tured in various sizes for display over
public buildings or over military
tions, garrisons,

ft)rtifica-

camps, and headquarters.

The standard garrison-size flag made at
the Richmond clothing depot measured
16 feet by 24 feet. Such large flags were
expensive, so smaller flags (8 feet by 12
feet

and 10

feet

by IS

feet)

were provided

for daily use. Since flags flying
lic

buildings and garrisons

posed

to the

elements

over pub-

were

daily,

ex-

they were

fashioned of durable materials such as
cotton or wool bunting.

Tattered by

months of Federal bombardment.

Fort Sumter's garrison flag flies defiantly from a jury-rigged flagpole atop the fort's parapet in 1863.
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SECOND NATIONAL FLAG
General Hoke's headquarters
(left)

conforms

flag

to the length-to-

width proportion of one to two
mandated by Congress. Militaryissue flags

were longer.

FIRST NATIONAL FLAG
This garrison flag flew over Fort
Norfolk, situated at the mouth
of the Elizabeth River's eastern
branch. The fort was evacuated
by the Confederates after the
fan of Yorktown in 1862.

THIRD NATIONAL FLAG
Only a few large third-nationalpattem garrison flags and naval
ensigns were made before the
end of the War. This postwar example was made for Virginia's
last

Confederate governor.

Gifts

from

a Grateful People
and summer of 1861, voluncompanies all over the South received
bright new banners presented with all the
pomp and ceremony that a romantically
In the spring

teer

inclined society could muster.

Groups of patriotic women assembled
and embroider flags for local units.

to

stitch

On

occasion, businessmen, such as the

I^chmond

"clothing and trimming mer-

chant" George Ruskell,

who produced

sev-

2d
\ irginia Volunteers (opposite page, lower
left), received orders for company and regimental banners. So many companies were
eral painted flags including that of the

eletermined to carry their own flags that
some newly formed regiments marched off
to war with as many as 10 different flags.

PRINCESS ANNE CAVALRY,
14TH VIRGINIA CAVALRY

BATTALION
The company's gold
flag,

with

its

liberty device,

by the

silk

painted seated

was made
of

ladies' aid society

London Bridge Baptist
Church of Princess Anne
the

County.
the

On

April 20, 1861,

company mustered un-

der Captain

E.

W. Capps

to

seize the Gosport Navy Yard.

SOUTH CAROLINA INFANTRY
REGIMENT
1ST

The regiment's

silk flag

was em-

broidered by the nuns of the Carmelite order in Charleston. At
Gaines' MiU in 1862, Colonel
D. H. Hamilton recalled that the

enemy "opened a deadly fire
upon my regiment, killing a large
number of my ofiicers and men."
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Designers of volunteer colors such as these often
derived their inspiration from the national flag, simply adding a motto or crest. Others copied state
crests or adopted heraldic designs such as the Marion Artillery's palmetto palm and the swamp fox of
Revolutionary War hero Francis Marion (top left).

21)

VIRGINIA INFANTRY

SMYTH DRAGOONS, 8TH VIRGINIA CAVALRY

2^2

Flags for the
Virginia Army
Over the winter of 1861, the C^ary cousins
and patriotic sewing groups in Richnit)ncl
produced silk flags for special presentauon to selected regiments and senior general officers. In October 1861, ConfederQuartermaster Colin M. Selph tasked

ate

and

Mrs.

James Alfred Jones' sewing

tv.'o

other Riciimond sewing groups with

making 120

silk battle flags

circle

(below

and

opposite pa^e, top right) to be issued to

army

the

at

Centreville, Virginia.

At a presentation ceremon\-, Colonel
W. D. Smith of the 20th Georgia Infantry
voiced his concern to General Beauregard that his banner's pale color might be

mistaken for a token of surrender. The

peppery general
red,

sir!

D\'e

it

tersely replied, "Dye

with blood,

it

sir!"

4TH NORTH CAROLINA INFANTRY REGIMENT
"Yelling

and

firing as they advanced," the 4th

charged a Federal battery

at Seven Pines on
May 31, 1862. The color bearer, James Bonner,
was killed, and Major Bryan Grimes, unhorsed
just moments earlier, seized the flag. The Carolinians went on to capture six Federal guns.

GEN. JOHNSTON'S BATTLE FLAG

When

the Cary cousins

made

this

and two

other battle flags for Generals Johnston, Beauregard, and Van Dom, they chose gold instead
of white stars, and enlisted the aid of a chemist to affix gold leaf to the silk. Other presentation flags also bore gold stars and fringe.

^1
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16TH MISSISSIPPI INFANTRY REGIMENT
At Gaines" Mill

on June

27, 1862, the l6th

was pierced 1 1 times and
the color sergeant was killed. The flag's upper quadrant bears a handwritten inscription: "Through God we shall do valiantly,
for He is that shall tread down our enemies."
Mississippi's flag

6TH SOUTH CAROLINA
INFANTRY REGIMENT
The regiment, part of General David R.
Jones' brigade, received its flag on November 28, 1861, in a ceremony that one soldier recalled as "the grandest time we ever
had. We were drawn up in a hollow square
and several speeches were made. The
noise of the men was deafening."

8TH VIRGINIA INFANTRY
REGIMENT
General P. G. T. Beauregard presented the regiment this silk bat-

de

flag to

honor the men

for

courageous performance at
Ball's Blufl', Virginia, on October
21, 1861, an occasion marked by
the "Leesburg" battle honor at
their

the center of the cross. The other
battle

names were probably

painted on

later,

when

was retired

after

Sharpsburg.

the flag
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CHIEF ENGINEER'S HEADQUARTERS FLAG
This homemade wool bunting flag marked
the headquarters of the chief engineer of the
of Northern Virginia. The flag was captured during the Appomattox campaign by
WUliamJ. Bremer, a scout on Sheridan's staff.

Headquarters

Army

Flags
In the

Mm\ of Northern \'irginia,

gener-

headals' stationary- headquarters and the
as
such
commands
tactical
of
quarters
divisions

guished

and brigades might be

b\- a

commonh
a

,

distin-

large national flag or, less

by the personal de\ ice of
officer. No arm\Avide sys-

commanding

tem of flags to designate headquarters
was e\'er ordered.
Natuinal-pattern headquarters flags

were generalh'' flown o\ er campsites and
were not displa\ed on the battlefield.
Smaller de\ ices, howe\er, such as General Bradle\ Johnson s swallov\tail guidon
(

louxr

rii>bt

).

might be carried

h\ an enlisted aide.

in battle

HEADQUARTERS FLAG,

LT.

GEN. JAMES EWELL

BROWN STUART

headquarters flag was manufactured at the
Jeb
Richmond clothing depot sometime after the autumn of 1863.
The inscription was placed on the flag after the War by Major
Stuart's 4' x 6'

H. B. McClellan, Stuart's assistant adjutant general.

HeadQuG

Javalry Corps. A.N.V.

Presented to

^V\e

^0

H. B. McClellan. Major, & A.A.G.

ROBERT E. LEE'S
HEADQUARTERS FLAG

GEN.

The cotton and wool
bunting national flag
was used by Robert E. Lee as a headquarters flag during the
early part of the War. It
flew only over stationary
camps, not on the battlefield. At the end of
at left

the War the flag was
found stored with the

Confederate War Department's records, packed
among captured Federal
colors. It is possible that
the flag, or at least its
odd star arrangement,
was produced by the
general's wife.

PERSONAL GUIDON OF MAJ. GEN. BRADLEY JOHNSON
Johnson's Mary land Brigade guidon, a forked-pattern flag usually
carried by smaller units of cavalry and light artillery, bore the Calvert cross from die state arms. This device was worn as a pin by
many Maryland soldiers serving in the Army of Northern Virginia.
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Richmond's First
Bunting Issue
When

his supply of silk ran out. Chief

Quartermaster William
stituted battle flags

were

first

brigades

L.

made

Cabell subof cotton. These

issued to Elzey's and Steuart's

in

May

1862,

and

to portions of

General Whiting's division, including

Hood's Texas Brigade.

By

tlie

spring of 1862

retjuired for the

REGIMENTAL BATTLE
FLAG, JOHN M.JONES'

BRIGADE

When men of the 60th
New York Infantry advanced from their entrenchments on Gulp's
Hill after the bloody repulse of Johnson's Confederate Division on
July 2, 1863, they found
seven officers and the
color guard dead around
tlie cotton flag above.
"The effects of our fire
were so terrible," recalled a Federal chaplain, "that the flags were
abandoned and the pris-

oners were afraid to either advance or retreat."

UNIDENTIFIED BATTLE
FLAG,

CAPTURED

AT THE WILDERNESS
All of the cotton

batde
bore 12 stars on an
eight-inch-wide, poorly
dyed blue cross that
lacked the customary
white edging. Instead of
a border, the edges of
flags

tlie

cotton flags were

bound with orange

tape.

new

flags

were

expanding Virginia army.

and stocks of wool bunting from the Gos-

were made into battle
Richmond clothing depot.
They were bordered in yellow wool flanport Navy Yard
flags at the

nel

left

over from the manufacture of

army wing badges. Presentation of the
bunting flags began with General LongWing, Army of Northern
May and June of 1862.

street's Right

ginia, in

Vir-
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OR 3D NORTH CAROLINA INFANTRY

18TH GEORGIA INFANTRY

1ST

said that the lock of hair attached to
the top edge of this flag was taken from a
soldier of the 5th New York Zouaves who

For most of the War, the 1st and 3d North
Carolina fought as a single unit. At Sharpsburg, under this flag, survivors of the
morning's flght in the Cornfield held the
fence line of the Hagerstown Pike with
"only one man to every panel of fence."

It is

Second ManasThe color sergeant was killed while
advancing on a second battery.
tried to seize the colors at
sas.

1

*TH

NORTH CAROLINA INFANTRY

The two

honors, printed on
strips of polished cotton at Longstreet's headquarters, were
awarded to any regiment of his
command "that goes through the
battle

battle creditably.

"

The honors

were presented on June

12, 1862.

3D ALABAMA INFANTRY
On July 1, 1862, at Malvern

14TH LOUISIANA INFANTRY
Hill,

the 3d's commander. Major Robert M. Sands, reported the loss
of his colors and color guard:
"There were six men shot while
carrying the colors forward." The
colors were retrieved by members of the 83d Peruisylvania.

As part of the Louisiana Tiger

Bri-

gade, the 14th Louisiana carried
this flag into the fight for the
Cornfield at Sharpsburg, sending
an entire Federal brigade streaming back into the East Woods.
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An

unidentified Virginia ensign
poses with his regiment's flag.
The rank of ensign authorized
the recipient "to bear the colors
of the regiment, but without the

Second Bunting
Issue
38TH NORTH CAROLINA
INFANTRY REGIMENT
At Mechanicsville on June 26, 1862, the
38th advanced to outflank entrenched Federal artillery and infantry, losing nearly
one-third of its number. The wounded
color bearer remained at the regiment's
head and brought the colors to safety.

right to

In the spring of 1862, a

new

command

in the field."

pattern of

wool bunting battle flags was produced at
the Richmond clothing depot. Similar in
size and design to the first bunting issue,
the pattern reduced the width of the blue
saltire

from eight to

five

inches to con-

serve depleted stocks of blue cloth. Nevertheless, the

depot soon used up

all

the red and blue bunting captured

Gosport

NaxA'

Yard and the

last

of

at

its

of
the

stock

of \'ellow wool bc:)rder material.

These new
General John

flags
B.

were

first

issued to

Magruder's Ai'my of the

Peninsula and then generally to all regiments of the Right Wing of the Army
of Northern Virginia. "Wing" was the
(

earl\-

Confederate designation for co>ps.

new elements of Longcommand and the divisions of

This included
street's

D. H. Hill and A.

P. Hill.

MAttU

JO

IITH AIABAMA INFANTRY REGIMENT
At Gaines' Mill, the 11th Alabama led Cadmus M.
Wilcox's brigade in the forefront of Longstreet's attack on the Federal left. Carrying this flag, the regiment rushed over a log breastwork, fighting hand to
hand to capture a battery of Napoleon guns.

60TH VIRGINIA INFANTRY REGIMENT
Crossed bayonets commemorate the action at Frayser's Farm where, according to brigade commander
Charles Field, "bayonets were really crossed, several
of the enemy being kiUed with that weapon and
several of the 60th

now

bearing bayonet wounds."

5TH VIRGINIA INFANTRY REGIMENT

17TH MISSISSIPPI INFANTRY REGIMENT

This flag was issued to the 5th Virginia, part of the
Stonewall Brigade of Jackson's Army of the Valley,
when it joined the Army of Northern Virginia in
June 1862. Before this, Jackson's brigades carried
various designs of presentation colors.

The 17th was organized at Corinth, Mississippi, in
1861 and transferred to Virginia. It received a silk

.^D

ARKANSAS INFANTRY REGIMENT

This three-foot-square artillery flag may have
been issued by mistake to the 3d Arkansas Infantry, the only Arkansas regiment serving in the
Army of Northern Virginia, when a quartermaster

misread Artillery for Arkansas.

Army

of Northern Virginia battle flag

December 1861 and seems

to

at Leesburg in
have retired it In favor

of this second bunting, issued later in 1862.

15TH LOUISIANA INFANTRY REGIMENT
At Second Manassas, the 15th Louisiana held part
of the railroad cut against repeated Federal assaults.
"It was at this point," recalled their commander,
"that the ammunition of the brigade gave out. The
men fought with rocks and held their position."
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28TH VIRGINIA INFANTRY REGIMENT
Virginia's flag was part of a group presented to
Virginia regiments at CentreviUe on October 30, 1861, by
Governor John Letcher. More flags of this pattern, with a
center device painted by H. P. Keane, were manufactured
at Richmond in December by the firm of J. R. Thompson.
The 28th

State Battle Flags
Despite Confederate army orders after
the Seven Days' Battles prohibiting

com-

mands that fell under the control of the
Army of Northern Virginia from carrying
flags

of designs other than that of the Vir-

ginia army,

two

states issued their

distinctive battle flags

own

—Virginia and

North Carolina. These

flags

were gener-

brought out on special occasions.
Virginia and North Carolina commands

ally

that

did not

fall

under the control of Lee's

army, such as General John
ridge's

Army

C.

Breckin-

of Southwestern Virginia

and the forces on the Nonh Carolina
coast,

were not issued

Virginia-pattern

battle flags but carried state colors in-

stead. In addition, the designs of

were an attempt

to

regulations or a state seal.

36TH VIRGINIA
INFANTRY REGIMENT
This flag was part of a batch manufactured in early December 1863
and issued to regiments in the
Army of Southwestern Virginia.
Eleven flags were made for infan-

and cavalry. They were sewn
by Rosaline Hunter, and the devices were painted by John Vami
try

The 36th Virginia's flag
bore battle honors from theaters
of war in western Virginia and
Tennessee. On September 19,
1864, harried by Federal cavalry
during the retreat after the Batde
of Winchester, the regiment lost
its colors to Sergeant P. H. McEnroe of the 6th New York Cavalry.
for $500.

some

from other states
conform to state

early regimental flags

38TH NORTH CAROLINA
INFANTRY REGIMENT
The 38th enlisted in January
1862 and was deployed for local
defense. In April it was reorganized for war and received this

made at the Raleigh clothing depot. Such flags,
bearing the dates of independence and secession, were issued
to all North Carolina regiments
state battle flag,

upon formation. The 38th North
Carolina reported to Virginia in
time to see its first action at Fredericksburg in May 1862. The regiment fought in most of the batdes of the Army of Northern
Virginia and retained its state flag
until the end of the War.

47TH NORTH CAROLINA
INFANTRY REGIMENT
The 47th North Carolina arrived in time to
participate in Pickett's and Pettigrew's disastrous charge on July 3, 1863, at Gettysburg. The regiment lost its Army of North-

em Virginia

battle flag within the Federal
the replacement flag was lost
at Hatcher's Run in 1864, the 47th carried
its state flag while awaiting another new
flag from the Richmond depot.
lines.

US'b

Nc^:

GEORGLX STATE REGIMENTAL FLAG
This hand-painted silk flag is typical of
flags presented to Georgia regiments in
1861. Originally, the state arms, consisting of an arch labeled "Constitution"
and supported by the three pillars of Justice, Wisdom, and Moderation, were to be
displayed on a white field, but few flags
conformed to that pattern. On most Georgia military flags the seal was placed on
blue. One Georgia flag used a red field.
The state never issued a regulation design.

When
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KING WILLIAM
ARTILLERY BATTERY
VIRGIN L\
In

common

COAL

'V-v

Hi

•WHITE

-

OAK SWAMP

y

Issue

with most

artillery batteries of the

\*\

Army

of Northern VirKing William
Artiller>- was issued
ginia, the

an infantry-size (4 feet
by 4 feet) battle flag.

Third Bunting
>

'

In July 1862, the

Richmond depot began

production of the third and largest issue

s:ricksburc\^.
'yK

\

crrTYsei'RG

of Army of Northern Virginia battle flags.
These white-bordered colors were made
until

May

of 1864, in quantities that

lowed issue

D. H. Hill s division received
after Fredericksburg, A.
after Chancellorsville,

mands

that

al-

to entire divisions at a time.

had

P.

new

colors

Hill's division

and several comcolors were

lost heavily in

given replacements after Gett\'sburg.
flags

were provided

less of the

New

to regiments regard-

condition of their old

flags,

and most units chose to carry the new
colors, which had the most battle honors.
At
to

first

have

some brigade commanders

distincti\'e battle

paid

honors painted

on their flags. After April 1863, all honors
were applied in blue paint, on one side
of the flag onK'.

mmmmmiit
IITH MISSISSIPPI INFANTRY REGIMENT
Flags with yellow battle honors in this style
were presented to General Whiting's former

brigade after Sharpsburg. At Gettysburg, the
11th Mississippi advanced in the first line of
Pettigrew's Division in the assault of July 3-

Under an artillery bombardment that "fairly
melted away" their brigade, survivors of the
11th reached the stone wall that marked the
Federal line before being forced back. ITieir
flag wa-s captured by the 39th New York.

28TH NORTH CAROLINA INFANTRY REGIMENT
As part of Branch's Brigade, the 28th probably
received this battle flag while encamped near
Fredericksburg in the winter of 1862-63. It
was carried in Jackson's flank attack at Chancellorsville in May 1863 and on the left of the
line in Pickett's Charge at Gettysburg. There
the flag was captured by the 126th New York.

w
m
m

42D VIRGINIA INFANTRY REGIMENT
colors, issued sometime

The regiment's

after the Battle of Gettysburg,

bear battle

honors recalling honorable service during
Stonewall Jackson's Valley campaign and
the Army of Northern Virginia's greatest
battles. Honors were not awarded exclusively for Confederate victories; hence the
inclusion of Getty sburg. The flag was cap-

4>

r

18TH MISSISSIPPI

INFANTRY REGIMENT
Speaking of the 18th
Mississippi's defense of
the Sunken Lane at Sec-

ond Fredericksburg,
General William Barksdale stated: "A more
heroic struggle was
never made by a mere
handful of men against

overwhelming odds. According to the enemy's

own
this

accounts,

noble

many

little

of

band

resisted to the death
with clubbed guns even

hordes had
swept over and around

after his vast

the walls."

The 18th

Mississippi suffered 58
casualties,

whom

still

some

of

lay in the

when Federal photographer Andrew J.
Russell took the picture
lane

on May 4, 1863The regiment's battle
flag was claimed by the
77th New York Infantry.
at right

tured

at

Spotsylvania in 1864.
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General Beauregard's Mandate
Although

adopted

tlie

Army

of Northern Virginia

standard battle flags, other

Virginia-pattern flag as a replacement.
Late in 1863, the

Richmond depot

be-

armies scattered tiiroughout the Eastern

gan to issue the second pattern of the

no such step. When General
assumed
ccMiimand of the
Beauregard

went

theater look

Confederate forces

he found

a variet\'

at

Charleston

in 1862,

of colors in use. hi an

national flag as a battle

Northern Virginia

began

also

them and directed the Charleston

flags to

ing depot to begin production of a single

Many

of these

Army of
from other commands.

The clothing depot

attempt to impose order, he abolished
cloth-

flag.

to regiments that joined the

doah

at

to turn out

Staunton, Virginia,

second national
in the Shenan-

supply ct^mmands

Valle\'

and soutliwestern

Virginia.

SECOND NATIONAL
REGIMENTAL BATTLE FLAG
RICHMOND DEPOT
Many Army of Northern Virginia
regiments, particularly the cavrequested replacement
Qags of the second national pattern. This tattered Richmond
depot flag was reported captured at Farmville Crossroads
alry,

on
G.

April

5,

1865, by Private

W. Stewart of the

1st

New Jer-

sey Cavalry. His commanding
officer suspected that it was
"possibly taken from a wagon."

SECOND NATIONAL REGIMENTAL
BATTLE FLAG, STAUNTON DEPOT
General John C. Breckinridge's
Army of Southwestern Virginia

had no tradition of a battle flag,
and many units accepted second
national flags as regimental colors. This Staunton depot flag was
captured at the Battle of Winchester by Federal Commissary Sergeant Andrew J. Lorish on September 19, 1864. In tlie confusion
of the Confederate retreat,
many flags of the Valley Army

were captured or abandoned.

if

"

27TH SOUTH CAROLINA INFANTRY

When

Beauregard took command of the
Charleston area, he found that flags in this
unusual design had been adopted by at
least four local garrison regiments. The
flag

was modeled on

color

a

proposed national

recommended by

Mercury

in

the Charleston

March 1862. The shield in the

center bears the legend "Secessionville" in
honor of the batde of June 16, 1862, and
the initials of the regiment's old designation as the Charleston Light Infantry.

26TH SOUTH CAROLINA
INFANTRY REGIMENT
In the spring of 1864,
the regiment carried

X

JUNE

16

X

Charleston depot
batde flag to Virginia
this

and into action

BerPetersburg. In the assault
at

muda Hundred and

on Fort Steadman on
March 25, 1865, the
26th 's color bearer,

Samuel J. Reid, was
"knocked down by the
explosion of a sheU.
Captain H. L. Buck retrieved the flag but was
captured, along with
many of his men.

REGIMENTAL BATTLE
FLAG, HAGOOD'S
SOUTH CAROLINA
BRIGADE
This Charleston depot
flag of an unidentified

regiment in General
Johnson Hagood's brigade was captured at
the Batde of Weldon
Railroad, near Petersburg, Virginia, by men
of the Federal V Corps.

Hagood's Brigade

at-

tacked echeloned Fed-

regiments and
found itself surrounded,
but nevertheless managed to break out.
eral

REGIMENTAL BATTLE FLAG, STAUNTON DEPOT
Battle flags of this design, with white cotton
flannel borders, were manufactured at the
Staunton clothing depot late in 1864 to supply
the needs of the Valley Army. This flag was

captured

at

Waynesboro,

Virginia,

on March

1865, by Private M. Crowley of the 22d New
York Cavalry. The entire lower third of the
flag was soaked in the blood of its bearer,
which caused its eventual decay.

2,

14TH MISSISSIPPI
INFANTRY REGIMENT

On February 16, 1862,
when Fort Donelson in
Tennessee surrendered
to the Federals,

Andrew

Payne, color bearer of
the l4th Mississippi, cut
this hand-painted
shield Lady Liberty
with Jefferson Davis
from the center of the
regimental flag and
S.

—

sewed

it into the lining
of his coat to keep it out
of Yankee hands. When

he and his comrades
were paroled in October, Payne triumphandy
returned the shield
to his regiment.

8TH ARKANSAS
INFANTRY REGLVIENT
iifiwtfmittriiiiMiiii

The

women

of Jackson-

port, Arkansas, presented
this flag to the 8th Ar-

kansas Volunteers in the
summer of 1862. Its
gold-embroidered inscription reads, "March

on! March on! All
hearts are resolved
victory or death."

ARKANSAS VOLUNITERS
This 12-star flag on the
Qrst national model was
captured from an Arkansas unit by Michigan
troops during the Confederate campaign of

General Sterling Price
in Missouri in 1862.

on
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6TH ARKANSAS INFANTRY
REGIMENT
This silk flag may have been carried briefly in the autumn of
1862 to replace the 6th Arkansas'

worn-out battle flag based on
the Hardee model. The flag bears
the battle honor "Perryville"
painted on the reverse side.

m

6 th JkG'T Akks Vols

Modeled on
the Stars and

Bars
At the time of secession, most Confederate
states

had

traditional flags of sovereignty'

were modified for use as colors in the
by companies and regiments. Some
states in the West, however, had no traditional state flags and ciid not authorize (offithat

field

cial state battle

LOWRY

RIFLES,

6TH MISSISSIPPI INFANTRY

colors until after the out-

break of

hostilities. With little regulation
and guidance, soldiers from these states
turned to the Confederate first national flag

as a

model

for their regimental colors.

Such flags varied according to the taste
and capabilities of the makers. The
arrangement of the .stars differed from flag
to flag, and mottoes, in.scriptions, unit
crests, and state seals were added. Most of
these flags were retired, but a few were
carried until late in the War.

BEAUREGARD CADETS OF NEW ORLEANS
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30TH ARKANSAS
INFANTRY REGIMENT

On December

31, 1862,

Murfreesboro, Tennessee, the 30th Arkan-

at

two color bearand with them, this

sas lost

ers

flag.

A

soldier recalled

one of the bearers
was forced to abandon it
that

in a cedar brake after

hand was shot off'.
The pattern had been

his

adopted by General McCown's division in the
Army of Kentucky

Favorite Flags
in the

West

Hy 1861, senior army officers in the Western theater were well aware of the confusion resulting from the similarirs* bet^veen
the Stars and Stripes and the Stars and
Bars, and thev attempted to establish a
single distinctive battle flag for the forces

under

their

command. They met with

considerable resistance, howe\'er. Be-

cause the Confederate

War Department

never specified a pattern for a battle

flag,

commands in the West
adopted their own versions. When these
the .scattered

corps were combined to form

first

*
* *

5f

¥

^

^ \
*

the

Army
become deeply

,\rmy of the Mi.ssissippi and later the
of Tennes.see, they had

attached to their old standards and re-

fused to give

them

than eight different

no fewer
designs were being

up.

By

1863,

carried in the /Vrm\' of Tennessee.

4TH MISSOURI INFANTRY REGIMENT
The 4th Missouri, which carried this flag, was organized
in April 1862 in Springfield and left its home state to join
Van Dom's Army of the West in Tennessee. At Corinth,

on October

3,

1862, the regiment suff^ered 129 casualties.

1ST (MANEVS) TENNESSEE
INFANTRY REGIMENT
This flag was lost

at Perryville,

Kentucky, on October 8, 1862, in
Gghting that cost the 1st Tennessee more than half its strength.
Colors of this type were forwarded from New Orleans to
General Leonidas Polk's corps
shortly before the Battle
of ShUoh on AprU 6, 1862.

VAN DORN BATTLE FLAG
Despite having received one of the first Army
of Northern Virginia battle flags, General Earl
Van
chose this pattern for his Army of
the West in February 1862. It was also carried
by some of Van Dom's old units in the Army
of Mississippi and East Louisiana.

Dom

24TH ALABAMA INFANTRY REGIMENT
This flag, a variation of General Polk's
corps standard, was lost at the Battle of
Chickamauga after the color bearer,

George

i

¥

M

B.

Moody, was wounded.

^

J'>
If

ELK HORN OOHINTH

HATCHIE BHIDGE

^

Jf

M

NORTHWEST 15TH
ARKANSAS INFANTRY
REGIMENT
One of three Arkansas
regiments designated
the 15th, this small unit
added the word "Northwest" to distinguish itself from the others. Its
colors were captured in
flerce flghting

on May

1,

1863, at Port Gibson,
Mississippi, by Private
Amos Nagle of the 18th
Illinois Infantry.
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1ST FLORIDA INFANTRY

BATTALION

The "Shiloh" citation, as shown on the 1st Florida Battalion's flag,
was a hard-won honor. The commander of the brigade in which the
1st Florida served reported, "The desperation with which the troops
fought brings new luster to the arms of the state they represented."

An Inspiration
from Virginia
In February 1862, General Beauregard

placed an order through the departmental

New Orleans for battle
equip Braxton Bragg's corps of

quanerma,ster in
flags to

57TH GEORGLV
INFANTRY REGLMENT
Forced to surrender at
Vicksburg on July 4,
1863, the 5'''th Georgia
was liberated months
later in a prisoner ex-

change and was issued
this battle flag.

The unit

then fouglit with the
Army of Tennessee in
aU the engagements of
the Atlanta campaign,
during which it could
barely muster 100 men.

the

Army

of the Mississippi. The flags

\Nere contracted with a local sailmaker.

one

H. Cassidv',

whose

design came from a

inspiration for the

silk

standard that the

Company, Washington Artillery of
New Orleans, received from its fellow
companies serving in \'irginia. His first
flag was ,square, made of cotton, with 12
white silk, six-pointed stars and a pinkish
5th

serge border.

design

A subsequent

b\- Cassid\'

rectangular

was gradually issued

thrcuighout the ^'estern armies.

CLACK S CONFEDERATE RESPONSE BATTALION
5TH COMPANY, WASHINGTON ARTILLERY OF
The 5th Company carried

NEW ORLEANS

from the time the unit was
mustered, in February 1862, through the Battle of Perryville
in October. The standard was then retired to Mobile.
this flag

9TH MISSISSIPPI INFANTRY
REGIMENT
Organized in March 1861,
the 9th Mississippi flrst
served at Pensacola (left)
and went on to fight In the
Batde of Chickamauga in

September 1863 where, recounted Major T. H. Lyman,
the regiment drove the
Federals back about one
mile. "In the onward movenient our regimental battle
ine swept over three pieces
of the enemy's cannon."
l
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MlUftrREESBORO
REGIMENTAL BATTLE FLAG, WALTHALL'S BRIGADE

17TH TENNESSEE INFANTRY REGIMENT

This flag was captured from Walthall's Mississippi
Brigade at the Battle of Lookout Mountain by Peter
Kappesser of the H9th New York Infantry.

At Murfreesboro

6TH AND 7TH ARKANSAS INFANTRY REGIMENT
alteration to the regimental designation on

The

on December

31, 1862, the 17th

Tennessee advanced 500 yards under heavy fire
to overrun a Federal battery. In the final charge,
the color bearer, W. T. Jones, was killed, carrying
the flag shown above "well to the front."

8TH ARKANSAS INFANTRY REGIMENT
this

flag, as well as the late battle honors, were probably
added to the standard after the 7th Arkansas was
combined with the 6th Arkansas in December 1863.

This large flag was probably an 1863 replacement
for a Hardee flag. The regiment won the cannon
insignia for capturing a battery at Chickamauga.
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General Buckner's
Distinctive Design
The distinctive battle flags shown here
were inspired by a design created by
General Simon Bolivar Buckner when he
was in command of a division of the
Army of Central KentucW in November

5TH COMPANY, WASHINGTON ARTILLERY OF NEW
ORLEANS
The 5th Company replaced their flag of the Virginiaarmv design with

this

Hardee pattern

late in 186-^.

1861. Buckner, determined that his regi-

ments be

easily identifiable in the field,

devised a "flag which has no
taste

about

it,

artistic

but which could not be

mistaken" for other standards. Buckner's
wife

sewed the prototype, using cotton

and wool bunting.
General William J. Hardee adopted the
design for the corps that he organized in
the

Army

of Tennessee in 1862.

The

col-

ors issued to Hardee's regiments that

"new moon," as
some soldiers described it, while a
later model distributed in 1863 featured
"full moon" disks.
year bore an eliptical

Entertained by a flddler,

men

of the 5th Company, Washington Artillery, pose for a photographer ui Mardi IHOj
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The Sign
of the Cross
Flags bearing the

Roman

cross, a motif

that associated Christian virtues with the

Confecierate cause,

first

gained promi-

nence among the Missouri regiments of
General Sterling Price's Army of the West
and then spread to other units serving in
the Department of Mississippi and East
Louisiana.

burg

During the struggle for Vickssuch flags were flown in

in 1863,

profusion

— by the

six Missouri

regiments

of Price's army and by units from other

armies and

A few
in the

states.

scattered regiments participating

Vicksburg campaign favored battle

Army of Northern 'Virginia
most of which had been presented
by various individuals or purchased by
flags of the
style,

3D KENTUCKY MOUNTED INFANTRY

regimental officers.

flag, presented to the 3d Kentucky
Mobile in 1864, was taken by Federals at
Richmond Creek, Tennessee, on December 16, 1864.

This Virginia-pattern

by

its

officers at

3D KENTUCKY INFANTRY REGIMENT
The 3d Kentucky fought at Shiloh before being transferred
to tlie Department of Mississippi and East Louisiana. The
regiment carried the flag above in battle at Baton Rouge
in August 1862, and at Jackson, Mississippi, in 1862.

9TH BATTALION (PINDALL'S) MISSOURI SHARPSHOOTERS
The

five

companies of the 9th Battalion were recruited from

marksmen who were serving in various Missouri units;
the battle flag shown here was issued in late 1863.
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6TH KENTUCKY INFANTRY REGIMENT
On September 4, 1864, "ordered to mount
command using blankets if saddles could

this

not be procured," the 6th Kentucky was converted to mounted infantry. Their flag was
lost at Jonesboro, Georgia, that same month.

41ST GEORGIA INFANTRY REGIMENT

On March

22, 1864, near Dalton, Georgia,
General Cheatham's Tennessee Division and
Walker's Georgia Division squared off for a
snowball flght. The 4lst Georgia lost their colors (right) briefly to the Tennesseans.

-

Ht'Lfi*lttL J

Joe Johnston's
Edict
The

commanding
many regi-

lieutenant general

can well understand the pride

ments of the corps feel in other flags
which they have gloriously borne in battle,
wrote General John B. Hood on
March 11, 1864, "but the interests of the
"

service are imperative.

ous confusion

and battery

To avoid danger-

in action,

will

each regiment

be required

13TH LOUISIANA INFANTRY REGIMENT

The 13th Louisiana, devastated iii flerce
Gghting at Nashville and Atlanta, carried

to bear the

this battle flag

through both campaigns.

"

Confederate battle

flag.

Thus did Hood's order
lay the edict

the

Army

Johnston,

of the

to his corps re-

new commander

of

of Tennessee, General Joseph

who

E.

instructed that the battle

modeled on

the .^rmy of Northern
be issued to all divisions. The
flags were made at the Atlanta clothing
depot and issued to the army beginning
flag

Virginia's

injanuarv 1864.

3D TENNESSEE INFANTRY REGLMENT
By December 21, I864, although it had
been combined with the 18th Tennessee,
this regiment mustered only 1"' men.

7TH MISSISSIPPI INFANTRY REGIMENT

18TH TENNESSEE INFANTRY REGIMENT

The 7th

This regiment, part of Major General John
Brown's brigade, hired an artist to paint
honors and unit designations on its colors.

Mississippi,

decimated in the

fight-

ing at Jonesboro, lost its colors the next
day during the Federal counterattack.

6TH AND 15TH TEXAS INFANTRY
REGIMENT

Patrick Cleburne's Dissent
.'Vrciund

seph
the

E.

the

same time

that

Johnston assumed

Army of Tennessee

1864, three divisions

General Jo-

command

in the

of

spring of

from the Army of

Mississippi, under Leonidas Polk, joined
Johnston bearing the Virginia flags that

new commander favored and tried to
make standard. Polk's flags had been tailored in March by the firm of James Cameron, the printer and flag maker from
the

who charged 12 Confederate doleach for 25 new battle flags.

The

Cameron produced
colors for General
brigade,

nearly identical

Henry D.

Clayton's

whose regiments had

lost

or

worn out their colors in fighting at Chick
amauga and in the battles around Chattanooga. Cameron charged $2 a letter to
sew on the battle honors.
Johnston's policy of replacing old colors with Virginia-type battle flags
fiercely resisted

was

by General Patrick

Mobile,

Cleburne, and his

lars

ted to retain their Hardee pattern.

command was

permit-

flag of the 6th and 15th, part
of General Cleburne's division,
bears the Texas star stitched into
the central disk. It was issued after the siege of Adanta and was
carried in the disastrous campaign of Franklin and Nashville.
At the War's end, Private Mark
Kelton removed the flag from its
stafi' and returned it to Texas.
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The replacement

battle flags sent to

General

Patrick Cleburne's division were made
of blue cotton flannel (now faded) in lieu of
the more expensive wool. Late in the War, a
Texas soldier proudly recalled, "The Yanks
was aU afraid of the blue flag division."

1ST

AND ISTH

ARK.\.\VVS

IM AN IKV REGIMENT

22D LOUISIANA INFANTRY (CONSOLIDATED)
Following its exchange after the surrender of
Vicksburg, the 22d Louisiana Infantry Regiment
was assigned to the defenses of Mobile Bay.

'V^BB." REGT.

UA.

VOLS^

16TH ALABAMA INFANTRY REGIMENT

X o

J^LOOKOUT MOUNTAInS
38TH ALABAMA INFANTRY REGIMENT
At the Batde of Resaca, after the color
sergeant was wounded. Colonel A. R. Lankford seized the banner and carried it into
the enemy lines only to be captured, the Federals "deeming him too brave to be shot."

33D ALABAMA INFANTRY REGIMENT
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12TH LOUISIANA INFANTRY REGIMENT

14TH MISSISSIPPI INFANTRY REGIMENT

The Second
National Pattern
in the West
Throughout the War, a number of disparate units serving in tiie West chose tc^
replace their wcjrn-out colors with

new

standards based on the secc^nd national

model. General Randall
sion

commander

see,

had

master

in the

L.

Gibson, a

Army

divi-

of Tennes-

his adjutant write to the quarter-

in

Mobile on November

with a request

new

8,

1863,

"The flags
are so tattered and soiled as to no longer
serve well for the purpose intended on
the field." The prolific James Cameron of
Mobile got the contract and produced a
batch of second national flags for Gibson s regiments. Other units, such as the
1st Alabama, purchased second national
flags privately from Cameron. Some Western

f(^r

commands who

colors:

fancied replacements
second national pattern bought
cloth and made their own flags.
in the
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1ST
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32D ALABAMA IIVFANTRY REGIMENT

32-."

ALA. VOLS.

BATTLE CREEK.

LAVERGNE.

MURFREESBORO.
CHICKAMAUGA.

Bf LM0HT,

tm

v>. A.

.AIIIAU^A.

AUSTIN'S BATTALION, LOUISLVNA SHARPSHOOTERS

While other regiments in Randall L. Gibson's
brigade adopted other flags, Austin's troops
flew their "Stainless Banner" until it was captured at Columbus, Georgia, in April 1865.
At the Battle of AUanta, the Sharpshooters
carried their flag into the fray to support
the Confederate breakthrough (left) around
the Pope House west of the city.

i
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COMPANY A, CRESCENT REGIMENT,
LOUISIANA
This unusual standard was carried in the
Crescent Regiment (named for New Orleans, the "Crescent City"), a unit that was
combined with two other battalions and
sent to the Trans-Mississippi Department.

Styles

from across

the Mississippi
The Confederate armies serving across
the Mississippi River on the far western
flank of the Confederac)' had no clothing
depots, private contractors, or other
ties to

produce

supply became

battle flags.

The

facili-

lack of

more severe when

the

Federals captured Vicksburg and closed
the Mississippi River in July 1863, isolating the forces in the far west.

Although a few

flags

from the Confed-

Army of Mississippi or Army of Tennessee made their way across the river,
erate

most regiments in tiie Trans-Mississippi
had to rely on flags that had been presented by citizens' groups or local dignitaries, or had to find cloth somehow and
cobble up their own makeshift colors.

1ST

CHEROKEE

MOUNTED
The

RIFLES

flag at right

was

car-

ried by the 1st Cherokee, a unit composed of

Cherokee Indians mustered in the Indian Territory in July 1862. The
5 red stars within the
ring of 11 white ones
represent the 5 "Civilized Tribes" Cherokee, Creek, Chickasaw,

—

Choctaw, and Seminole recognized by
the Confederacy.

—

DOBBIN'S 1ST ARKANSAS

CAVALRY REGIMENT
This flag is a variation based on
the battle flags originated by
Walker's Division of the TransMississippi. Dobbin's regiment
was raised in the spring of
1863 and served in Sterling
Price's Missouri Expedition in

September and October 1864.

3D LOUISIANA INFANTRY

REGIMENT
This flag, made

in Mobile (posby James Cameron), was
presented to the 3d Louisiana
on August 30, 1863, by General
Dabney Maury, to replace the
flag captured at Vicksburg.
sibly

pR/ViRiE G-ROVF

i
KING'S 22D/20TH ARKANSAS

INFANTRY REGIMENT
The makers of this variation of
the Confederate second national
flag added two horizontal red
bars to the white field to make
sure that the flag would not
be mistaken for the all-white
banner of surrender.

:

^

JENKINS

'^-'-"'^^

f
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MARKER/CAMP FLAG
The

flag at left, of a type

used to mark the area of
an encampment or the
flanks of a regiment in
the Geld, was ordered
by General Beauregard
for the Department
of South Carolina, Georgia,

and

Florida.

AMBULANCE AND
HOSPITAL FLAG

This Confederate fleld hospital tended the

wounded during

the battles around Petersburg in 1864.
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Headquarters

and Hospitals
Beginning

in 1863, the U.S.

Army main-

complex system of specialt)' flags
to designate larger commands, such as divisions, corps, and armies. The Confederate
tained a

army, however, left it to individual generals
and departments to devise their own system of flags for indicating higher commands. In February 1864, General Joseph
Johnston proposed a system of such flags
for the Army of Tennessee, but most Confederate commands simply chose to forgo

A scattering of
miscellaneous banners was produced to

so-called designating flags.

identify various field headcjuarters,

encampments, and special units such
ambulance and medical corps.

as the

STOVALLS

HEADQUARTERS
This small silk flag, once
bearing the stitched inscription "Stovall," identified the headquarters
of General M. A. Stovall's
Georgia Brigade, which
lost a similar flag at the
Battle of NashviUe.

FRENCH'S DIVISION

The

flag at left,

which

identified the headquarters of

General Samuel

G. French's division in
the Army of Tennessee,
was one of a unique set

of marker flags that featured a Maltese cross.
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ENSIGN,

Flags for
the Rebel

C.S.S.

VIRGINIA

The ironclad Virginia carried two ensigns of the first national
design in her flag locker. This early 7-star flag was replaced

Navy

by an 11 -star version during the ship's epic
U.S.S.

Monitor in Hampton Roads,

Virginia,

battle with the

on March

9, 1862.

Warships and merchantmen of the Confederate states flew the Confederate national flag from the halyards and masts of
their vessels,

and kept several

sizes

variations in their flag lockers.

On

and

special

occasions, and to ensure identification by
friendly vessels during action, a warship

hoisted an oversize ensign that measured
12 feet long or longer. Because these
flags were susceptible to wind and
weather damage, the ship usually flew a

huge

Other

smaller storm

flag.

cluded a

flown from the

jack,

ships' flags in-

bow

or

mast in port to identify the vessel as a

commissioned warship, and boat flags,
intended to be displayed on the sterns
of a man-of-war's small boats. In addition,

commerce

raiders

runners might carry the

and blockadeflags

of for-

eign countries as decoys or camouflage.

STORM FLAG,

C.S.S.

SHENANDOAH

The Confederate sloop of war
Shenandoah (left) circumnavigated the globe, destroying 38
Federal merchantmen and whalers between October 1864 and
June 1865 and devastating the
United States whaling industry.
This storm flag and other colors
were surrendered

to British authorities in Liverpool on November 6, 1865, seven months after

the Civil

War had ended.
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STORM FLAG,

C.S.S.

FLORIDA
During

its

seven-month

cruise, the Florida took
23 Federal prizes. This

and others were
captured when the Federal steam sloop Wachusett rammed and
boarded the Florida illegally in the harbor
of Bahia, Brazil.
flag

BOAT

FLAG,

C.S.S.

FLORIDA
This small flag, found
on the Florida, was
originally fashioned with

no stars on its saltire. It
may have been sewn on
board the ship, its maker
copying the United
States Navy practice of
reducing or eliminating
the

number

of stars

used on boat

flags.

HAMBURG MERCHANT
FLAG
This German state merchant flag was ordered
from the firm of G. T.
von Lindeman of
St. Thomas in tlie Virgin
Islands by a certain Van
Schwartz, captain of a
blockade-runner. Confederate ships flew
foreign flags as camouflage to confuse Federal

blockading vessels.
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The Fate
of the Lost Flags
Confederate colors captured in battle or
handed over in surrender were for-

warded

to the

in Washwere identi-

War Department

ington, D.C. In 1868, the flags

and cataloged, and later, betw^een
1874 and 1882. they were displayed in the
Washington Ordnance Museum. Then the
flags were placed in storage, and despite
fied

repeated requests for their return,

seemed

that

it

the Southern colors would

forever remain in the North.

An effon by the Cleveland administration to return the flags in 188^ was
vehement protest from the
veterans' associations.
Union
powerful
28, 190S, a joint resoFebruary
Finally, on

blocked

lution of

b\-

Congress authorized the secre-

tary of war, William H. Taft, to begin re-

turning captured flags to the former
Confederate states. All unidentified colors

went

to the

Confederate Memorial

ary- Society- in

Richmond,

Liter-

Virginia.

At Appomattox on April
12, 1865, as Robert E.
Lee surrendered his
troops, the Union general Joshua Chamberlain
recalled that the Rebel

were "crowded so

flags

thick,

men,

by thinning out of

whole colcrowned
As Chamber-

that the

umn seemed

with red.
lain watched, each regiment stacked arms and
"reluctantly, with agony
of expression, they
tenderly folded their
"

flags,

batde-wom

and

torn, bloodstained,
heart-holding colors,

and

laid tiiem

down."
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when and how

As the Confederate army embarked on war,

"pieces,"

its greatest weakness was its artillery corps.
While Southern infantry proved the equal of
its Yankee counterpart, and Rebel cavalry initially enjoyed clear superiority over the
horse-shy Union mounted troops, Southern
artillerv was (^uttrained, outgunned, and outmaneuvered throughout most

them. The pieces called guns were heavy,

of the conflict
especially during

the

A

first

two

years.

veteran artillery ser-

geant

named Humphreys
after the War

recounted

tragicomic ineptitude of

any Rebel
ments:

men

artillery detach-

have not only

"I

known

to greatly underestimate or overesti-

mate the distance
waste

much

time

to a hostile battery

in getting

have seen them actually

the range, but

fire for

were

I

hours under

the impression that they had the range,
in fact the projectiles

and

when

striking the top of

It was a
was by no means rare."
Such instances of incompetence were by
no means limited exclusively to the Rebels.

a hill a quarter of a mile beyond.

blunder

Still,

that

when

it

came

to big-gun warfare, the

was distinctly disadvantaged. Handicapped at the outset by a shortage of dependable ordnance and ammunition, the Confederaq' was further plagued by
a dearth of officers and noncommissioned
agricultural South

officers

schooled

in artillery's

exacting

sci-

"Whole battalions of artillery," wrote
Humphreys, "went into active service without a single man, whether officer, noncomence.

missioned

officer,

or private,

who knew any-

thing about artillery."

There was a daunting amount to learn.
most of them unfamiliar with the technical disciplines
had to

Aspiring artiller\'men

—

—

and

to

judge

to use

smoothbore or rifled, and
on flat trajectories
over long distances. Companion weapons to
the guns were the smoothbore howitzers
long-barreled,

ideal for hurling charges

short, thick-barreled, large-caliber pieces
that lofted projectiles, in arclike trajectories,

making them especially effective in rough
and hilly terrain. A third t)pe of artillery
largely overlooked by the South until the
spring of 1864 was the field mortar, or Coehorn. Fat, stubby, and easily portable, these

weapons required only a small load of gunpowder to lob shells over nearby parapets
and earthworks with awesome effect. Finally,
there were siege and seacoast guns, iron behemoths capable of discharging projectiles
weighing 20 to 100 pounds or more across
vast distances. Idealh' suited for coastal de-

fense, these

weapons included

finely crafted

English guns, big-bore Confederate-made

ri-

and Colombiads, huge smoothbores
seized from Federal coastal fonresses.
It was common practice to name a piece
by the weight of the ammunition it accepted;
hence, a 4.62-inch-caliber gun that fired a
12-pound load of shot came to be known as
fles,

a 12-pounder. This habit persisted

new forms

even as

of lighter ammunition were de-

veloped, leading to the incongruous situa-

which the same 8-inch rifle was called
both a 200-pounder and a 150-pounder.
The Confederate artillerist had to become
familiar with a long list of ammunition t\'pes.
Shot, a solid iron ball designed for smoothbore guns, was the oldest form of artillery
ammunition. In the field, the Rebels typically
used solid shot against massed troops and
tion in

artillery

(

counterbattery

fire).

Rebel artillerymen also fired projectiles

distinguish the characteristics of the different

that exploded above or on the target, triggered by one of two kinds of fuses, the timed

types and calibers of cannon, referred to as

fuse or the impact fuse.

One

type of projec-

"
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tile,

the shell, a hollow iron container packed

with black powder, was generally used for
harassing

fire at

long range or for bombard-

ing entrenchments and forts. Case shot,
which carried a lethal payload of metal balls,
was usually timed to explode above or in
front of the target, showering the enemy with
the pellets. Both shell and case could be fired
from guns, howitzers, or mortars, and
through bores that were smooth or rifled.
Unlike solid shot, which wreaked havoc
through sheer force of impact, shell and case
destroyed their targets through blast and
fragmentation. Their effectiveness was
greatly hampered on the Confederate side by
poor-grade gunpowder and ineffectual fuses.
As Humphreys explained: "Our ammunition
was inferior to that of the Federal artillery.
The worst of it was that there was a great lack
of uniformity^ in the strength of the powder,
and seemingly in the time of the fuses. No
reflection on the Confederate ordnance de-

partment

is

implied by these remarks. With

means at their disposal, their achievements were amazing; but the fact remains
that our ammunition was in every way infethe

rior.

At any rate, the shell often exploded in

the bore, or

More
shot,

at

the muzzle of the piece.

Georgia contained fragments of wroughtiron fence, iron shards, and door hinges.
Grapeshot, larger iron balls encased in
cloth or in an iron frame, was used infrequently on the battlefield, but saw

some

ac-

tion along the seacoast in larger-caliber

—

guns the 24-pounders and up.
While he was mastering artillery's odd nomenclature of pounders and five-second
fuses, the Rebel artillery officer had to learn
to conduct his gunners in the complex maneuvers of batter)'; he had to learn the knack,
in Humphreys" words, of "coming into action, and of gauging "when, what, at what,
how, and how often to fire."
'

The routine

for a batter\' varied widely

according to the branch in which

it

ser\"ed:

either "field" artillery or "heavy" artillery.
field artillery battery

A

handled only those can-

non light and mobile enough to move on the
march with infantry or cavalry and maneuver
on the battlefield generally 6- and 12pounder guns, three-inch rifles, and 12 and

—

24-pounder howitzers. Special mountain
tillery units

carried only lighDAeight howitz-

ers that could

When

ar-

be transported on muleback.

deploy ed with

mounted

troops, a bat-

went by the sobriquet "horse anillery."
A highly mobile C(jntingent with all the men
mounted, the horse artillery provided support to cavalry engaged in quick maneuvers.
tery

were canister and grapewhich depended only on the cannon's
reliable

initial blast to be effective. Made for bt)th
smoothbore and rifled artillery, canister con-

As the

name would

imply, heavy artillery

guns

sisted of a thin iron can containing lead or

batteries operated the large, big-bore

iron balls packed in sawdust. Unfailingly

and mortars, including siege and garrison
cannon, that were designed to knock down,
or to defend, forts and earthworks. These

le-

350 yards or less, canister shot sprayed
from the muzzle of a cannon like a monstrous shotgun blast. At very close range,
gunners would fire double canister tv.'0
charges loaded together for twice the killing power. The innovative if poorly supplied
Confederates occasionally cobbled makeshift canister together using whatever scrap
they could find. A Rebel canister unearthed
in recent times along the Savannah River in
thal at

—

—

—the

included seacoast artillery
ship-killing

colossal,

guns and mortars whose bores

catapulted watermelon-size ammunition out
to sea a mile or

more.
complement, the South-

Like his Northern

was
part of a tightly structured command of men,
horses, and equipment. The typical Confedern

artillerist

attached

tc^

a field battery
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erate 6-pounder field artillery battery of 1861
was outfitted with four 6-pounder guns and
two 12-pounder howitzers. On the march,
each piece was hooked to a limber, a rwowheeled cart that carried a single ammunition chest over the axle. Each gun and limber
unit was normally drawn by a team of six
horses (although casualties and shortages of
draft animals frequently reduced the number of horses to four). The horses, harnessed
two abreast and forming "lead, "swing," and
"wheel" pairs, were controlled by three driv"

ers

who

rode the

Each of the

six

left

horse of each

pair.

cannon was accompanied

by a caisson, a two-wheeled cart consisting of
a carriage with

two ammunition chests and a

spare wheel hitched to a limber supporting

ammunition chest. It too had its own
six-horse team. Twelve-pounder batteries
tended to have two caissons per gun.
Bringing up the rear were the battery
wagon, the traveling forge, and additional
a single

limbers hauling reserve ammunition.
itable

A

ver-

storehouse of operational supplies, the

wagon contained more than 500

battery

items critical to the care and maintenance of
the

gun

unit,

including

oil,

axes, saws, nails,

and a grindstone. The
forge, a blacksmith's shop on wheels, carried
horseshoes, washers, nails, anvils, and iron
tarpaulins, scythes,

ingots,

among

the

—84

of 91 draft horses

harness and 7 spares

—was required

its

in

to haul

cannon and associated paraphernalia of

gunners,

as 130 horses

were needed.

ies,

as

On

the road, these lumbering processions

—

who usually rode atop the caissons,

dreaded the
ing carts
ing

—

jostle

and tumble of the gallop-

a sensation akin to riding a buck-

bronco (later

in the

War, as horses

artillerymen frequently walked).
still

was the

failed,

More

fear-

actual artillery engage-

ment, which, according to Major

Stiles,

drew

deeply upon every Rebel cannoneer's

re-

serve of "imperturbable self-possession."

a single battery. For heavier artillery batter-

many

ftinny side."

The plodding pace of artillery on the
march greatly accelerated during battle. The

some

other items.

All told, a train

pany wagon, containing a present supply of
commissary and quartermaster stores and all
our extra clothing, sank to the hubs and had
to be abandoned. We feared for the guns and
could not think of wasting teams on wagons.
The danger was really imminent that the
guns themselves would have to be abandoned, and the captain instructed me if a gun
could not be dragged through the mud, then
to let the piece drop intt:) the deepest mud I
could find, and mark the spot.
"By dint, however, of fine driving, and
heavy lifting and shoving at the wheels, we
managed to save our brazen war dogs," Stiles
continued. "The poor horses often sank to
their bellies, and I saw a team of mules disappear, every hair, under the mud, in the
middle of the road. They afterwards arose
and emerged from their baptism of mud, at
once the most melancholy and the most
ludicrous-looking objects that could be
imagined. It was wretched, and yet it had

it

Wrote Stiles: "To appreciate it to the full,
was only necessary to look at one of our

guns, already overmatched,

at

the

moment

logged a mile in roughly 20 minutes provided they were not slowed by some unfore-

when

seen mishap. Robert Stiles, major of artillery
with the Richmond Howitzers, recalled an
incident during the Peninsular campaign in

enfilading position, hurled a percussion

which his battery became mired in the spring

mud of the Virginia countryside: "Our com-

at a

gun of the enemy, rushing up
wild gallop, and seizing a nearer and
a fresh

crashing with fearful uproar against
our piece, and sweeping almost the entire
gun detachment to the earth. At such a moment I have marked the sergeant or gunner
shell,

"
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of such a piece coolly disengage himself

with table-of-fire charts pasted on the inside

from the wreck and, stepping to one side,
stoop to take his observations and make his
calculations, of distance and of time, free
from the dust and smoke of the explosion.
Then, stepping back and bending over, aim
his strained and half-disabled piece as the
undisabled remnant of the detachment step
over their dead and dying comrades, each in
the discharge of the doubled and trebled
duties now devolving upon him."
To be certain, Confederate gunners lacked

of the

neither resolve nor courage; but they did,

according to Sergeant Humphreys, sorely

want

for practical training:

carefully

and regularly

"The men were
from the start.

drilled

we were taught everything except
one thing that all else was a preparation

In short,

the
for

—the

of hitting."

art

Accurately aiming the muzzle of a cannon

the charts listed the elevations

lids;

required for various ranges and the num-

ber of seconds a missile would be
for the distance to his target, the

vation scale to line

While offering some aid

such

to modifv' these tables to suit ascertained

what

elevate the gun's barrel to lob the projectile

ceived. Said

and to construct tables
had none.

facts,

of cross winds on the shot.

in aiming,

were of limited value on
the battlefield. They did not take into account
the fact that guns of the same type and caliber
performed differently according to who
made them. Moreover, noted Humphreys,
"The elevation, range and time of flight were
all three given in round numbers. This was
probably the best our ordnance department
could do; but it was our place as artillerymen

that

determine the

ele-

barrel

table-of-fire charts

was undoubtedly the most
charged to an artilleryman. To
ensure a hit, the gunner had to first correctly
estimate the distance to the enemy; then,
finally,

up the cannon's

with the distant target.

complex

the exact distance; and

gunner

could then use a sight notched with an

at a distant target

task

in flight.

After finding the correct elevation in degrees

In the throes of battle,
little

for the pieces

many men

artillery training they

forgot

had

re-

Humphreys, "They would go
through the motions of obtaining the range

original gun-

in assumed cases; but
came to actual firing in the face of the
enemy, they would cast all that to the winds,

illiterate men, sehad great reputations as
marksmen with the mountain rifle men
who could 'hit a squirrel's head at 50 yards.'

and begin to fire with nervous haste, taking
careless aim and guessing haphazard at the
necessary correction, so that they were liable
after one error to err the next time as much

effect, if any,

Few men,

it

seems, were born gunners.

Said Humphreys:

ners were

"Among our

some almost

lected because they

In the course

intelligence

tances with

c^f

who

we

learned that general

ability to

estimate dis-

some accuracy were much more

important than

Those

time

and the

—

skill

with a squirrel gun."

acquired the knack for reading

distances relied largely

upon

their eyesight

and any geometry they may have had.
A Confederate gunner had little more than
trial and error to guide him in judging how
much to elevate a cannon's muzzle. By 1862,
however, some limber chests were issued

and correcting errors

when

or

it

more in the opposite direction."
The process of firing a piece was

plex

ritual, ideally

a

com-

involving the concerted

efforts of at least four to six

men. For

all

muzzleloading cannon the steps were the
same: swabbing out the bore and vent; loading the gunpowder and projectile; aiming
the piece and igniting the charge.

gunpowder grains and to extinguish sparks from previous firings, a cannoneer ran a long-handled

To

clean the cannon of leftover
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to

meager number of 12-pounder smoothbore

the top of the barrel

howitzers, 6-pounder guns, and assorted

through which the powder charge would be
fired. Wliile one man held a leather "finger
stall" over the vent to prevent a draft that
might kindle a spark, another loaded the

mortars, many of which had been retired
from Federal service as too feeble for warfare. By luck, Virginia had obtained a few
large-bore Parrott guns state-of-the-art rifled cannon
from the West Point foundry in

sponge down the bore and used
clean out the vent

at

a

punch

ammunition. Solid shot, shell, and case ammunition generally came bundled in car-

—

form with a wooden disk called a
sabot between the projectile and the powder bag. The sabot centered round projectiles in the barrel and kept the ammunition s
fuse pointed away from the charge. Rifle ammunition had a soft-metal sabot or band that
expanded to engage the rifling in the bore
tridge

—

when

—

—

Added

to this small collection were 35cannon captured during the Confederate
takeover of Harpers Ferry, and a number of
guns seized at Fort Sumter and other coastal
forts and naval yards in the South.
To supplement its motley store of cannon,
the South turned to importation and to Confederate and state manufacture. Until the

1860.

powder

Federal blockade stanched the South 's brisk

bag and projectile were loaded separately.
Using the opposite end of the sponge tool
as a rammer, one of the crew drove the
round home. As another jabbed a pick down

trade with England, the Confederacy smug-

fired. In

large-bore guns, the

the barrel vent to rip

open the powder

bag,

gunner called out orders to shift and
elevate the gun for firing. The gunner then
fixed a friction primer
a two-inch brass
tube containing combustibles and a serrated
wire to the vent at one end, and to a rope
the

—

—

pull,

or lanyard,

at

the other. After confirming

the correctness of the cannon's aim, the gun-

ner commanded "Fire!" A pull on the lanyard
caused the friction primer wire to drag
across the ignition

compound,

lighting a

gled in a steady stream of Armstrong, Blakely,

Whirworth, and Clay

artillery rifles. These
saw
weapons
limited use, however, and the
number of imports was never great enough

to alter the course of the conflict.

With a production

rate of metals only one-

rwentieth that of the industrialized North, the

South was significantly hampered

in

its

ef-

manufacture cannon. Early in the
War, the Confederate government established foundries for artillery production in
forts to

Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama, and South
Carolina.

These armories

—despite the
—turned out

short-

ages of material and technicians

spark that flashed

down the barrel vent to the

a surprising quantity of

powder bag and

fired the gun.

The Confederacy's largest supplier of artillery was a private armory, the Tredegar
Iron Works of Richmond, Virginia. One of the
the
finest Confederate rifles, the Brooke
Rebel version of the Union Parrott gun was
produced there. Tredegar also manufactured a number of 12-pounders on the Napoleon pattern, smoothbore guns so reliable

Experienced gunners could load and fire
a minute
provided the
piece itself did not malfunction. According to
Humphreys, the South had more than its
share of balk\' anillery: "The pieces thema

cannon twice

—

were often very inaccurate. We had to
use guns after they were really worn out, and

selves

sometimes our new pieces were defective."
The Confederate artillery corps went into
the Civil

War woefully undergunned.

tered throughout the Rebel states

Scat-

were

a

weapons.

—
—

General Robert E. Lee urged
bronze cannon be melted down as

that, in 1862,

that other

scrap for their fabrication.

The Confederates spent much

creative en-
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ar-

Rebel commanders insisted on pairing indi-

tillery

ammunition. The astounding variety
of Confederate projectiles has confounded

vidual artillery batteries with single infantry

the best efforts of military historians to cat-

firepower of the big guns throughout the

among Confederate
smoothbore innovations was the so-called

Confederate army, continued in the East un-

ergy on the design and manufacture of

alog them. Notable
polygonal cavity

shell.

This Rebel brainchild

brigades. This practice,

til

which dispersed the

the winter of 1 862-63, and in the West until

the

end of the War.

Eventually, the

Army

of

was a standard bursting shell whose interior
was cast in geometric facets that, upon ex-

Northern Virginia created a reserve artillery
capable of being deployed en masse, but this

plosion, shattered into deadly iron polygons

measure proved inadequate. Throughout
massed
cannon of the North, Southern artillerists
were guided by one overriding principle:

modern fragmentation grenade.
As the War progressed. Rebel ordnance

like a

designers concentrated increasingly on

ri-

ammunition, whose greater range and
accuracy were thought to bolster the South's
odds on the battlefield. The Confederates are
credited with improving the ballistic prowess of the Parrott shell by reengineering its
shape and length. Other, more fanciful attempts at design included the Confederate
winged shot, only one round of which has
survived. A rocket-shaped solid shot, it had
spring-hinged metal wings that opened upon
fled

firing,

ostensibly giving riflelike accuracy to

the smoothbore projectile.

Unfortunately for the Confederal', the

genuity and unflagging

taged Southern

them the

grit

artillerists

in-

of the disadvan-

did

little

to

win

victory they so earnestly sought. In

addition to the other shortcomings. Confederate artillery
tics.

in

was hamstrung by

its

own

tac-

Instead of massing the artillery of a force

batde for greatest effect against the enemy.

the War, as they faced the superior,

loyalty to the gun.

moved

While

a principle that at times
tragic,

might not have

assumed

it

heroic,

was
and

proportions.

Wrote Major Robert
triots in
is

it

the South any closer to victory,

the

Stiles

of his compa-

Richmond Howitzers: "The gun

the rallying point of the detachment,

point of honor,

its flag, its

banner.

It is

its

that to

which the men look, by which they stand,
with and for which they fight, by and for
which they fall. As long as the gun is theirs,
they are unconquered, victorious; when the
gun is lost, all is lost. It is their religion to
fight until the

gun

enemy

is

out of range, or until

withdrawn, or

until both it
hands of the
foe. An infantryman in flight often flings away
his musket. I do not recall ever having heard
of a Confederate artillery detachment abandoning its gun without orders."

the

itself is

and the detachment are

in the
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I—

w

>
I—

'uring the Civil War, artillery
attained a lethal effectiveness that

did

much

to

make

the conflict

one of the deadliest in histor\'.
In suppon of infantry attacks,
the guns hurled solid shot and
explosive shell into the enemy's
formations and fieldworks. On
the defensive, artillery blasted
oncoming infantry at close

range with canister.

And

rival

gunners tried to annihilate each
other with counierbattery fire.
Wlien the War started, the
Confederacy' was mainly

equipped with antiquated
bronze-barreled smoothbore
cannon. Soon, however, the
Rebels began producing and
importing more effective weapons, particularly rifled guns and
the improved, powerful smooth-

—

bores called Napoleons.

—
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This bronze six-pounder
was of a design that dated
back to the 1840s. Such

guns, firing projectiles
only 3.67 inches in diameter, were thought by
Confederate and Federal
artillerists to

lack suffi-

power and range.
But they remained in
use in armies on both
cient

sides, especially those

in the

Western

theater,

where newer models
were scarce.
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Cannon Makers for the South
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I

i

lO-POUNDER

12-POUNDER

FIELD RIFLE

FIELD HOWITZER

The Tredegar Iron
Works in Richmond produced this cannon.

The short-barreled
bronze gun shown
above was cast by the
Tredegar Iron Works.

6-POLnVDER
FIELD RIFLE
This iron rifle made
by the Tredegar Iron
Works in early 1862
has a three-inch bore.

12-POUNDER

NAPOLEON GUN
Georgia's Augusta

Foundry produced

this

cast-bronze gun, named
for its inventor, Napoleon III of France.
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Specialized

Weaponry

Union soldiers
photographed in
1865 guard a
12-pounder Whitworth breech-

loader captured
from the Confederacy.

Made

in

Manchester, England,

and smug-

gled through the
blockade, the
steel rifles

were

widely used by
Rebel artillery.

The

Lethal

Work

of a Mobile Mortar
On July

30, 1864, as General William

was preparing

12-POUNDER WHITWORTH

BREECHLOADER RIFLE
A

spiral

Mahone

renew the Confederate
counterattack against Union troops in the Battle of the Crater at Petersburg, a young artillery officer named John Haskell offered his
services to Mahone. Colonel Haskell had lost
his right arm at Gaines' Mill in 1862, but he
had lost none of his fighting spirit. Mahone
suggested that Haskell move two of his compact Coehorn mortars to within 20 yards of
the Crater, where they could shell the Feder-

hexagonal bore runs the

length of Whitworth

rifles, which
were designed to shoot similarly
shaped projectiles. This unique
rifling system achieved a faster
spin on the projectile and thus

—
— than previous

als

to

with deadly accuracy.

The Coehorn was the perfect weapon for
this task. It weighed only 300 pounds and
was fitted with handles that enabled four men

greater accuracy

methods. The first successful
Whitworths were breechloaders
like the one above, shown open,
but heavier-caliber muzzleloading Whitworths were also used.

to carry it to points in the trenches that
could not be reached by gun carriages. It

COL. JOHN HASKELL

—
293

Designed by Sir Joseph
Whitworth, these twisted
hexagonal projectiles

and cartridge case
shown erect and on its
side were machined

—

for a precise

WHITWORTH SHELL

fit.

WHITWORTH BOLT (SHOT)
AND CARTRIDGE CASE

could loft an 18-pound shell over a parapet
and was brutally eflfective at short range.
Haskell and his men moved their mortars
ever nearer the Crater, stopping to lob shells
over the 12-foot-high walls and reducing the
powder charge after every advance. Eventually the shells rose so sluggishly, Haskell
wrote, that it seemed "they could not get to
the enemy" ^yet they did. And once the mortars had taken a steep toll, Mahone committed his ftill force to the successftil attack.

—

12-POUNDER COEHORN SHELL

24-POUNDER COEHORN MORTAR, MODEL 1838
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Tools of
the Artilleryman

WORM-AND-BRI SH FOR
Men

C

LE/VNING BARRf l

of South

Carolina's
Palmetto Battalion
Light Artillery
stage a mock drill
at their emplacement on the
Stono River near
Charleston in
1861. The guns

appear to be light
12-pounders.

o
VENT PICKS (PRIMING WIRES)

o
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gunners with
information concerning the performance of various types of guns and ammunition, including the elevations needed for
various ranges and the number of seconds
the projectile would be in flight.
Table-of-flre charts provided

The Art
of Aiming

vital

TABLE OF FIRE ARMS
lO-PDR.
Charge, 1
KI.K\

A riON

1

2

PARROTT GUN

lb. of

Mortar Powder
KANGK

I'RO.JKCTILK

Case Shot, IOV2
Case Shot, 10

lbs.

Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,
Shell,

93/4

lbs.

9%
9%
9%
9%

lbs.

93/4

lbs.

9%

lbs.

93/4

lbs.

9%

lbs.

93/4

lbs.

1/2

2%
3%
4V2

5

6
7
10
12
15

20

600
930
1100
1460
1680
2000
2250
2600
3200
3600
4200
5000

lbs.

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

TIMK OK KLIC.HT

3
31/4

4%
5%
6^2
7V4
8V4

10%
12%
1678

21%

CARE OF AMMUNITION CHEST
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in
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ipI
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III 1862, a Confederate gun crew mans a
cannon at Wynn's Mill, a dam along the
Warwick River south of Yorktown, Virginia
Casualties at Yorktown were so few that a
Harper's Weekly artist depicted this gun
solely because it killed a Union engineer
who was mapping the Confederate works.

To aim a gun accurately, a gunner had to place the sight (above,
left) on the breech of his piece so
that it was absolutely vertical
problem when the gun sat on uneven ground with its breech
canted, as in the diagram at left.
To find the right spot for the
sight, the so-called aim point, he

—

could use a gunner's level
(far left). A refinement that eliminated this procedure was a pendulum hausse (far right), a sight
weighted on the bottom and
mounted on a gimbals so that it
always hung true. To determine
the elevation of the barrel, an antiquated tool called a quadrant
(right) was sometimes used.

PENDULUM HAUSSE
FOR 12-POUNDER GUN

GUNNER'S QUADRANT

PENDULUM HAUSSE FOR 3-INCH GUN
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Field Artillery
Projectiles

12-POUNDER SHELL

ENGLISH BLAKELY SHELL

READ SHELL FOR
INCH RIFLE

3-

READ SHELL FOR 20POUNDER RIFLE

PAPER TIME FUSE
Canisters disintegrated when they
fired, scattering a hail of deadly

were

pellets.

Charged

—

—shells and

projectiles

case shot exploded over or near the
target. Shells burst into lethal fragments, while case shot held payloads
of metal balls. Charged projectiles were
ignited by either impact fuses or time
fuses. Paper time fuses, like those below and at near left, could be cut to size
to bum for a specified number of seconds. A charged projectile, like the 10-

pounder rifle shell diagramed at left,
was propelled by a bag of powder that
was attached to its base.

PACK OF PAPER TIME

CAP BOX ADAPTED AS
GUNNER'S FUSE POUCH

FUSES

WOOD FUSEPLUG

CAPTURED HOTC HKISS
SHELL

SCHENKL SHELL

300

SHELL WITH SABOT
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The painting (left)
by Conrad Wise
Chapman, a
soldier-artist with

the 59th Virginia
Volunteers, depicts

Confederate

gun crews

in

Charleston Harbor
dueling with
Federal artillery

on an

island a

mile away. The

smoothbore cannon used by
Rebels for coastal
defense fired

huge

projectiles

like shell, grape-

shot,

and

canister.

Federals display a British-made

Armstrong

rifle

captured from

the Rebels at Fort Fisher, near
Wilmington, North Carolina, in
January 1865. The two projectiles below were made by the

Confederates for their

rifles.

DAHLGREN-TYPE SHOT

ARMSTRONG SHELL

The disassembly of a

The

South's
Infernal Machines

pressure-sensitive fuse
used to trigger a land
mine (below) reveals
the firing mechanism.
At assembly, the hollow

SAFETY CAP

CRUSHABLE COPPER LID

October of 1862, the Confederate Congress created the Torpedo Ser\ ice, which
was responsible for sowing torpedoes as
mines were then called in Southern wateru-ays and harbors to defend against
Federal warships. That the Confederacy
had such weapons in its arsenals was
due largely to the efforts of General Gabriel Rains of North Carolina, a pioneer in
In

—

—

FUSEPLUG

the development of the land mine. B\- the

outbreak of the
\

ised

rvs'o

Civil

triggering

War, Rains had demechanisms for his

land torpedoes: a friction primer, set off

bv

a tripwire that acted like the lanyard

on

a cannon;

DETONATOR

and the pressure-sensitive

shown here, rigged to detonate
when struck by an object exerting at
fuse

LOCKING NUT
least

seven pounds of pressure.

Toiling by the palisade of Fort McAllister, Georgia, after its capture
by the Federals on December 13, 1864, Confederate prisoners dig
up unexploded land torpedoes at the Insistence of their guards.

locking nut was screwed
into the fuseplug, and
the detonator placed in
the shaft so that its tip
rested just below the
crushable copper lid.
Once sealed and loaded,
the torpedo was buried
with the safety cap off
and the lid near the surface. Pressure shattered
the detonator and triggered the explosion.

mine was supposedly more waterproof than
its wooden counterpart (below).
Both types exploded when a ship
This tin-sheathed

touched a trigger wire, which was
attached to a nearby float.

The buoyant Rains keg torpedo
was the most common Confederate mine. Made from small beer
kegs with wooden cones added
at each end for stability, it was
held just beneath the surface of
the water by an anchor.

A

spar torpedo (above), afiSxed to a
long boom on the bow of a Confederate vessel, was the weapon of choice
for use against Federal ironclads.

This cone-shaped torpedo

was
low
was
and

anchored

(left)

to float just be-

the surface.

When

the

mine

struck, a weight inside fell

pulled the trigger.

The mine

at right

was

fired

when

operator, concealed on the
riverbank, puUed a long lanyard.
Some mines of this type were fltted with electric detonators conits

nected by wire to shore stations.
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—
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—
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—
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—
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(
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courtesv collection of
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of the
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photographed by Larry Sherer 196, 19"" Portrait, courtesv Georgia Department of Archives and History .\tlanta
Historical Socier\* (2); courtesy Russ A Pritchard. photo
graphed by Larry Sherer Beverly M DuBose III;' Atlanta
Historical Society'
Museum of the Confederacy.
Richmond;' courtesy Ru.ss A Pritchard. photographed by
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larry Sherer; Atlanta Historical Society'
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M

—courtesy
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collection of
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W
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War
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(.onfederacy,
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(
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Atlanta

—
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seum of the (Confederacy. Richmond* 3) 195 Atlanta
Society* —courtesy Bob McDonald* — Museum
the (Confederacy. Richmond*
—courtesy Russ A
(

—

208 Museum of the (Confederacy,
Richmond 209 Museum of the (Confederacy, Richmond*
Beverly
(2)—
.M DuBose 111 * 210 Museum of the Confederacy, Richmond;* courtesy collection of Bill Turner*
courtesy Russ A Pritchard, photographed by Larry Sherer.
(onfedcrate Relic Room. Columbia. SC* 211 Museum of
the (Confederacy, Richmond '212: Museum of the (Confederacy. Richmond.' except tobacco package. Atlanta Histor
ical Society ;' troops. Library of (Congress No B8 184 4 390
Princeton matches. Museum of the (Confederacy,
photographed by Larry Sherer cards, courtesy collection
of Dean E Nelson ' 213 Mu.seum of the Confederacy,
Richmond * 214 Museum of the (Confederacy, Richmond;*
except lower left, Atlanta Historical Socien * 215 .Museum
of the (Confederacy. Richmond.* except troops cooking.
Austin History ( enter Austin Public Library PICA 0367-1
*

Ourtesy Old Salem Inc NX inston SiUeni, copied by Chip
Henderson; Moravian Music Foundation; courtesy Old Sa
lem. Inc VC inston Salem, on loan by W achovia Historic;il
.Society, photographed by Chip Henderson; Moravian Music
Foundation courtesy Old .Salem. Inc Winston-Salem, on
loan by Ted C Kerner. photographed by (Chip Henderson
222: Mu,seum of the Confederacy. Richmond; courtesy
Frank B Holt 22 3 Gettysburg National Military Park
Museum;* courtesy collection of Miirk ,\ EIrod 224 Museum of the Confederacy. Richmond, photographed by
Ltrr\ Sherer 225: From The Photographic History of the
Civil War Vol 8. edited by Francis Trevelyan iMiller. Review of Reviews. New York, 1911; courtesy Will (rorgas.
New Bern Civil War Museum* Museum of the (Confeder
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.

Room. ColumRichmond* At

Relic

of the CConfederacy,

(2); saddle, courtesy collection of

onfederac> Richmond.' courtes\ orn F,u"ish,
photographed by Michael Latil Museum of the ( onfederacy. Richmond*
courtesy collection of Don Troiani;* Muof the
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Histories of the Seieral Regiments anit Battalions from
yorih Carolina in the Great War 1861 65. edited by \X alter
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seum
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of the (Con-

collection of
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of the (Confederacy. Richmond;*

pouch and knapsack. (Confederate

Richmond'

of the CConfederacy. Richmond;' (Con-

olumbia,

Museum

rifle

lanta Historical Socien,

Atlanta Historical

of the Confederacy.

Herb Peck.

Richmond' (3)
2
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192. 193; (Courtesy

federacy.

Steve MullinaA.
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(Confederate Naval Museum, photo

graphed by Herb ( awthorne Atlanta Historical Society
2
180: Courtesy Russ A Pritchard, photographed by Larry
Sherer 184: National Archives Gift Collection, Photo No
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(

—
—
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.\Iilitar\

)

right pack.

HI,

of the (Confed

ork State Division ol

Affairs, Military History (Collection'

torical Society'

Richmond' ( 2 206. 207; Top belt, holsters, far
.Museum of the (Confederacy. Richmond'
middle belt. Atlanta Historical Sociery' lowest belt. Museum of the (onfederacy. Richmond* portrait, courtesy

of the CConfederacy,

Vernon Floyd Moss

179: Apalachiocola Area Historical

1"'8,

(6)
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(
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—

—
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—
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.
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.

—
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—
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.
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Museum of the Confederacy.
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the CConfederacy, Richmond, photography by Katherine

(

)

—
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Wetzel Kentucki.' Historical Socier>', Military History' Museum, photographed by Mary S Rezny 230: Museum of the
Confederacy, Richmond " 236: Confederate Museum, photographed by Harold Norvell 238: North Carolina Depart
ment of Cultural Resources, Division of Archives and History-, Museum of History
painting by Conrad
Raleigh*
Wise Chapman, courtesy Museum of the Confederacy, photographed by Larry' Sherer 239: War Memorial Museum of
Virginia
Museum of the Confederacy, Richmond, photography by Katherine Wetzel 2-K) Museum of the C^onfcderacy. Richmond, photography by Katherine Wetzel
Confed
crate Relic R(X)m. Columbia. S C ' 241: Washington Liglit
Infantry of Charleston. SC. photographed by Harold H NorvcU; Museum of the Confederacy Richmond, photography
by Katherine Wetzel C^onfederate Memorial Hall, Neyv' Orleans, photographed by John R Miller; Museum of the (Confederacy, photographed by Henry Bevillc
Virginia Military'
Institute Museum, photographed by Henry Beville; Smyth
County Historical and Museum Society Marion. Va photographed by Kddie Le Sueur 242 Museum of the Confederacy, Richmond'
North Carolina Department of Cultural
Resources, Division of Archives and History Museum of
'
History Raleigh;' Museum of the Confederacy, Richmond
243 Confederate Relic Room, (olumbia. S C ;' collection of
Mississippi State Historical Museum. Jackson, (.il Ford Pho
tography Museum of the (Confederacy. Richmond ' 244
Museum of the Confederacy. Richmond, photography by
Katherine \X elzel 245 Museum of the Confederacy. Rich
mond, photography by Katherine Wetzel Museum of the
( onfederacy, Richmond ' 246 Museum of the Confederacy,
Richmond ' 24^ Beverly M DuBose III ' National Park

—
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—

—
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—

—
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—
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Museum
of the Confederacy, Richmond' 2 ) 249 Courtesy of I.eyy is
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,

—

(

Ixigh,' collection of Mississippi State Historical

Museum,

Department ot Archives and History Jack-son, dil
ford Photographv Old State House Museum Little Rock,
Ark Confederate Memorial Hall, New Orleans ' 2S() Mu
seum of the (Confederacy, Richmond, photography by
Katherine Wetzel Museum of the Confederacy,
Richmond ' 2SI North Carolina Department of (Cultural
Resources, Division of Archives and History. Museum of
History Raleigh' 2 )
Fort Pulaski National Monument. Na
tional Park Service. US Department of Interior 252 Mu
seum of the (.onfederacy. Richmond, photography by
Katherine Wetzel
Museum of the (Confederacy,
Richmond' Museum of the (Confederacy. Richmond, photographed by Larry .Sherer 253: State Historical Museum,
Mississippi Department of Archives and History, Jackson,
Acc No hi 4~^, photographed by Gil Ford; Museum of the
(onfederacy. Richmond, photography by Katherine Wet
zel
National Archives. (Civil War No 96 254. 255 (.our
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—

—
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—
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Petersburg.

Larry Sherer, painting by
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federate Memorial Hall,
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of the Confederacy, Richmond, photography
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Relic
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1920 1679 Old State House Museum, Little
Rock, .\rk 262: Confederate Memorial Hall, Neyv
(Orleans'
Museum of the (Confederacy, Richmond ' 263
Private collection, photographed by Jim Krantz. Confeder
Florida State Archives,
ate Memorial Hall. Nevy Orleans'

—

—

collection of Mississippi State Historical

Museum. Jackson.

Photography 264 Museum of the (Confederacy.
Richmond, photographed by Earn, Sherer; Tennessee .State
Museum, photographed by Bill LaFevor Old State House
Museum. Little Rock, Ark Museum of the (Confederacy.
Richmond, photography by Kiitherine >X etzel 2(>5 (Confederate Memorial Hall, New Orleans'
from The Photo
graphii Hist(>r\' of the Civil War. Vol 2. by Henry
Elson.
Review ot Reviews. N A' 1911 266 Kentucky Historical
Society. Military History Museum (2); Old State House Mu
seum. Little Rock. Ark 267: Museum of the Confederacy.
Richmond;* Civil War Library and Museum, Philadelphia*
courtesy Frank and Marie-T Wood Print (Collections 268
Kentucky Historical Society. Military History Museum, Mu
seum of the Confederacy. Richmond* from Moiintuin
if- A
b\
(Uimpaigm in Ceorgia VCcir Sce'ies on the
Joseph M Brown. 6th edition. Matthews-Northrop. 1895
269: Museum of the (Confederacy. Richmond, photographed
by Larry Sherer Tennessee State Museum. Nashville, photographed by John Erase Museum of the Confederacy.
Richmond;* Tennessee State Mu.seum. Nashville, photo
graphed by June Dornian 270 Archives Division. Texas
State Library photographed by Eric Beggs 2"'l (Confederate
Memorial Hall, New Orleans;' Old State House Museum,
Alabama Department of Archives and His
Utile Rock, Ark
tory ( 3
272. 273 ( ollection of Mississippi State Historical
Mu.seum. Mississippi Department of Archives and History.
Jackson. Gil Ford Photography. (Confederate Memorial Hall.
New Orleans;* Museum of the (Confederacy. Richmond;*
collection of Michael Kramer*
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;
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Library of Congress
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Atlanta Historical Socien' (4)
296, 297: (Courtesy collection of Richard Katter, copied by
(

—

Ward Museum,

Earn' Sherer; Fort
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tographed by Larry Sherer, Library of (Congress, Atlanta
torical Society'
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City of Alexan-

photographed by Larry Sherer; artwork by William J
Hennessy. Jr 298 New ^ ork State Division of Military and
Naval Affairs. Military History (Collection ' 299; Artwork by
William J Hennessy. Jr courtesy collection of Don Troiani'
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;

—Atlanta Historical
—collection of Homer Babcock, photographed by Larry Sherer; Atlanta Historical
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2
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)

'

'
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New

Affairs. Military

^'ork State Division of Military

History Collection' (2) 300. 301

and Naval
Painting

by (.onrad Wise Chapman, courtesy Museum of the Confederacy. Richmond, photographed by Larry Sherer; Library
Atlanta Historical Society,
of (Congress No B8l84-707.^
Thomas (5) 302. 303: Box,
photographed by Michael
Beverly M DuBose III. photographed by Michael
Thomas courtesy Frank and Marie T \X ood Print Collections; Beverly M DuBose III. photographed by Michael
Thomas; West Point Museum. LI S Military Academy, photographed by Henry (iroskinsky ( 5

W

—

W

—

W

ersacks. 11. 181 182. 200-201, 295;

mess
equipment. 214 215; noncommissioned
officer s, 192; personal effects. 212-213;

holsters and belts. 192-193. 207; knap-

rifle

tridge boxes. 181. 185. 192, 194, 197-

199, 206; frame buckles. 190. 195; hav-

sacks. 11, 182, 202-205. 207;

pouch, 207; saddlery,

11, 182,

216-

4

7

4

1

1

1
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Bands: 218-219; Moravian Salem Brass

217; slings, 185, 194, 199, 208, 210;
belts, 1^9, 186- 189; waist belts,

sword

Band, 221; Mountain Saxhorn Band.
222; 26th North Carolina Band. 218221; Smith's Armory Band. 223; Stone-

188 189, 195. 196, 198, 206, 207
Ackerman, (ieorge B 261
Adams, Daniel
69
;

W

wall Brigade Band, 222; 1st Virginia

;

A H

Dufilho: 71
Alabama: armories and gunsmiths in, 43,
73, 286; Bonnie Blue Flag, 250; clothing
depots in, 40, 4 1 weapons purchased
1

1

;

Alexander, H Porter 18, 122
Alexander, Robert H 165
;

for enlisted

men, 127
Ames/Gaylord; 190, 191
Ames .Manufacturmg; 62
Anderson, Archer; 98
Anderson, C harles
l48
Anderson, Hdward (, 99, 153
Anderson, Joseph Reid 290
Anderson, Robert 237
Andrews, Richard Snowden 123
Ansley, David Henry 89
Arkansas armories and gunsmiths in. 4O
Arkansas troops; 258; Appeal Battery 188;
Dobbin's 1st Cavalry Rgt 275; Tappan's
I

,

,

1

46
and

15th, 271,

and 7th,
264; 8th, 258, 264. 15th. 73; Northwest
15th. 261; 22d/20th. 275. 30th. 260
2d, 209; 3d, 249; 6th, 259; 6th

Armstrong. Frank;

1

10

IHO
282 287; aiming and

1

1,

11, 27. 31,

Artillery

:

firing

of

285 286. 296 297; ammunition for, 282283, 287, 293, 298 301, Armstrong rifle,
286, 301; battery routine, 283 284;
Blakely rifle, 286; Brooke rifle, 286;
Clay

rifle,

286;

Coehorn

field mortar,

282, 292, 293; field howitzer

pounder), 290, 291,
pounder), 291; field
291, Napoleon gun

(

12-

field rifle (6-

W

impcjrted

rifles

rifie

(

lO-poundcr),

45.

49

I

10

2^9

S

Boyle

&

Boyle,

;

282; Whitworth

rifle

(

),

288-289;

and calibers of

12-poundcr), 286.

292-293

imported rifles from,
R 66

.36

Aylett, William

14,

Baker,

83
McFee 66

Otis:

I

I4

I

15;

and wife. 114

1

14, 127,

Branch, Edwin
89
Branch, Hamilton; 69, 88, 124. 153. 202
Branch, John: 24
:

1

Branch, Lawrence: 252
Branch, Sanford; 124, 125, 153
Branch. William A B 200
Breckinridge. John C I48, 250. 256
Bremer. William J 244
:

Brennan.

T

M.:

N 235

>X illiam

290

;

Clarke, William

J

Clayton, Henry

D 270

161
:

W illiam

Cleaver,

H

113, 14"'

;

Cleburne, Patrick R 73, 189, 233, 270,
271
Cleveland, Grover 280
Coats ( swallowtail coats 86-89
Codwise, Beverly Randolph: l"*!
Cole, John: 161
:

136

K-

76

Hill Arsenal:

230

Collens, Idelea:

Color bearers and color guards 233-235,
242, 243, 246-248, 254, 257, 258, 260,
261. 263, 264
Colt Patent
23,

Arms Manufacturing Company:

46

Columbus clothing depot 140, I43
Confederate Army (Provisional) appearance of 9-10, 184; campaigning by, 1314; casualties of
4 16, and conscrip
tion, 16; enlistment and training of 1012; rations and supplies for. 12-13. 14.
17-19
Confederate Army (Regular): 1st Regular
Battery

:

cal

Caperson, G 2
Capps. H W 240
Caps: 171; covers for, 159, 170; forage
caps and kepis. 13. 82. 92. 101. 102.

M

:

66
(,olt,

53;

buck-and-ball car-

Gardner cartridge, 39; Le
Mat buckshot cartridge, 5""; U- Mat car
tridge, 57; Maynard cartridge, 47; Morse
cartridge, 49. 193; Rising Breech carbine. 49; Whitworth lube cartridge. 51
Cary. Constance Sec Harrison. Constance
Cassidy. H 262
193
Chamberlain. Joshua: 16, 19. 280
Chamberlayne. Ham 17
Chapman. Conrad Wise: 301
Catlett. Charles;

Charlaron.

J

A

,

C

Ught

S

Artillery

Medi

(Richmond),

stored

flags

at,

280

Confederate States Armory: 69, 76, 78
Conner, James; 1 05
Cook, Ferdinand: 25, 4
Cook, Francis: 25. 4
C<K)k & Brother Armory 25. 41. 45
C<H)ke. John Eslen: 19
(;oppens. Gaston:

Corse, John;

I

I

1

Courtney & Tennent; 177
Coward. Asburv'; 12
Crews, A A 163
Crook. Williams J 168
Crosby, William; 212
Crowley, M 257
Cumbia, John H.; 235
:

:

:

Curtis, James; 151

65

Custer. George;

D
Dabney, Chiswell: 172
Davenport, Noel; 228
Davis, Henry: 43
Davis, Jefferson

I'^l

24,

1

John T 138
Davis & Bozeman: 4 3

Chatwin & Sons; 121. 122
Cheatham. Benjamin F 268
Cheek. Landon: 1 ~
Chitwood brothers ( Daniel. John, and

De

1

I

160;

Confederate Memorial Literary Society

Charleston clothing depot; 232. 256. 257
Chase. Benjainin: 59

:

.

Corps, 126

;

Edward: 237

"

262

;

T

216

Farwell

ball cartridge, 32, 34;

1

Clark,

1

1

246

tridge, 32; Colt cartridge, 53; Enfield

:

B

48,

ammunition pack. Confederate-made,
39; ammunition pack, smoothbore, 33,

and officer ranks, 104, 109,
160

W

1

4

Cartridges ammunition pack,

Braid: 87;
1

Ashby, Turner 63
A.ston, Henry: 55
Atlanta clothing depot: 84, l4 3, 269
Augusta Foundry 291
Austria:

173. 233, 234.

1

cartridge, 37;

Gamble: 66, 67,

Gamble &

136; Virginia Military Institute,

Carroll,

Cicero: 162

Clark,

105; plain metal, I46; state issue, 96-97,

158, 159, 160-165, 170; navy, 176, 179

Bragg, Braxton: 18, 64, 73, 103,

6 pounder

127; navT, 177; officers'. 82. 99. IO4,

Carrington, James

217

James L 88, 101
John: 269
M R 65

122. 127. 177; medical and engineer.

111. 113, 117. 122, 127. l45, 149. 156,

267

Bowers. Charles F
Bowie. James: 78

Bowman.

19; as insig-

1

Vt

Bomar, Robert A
30
Bond, R C 71
Bonner, James: 242
Bonney, Mrs J M 169
Booton, John K.; 213
Boots: 173
J

1

97; manufacturers of 99, 119. 121.

Capers, Ellison: 108, 150

73

Thomas

Gaylord

Clark,

College

122; cavalry. 121; gen-

,

eral service. 105. infantry.

Cameron,

& Company:

Blockade-runners: foreign flags used by,

Bowen,

artillery

Cabell, William L

1

48

Clark,

Coleman, John

Caldwell. J F J 85
Cameron. James: 233. 234, 270, 272, 275

smoothbores

(

Buttons

C A

Bozeman, David 4 3
Brady, Mathew 184

12 pounder), 288,

tools for, 294-295; types

IK

from. 36

:

Bissonnet, L

121

c

Bemiss. .Samuel M 127
Benjamin. Judah; 52
Berkeley. Henry;
Bidgood. Joseph V 118

Blandford,

W

& Brothers 67
Burgwyn, William H S: |7l
Burton, James H 21, 24, 25

nia.

Clapp, Luther Hart: 67

):

wooden.

153

Beckham.
M 64
Bcerman. Charles: 79

Bel0um

bullet, 47;

Burger

102, 103, 170, 2M). 232, 233. 242. 243.
256. 25^, 260, 262, 2^6

Beck. Jesse Bryant

Mat bullet, 57;
Whitworth bullet,

bullet, 182; Le

51

291, siege and seacoast guns, 282;

(

Gardner
Maynard

Bullock, John

I

Arsenals Federal repositories in .South.
state,

:

37

Clement 168
Baton Rouge Arsenal: 35, 197
Bayley, A H 201
Bayonets socket bayonet, 28. 29, 39;
sword bayonet. 3""
Beam. Andrew Thomas; 1 54
Beard, Charles Locke; I48
Beauregard, Pierre (iustave Toutant: 24,

Bilharz. Hall

Infantry regiments; 1st

1

Bassett,

38th, 271

Brigade,

36-

79

Pleasant):

Citadel, The; 12, 13

:

;

271; 21st, 81; 24th, 261; 25th. 153;
29th, 131, 163; 32d, 273; 33d, 271;

138, 152, 157. 203, 208,

English slug, 37; 58-caliber bullet, 37;

Barnhardt, J R 235
Bartow, Francis; 1 24

3d, 132, 247; 4th, 30; 11th, 248; 16th,

Ambulance Corps cap badges

1

:

Brown, John: 20, 81
Brown, John C 269
Brown. John T 94
Brunei. J Walter: 227
Buck. H. L 257
Buck. Tom: 155
Buckner, Simon Bolivar: 90. 91, 265
Bullets buckshot, 44; 57"'-caliber custom

Anthony S 162
Barksdale, WiUiam 64, 253
Barlow, Francis Channing:

T V

214, 295

Barksdalc.

273;

12. 272.

1st,

223
Barbee. George 235

by, 43
Alabama troops; Emerald Guards. 81;
Hilliard's Legion. 234

Infantry regiments;

corps of drummers. 222; 1st Virginia
Regimental Band, 223. 5th Virginia
Band, 219; 30th Virginia Infantry Band,

Brooke.

Davis,

44, 153. 223,

:

Forest, William Henry;

Dickerson,

W

F.

Diggs, .Andrew E

A
:

Dimiiry, Alexander

50

185
135
;

G

,

Jr

:

173

258

310

,

12~

Dimmock. Charles H

siana Infantry

Dinwiddie. Hardaway: l48
Dobie, Richard L nO

fantry

24"",

15th Louisiana Infantry.

,

1^0
Dowler. V( iUiam; 12^
Drcux. Guy ^3

dated). 2"'l;

althaI^s Mississippi Bri-

^X

gade. 264; 6th Mississippi Infantry

Drums and drummer boys; 224-227
Duckett. T J 169
Duncan. Hugh Lawson 3". 139. 14S

sippi Iitfantry

Dunn. Ballard

I'^th Mississippi Infantry

24

,S

A

253, 4th Missouri In

,

260; 9th Battalion

,

(

Pindall's

)

Carolina Infantry, 242; 14th North Caro-

North Carolina

94

Ewell, Richard S

Ewing.

J

Kent

Infantry
fantry

19.

1

1

lina Infantry

12"
215

Everly. Lewis C.rebs

(North Carolina), 24 1,

S9

,

,

Infantry

.

or 3d

246; 4th North

.

alry Rgt

Armory 39
B «4-8S
Fergusson. Robert: 23^
Field. Charles 24«
Field music 224-229
Fi/es and liters 226-22^
Firmin & .Sons 177
Ferguson.

J

Flagg. Benjamin:

.

liani Artillery

ginia ( avalry

230-235. designs of battle flags.
231-233. 241. 24H. 250. 259. 260, 266.
2^2, naval. 278-2^9; personal battle

Flags:

242, 245; sizes of, 238; state
230; surrender of 26^, 280-281

flags,

Flags, battle (unit)

1st

Alabama

Infantry. 248; 16th

Infantry. 2"'!;

1

.

Dobbin's 1st
and 5th Arkansas Infantry 2"'
,3d Arkansa> Infantry 249. 6th Arkansas Infan
try
259; 6th and "'th Arkansas Infantry
264. 8th Arkansas Infantry 258. 264;
Northwest 15th .\rkansis Infantry, 261,
22d 20th Arkansas Infantry, 2-'5; ,30th
1

.

.

.

.Arkansas Infantry, 260; 1st Florida Infan

262,

,3d

Florida Infantry. 24

1;

Gcor

gia regiments. 251. 18th <ieorgia Infantry.

247; 4

1

St

Georgia Infantry

,

268;

57th Georgia Infantry. 262; ,3d
Kentucky Infantry. 266; 3d Kentucky
Mounted Infantry 266; 6th Kentucky
Infantry. 268; Washington Artillery
.

(Louisiana). 263. 265; Austins Battalion.

Louisiana Miarpsh(K)ters, 273; Beauregard Cadets ( Uiuisiana
259. CJack's
).

Confederate Response Battalion (Louisi
ana
263; Crescent Regiment ( Louisi
).

ana), 27-i; is( Louisiana Infantry Battal
ion,

24

1;

243,

,

3d Louisiana Infantry, 275;

,

249; 8th Vir-

2th Virgima Infan

1

254; 28th Virginia Infantry

,

,

.

,

253, 60th Virginia Infantry

,

Flags,

flags.

2""^.

2^6; headquarters

marker'camp

Fleming. Francis P

244. 245.

flag. 2"'6

,

,3d

Infantry Rgt
:

.

S

51

1

,

2''9

von Lindeman:

H

5"',

74

Trenholm & Company: 206
Fremaiitle, Ardiur J L 80. 219
French. .Samuel G 17, 277
Eraser

:

Frock coats: 82. 86, 90, 92, 100 1 15. 117.
125, 126, 128-131. 13.3. 147, 222

John 292-293

Hats balaclavas. 171; camp, 170, 171,
cloth, l''l, havelocks, 158; Mexican-War
style, 159; rain, oilcloth, 170; shakos,

82, 86, 87, 89, 90-91, 222; slouch, 13,

166 See also Caps
Hayes. Thomas: 148
Hays, Harry 93,

247

Hazlehurst, John McNish: 149

Headgear See Caps; Hats
Herbert, Arthur 187
Hill, Ambrose P
218, 248, 252
Hill. D H
60. 98, 248. 252
H Marshall & Company: 76
Hodge, \X illiam R 129
Hoke. Robert 1 12. 200. 239
Holiday, John Duncan I46
Holmes. Theophilus: 98
Homer, Winslow: 137
Hood. John B 150. 269
Horter, Magee & George 180, 181, 196
Howe, E C 225
Hudson, E M 216
Hughes, John 1 12
Hughes Pendergrass & Snow 199 208
M 1"'0
Hughes.
Humphreys, Benjamin G 106
Humphreys, Sergeant: 282, 283, 285, 286
:

W

5

:

Hunter, Alexander: 10,

1

Hunter, Rosaline: 250
Huse, Caleb: 20, 23-24. 25,
Donnally: 173
H

.36,

99

W

Hyde, Peter S

155

I
1st

(Cherokee Mounted

Ri-

274

Insignia:

cap and hat badges, 95,

12"'.

166.

167, i-'T; cap bands. 93; epaulets. 94-

95; field signs. 93; identification of rank
and branch. 94. 109. 1"^; pins. W'.

1

Hamilton, Archibald 20
Hamilton,

,38,

Harrison, Constance Cary: 231, 242, 261

fles,

Halstead, Richard

1

31,

286

Indian troops:

Hagood, Johnson
Halfmann & Taylor 119, 121, 122
Hall, John H
22

241

Fornerdon, (. A
Forrest, Nathan B
87
France weapons imported from,

Greenwood & Gray 43
Greer, George H T 135

160, 25""

35
194

39, 45,

:

imported from. 12. 139; weapons im
ported from. 20. 36, 51, 56, 57, 74, 286
Green, Benjamin H 119
Green, H C S 213
Green, John
Greenville Military Works; 49

G T
1st

20,
:

U

Grimes, Bryan: 111, 1 50, 242
Griswold & Gunnison 58

Infantry Battalion, 262; 1st Infantry Rgt

John B

19

Gorgas. Josiah: 20. 21. 24, 25, 180, 181
Gouge, Garrett 139

1

;

of. 23O; weapons purcha.sed by. 46
Florida (sloop of war): flags of 2''9
Florida Military Institute I48
Florida troops 1st Cavalry Rgt 109,

225;

150

;

109
Flintlocks altered for percussion firing. 26
Florida military schools in. I48; state flag

Floyd,

80

Great Britain accouterments imported
from, 183. 206-20^; uniform clothing

hospital

flags.

19"'

272, 273

Gilmore. John Y 1 32
Glaze. William 55
Gloves 1^2-1^3

Grant,

(Stainless Banner), 231, 238;

239
specialty ambulance and

218

Gourdin: 99
Gracic, Archibald 234

third design, 231,

233, 265

Harpers Ferry Armory 20, 21, 24,

185; .39th, 37, 139, l45;

NX

Gordon. John B

250,

250; 42d Virginia

1st

ond design

.

.

try,

5th Virginia Infantry

1;

240,

,

Bars), 230-231, 236-237, 239, 2-'8; sec-

Arkansas Volunteers. 258.
Arkansas c;avalry. 275; 1st
.

try

2d Virginia Infantry

Cherokee Mounted Rifles. 2^4.
Maury s Division. 267. second national
regimental. 256; unidentified. 247. 248
Flags, national first design (Stars and

Alabama

24th Alabama Infantry

1

24

ginia Infantry

248.

,

2''1;
,

Gilmor. Harry

Battalion, 240;

Infantry

1th

261. 32d Alabama Infantry, 273; 3,3d
Alabama Infantry 2^1; 38th Alabama
Infantry

Giles, Valerius:

241; l4th Virginia Cavalry

36th Virginia Infantry

Infantry,

273, 3d Alabama Infantrv. 247;

Alabama

flags.

(Virginia). 252. 8th Vir
.

:

164

114, 121, 124, 147, 157, 166-169;

Gibson, Randall L

.

illiam J
ill

straw, 157, 169, 170; tricorne, 147,

69. 124, 153, 201; 57th, 262; 66th,
^4-''5

58Rig-

revolver.

17th, 109; 18th, 234, 24""; 20th, 242;

Germany swords made in,
G H VC ymans & Company

,

Adams

124. 125. 153, 205; 10th. 128. 167,

2.3d, 79; .38th,

264, 18th Tennessee Infantry 269. 6th
and 15th Texas Infantry 270; King Wil

55

W

88. 131; 3d.

4lst, 268; 43d, 109; 47th, I64; 54th.

.

fantry, 269, l"'th Tcnnes!>ee Infantry

Ist.

\X

Hardin,

Haskell.

militia.

&

revolver. 59; Le Mat revolver. 24.

Hardee

151; 5th. 89. 154. 155; 6th. 14-16; 8th.

Hagood's South Carolina
Brigade, 25"', 1st South Carolina, 240;
6th South Carolina Infantry, 243; 27th
South Carolina Infantry. 257; ist Ten
nessee Infantry 261, ,3d Tennessee In-

Fayctteville

99; .Shoaffs Battalion, 218;

Infantry regiments

arolina

251, Marion South (Carolina

Artillery, 241;

F

weapons

Sumter Light Guards, 132 133,
88. 89

252, 38th North Carolina In
(

.

re-

revolver. 53,

54 55. Palmetto Armory pistol, Model
1842, 54-55. .SpiIIer & Burr revolver.
59; L' S Aston horse pistol. Model 1842,
55, Whitney revolver, 58, 59

83-84, 140.

l49. 162. 251; 7th Cav-

Cicorgia troops

247; 28th North Carolina

,

248, 251, 4''th North

Infantry

1st

in.

"

Gunnison revolver,

56-57; Massachusetts

25,

purchased by. 35. 46
Georgia Armory 43
Georgia Military Institute l49
Georgia Relief and Hospital Association
153

249; 18th Mis

,

Arnold 216. 246
Engineer officers 1 2"

G

in,

l42. I43. state flag of 230;

Rifles

Evans. Nathan

don

ing depots and shops

2-43;

Echols. John: l4«. 1~3
Elzey.

78

258, 272; 16th Mississippi Infantry

.

"Navy

59; Kerr revolver. 56, 57; Leech

41, 43, 45, 58, 69, 76, 286, 291; cloth-

Missouri .Sharpshooters, 266; Forsyth

29. 13''

Gatlin, Richard:

&

58; Griswold

263; 11th Mississippi Infantry. 252; l4th Mississippi Infantry,

fantry

Early. Jubal

volver. 52-53. Colt

Georgia: armories and gunsmiths

.

sissippi Infantry

E

259;

.

Adams & Deane
Army"

British

revolver, 55. 56-5"'. Colt

:

Mississippi Infantry. 269; 9th Missis-

"'th

Handguns

Gano, Richard M l47
Gardner, F J 182
Gardner, Franklin 160
Garland, Samuel, Jr 60, 61

,

249; 22d Louisiana Infantry (Consoli-

A

Dolan. John

G

12th Louisiana Infantry 2^2; 13th Loui
269; l4th Louisiana In

132

Dimitry-, John:

shoulder straps, 94; state secession
cockades, 93

D H 240

Hamilton. Paul: 166

Hammond. Turner &
122, 1^^

Hampton, Wade 130

Bates: 99, 119. 121,

J
Jackets: 88, 91, 115, 116, 118-124, 132-

149

4 7

311

Jackson,

Thomas

("Stonewall"):

J

Louisiana; armories and gunsmiths

9,

61, 62. 158, 16S. 219, 222, 223.

249

Walter H 182
Jenkins. E Courtney; 134
Jenifer,

1

3,

Jennens. Charles;

1

Louisiana troops; 130, 163; Confederate

Guards

27

lery, 81, 92, 116,

122, 155, 171, 1"'5,

263; Crescent Rgt

109
243
Jones, Mrs James Alfred 242
Jones, John 228
Jones. John M 246
Jones,
N 217
Jones.
T 264
J R Sickles 196
J R Thompson 250

Zouave

Jones, Augustus
Jones, David R

1st,

;

idated

271; 26th, 74

).

Kjppesser, Peter 264
Keane, II P 250

J

Euller

1

4;^

M

Keen. Walker & ( ximpany; 49
Keitt. Laurence M
110
Kell. John .Mcintosh 177

& Company

MacBeth, W R
58
McCarthy, Carlton 181 182, 183
McCausland. John ^2
McClellan, H B 245
McCown. John P 260
McDonald. J l40
McElroy & Hunt 181. 195
McEnroe. Patrick H 250
1

Mark 270
134
192. ^th

(

avalry

Rgt 14^. t)rphan Brigade, 14. State
Guards. 90-91
.

Infantry regiments 2d. 229; 3d. 266.
3d .Mounted, 266, 6th, ^1, 268; 8th
Mounted, 10; 9th, l43
1

James A 202
Kincheloe,
James 167
Knives: 26, 78, 79
Kurtz, Cieorge 86
:

W

L

McGehee.

151

()

J

Mcintosh, David

A

271

R.;

Lapham,

M

Lartiguc.

G B

Page; 116, 155. 173

G

McKcndree, George; 1"'3
McKennie & (ompany 66
McLaws, Lafayette 16"'
MacRae, John BurgwTn 154
Magruder, John Bankhead 160, 248
Mahone, Vi illiani 2l4 292. 293
Marchbanks. Burton
46
Markham. Edward 21 S
Marr. John Quincy H"

161

;

Marsh. Edward S

A 176
Joseph K. 94
Lee. Robert E; 9.

Marsh. William

Lee.

;

Lee.

19.

102. 120. 17], 172,

173. 214. 218. 235. 280.

286

Leech Si Rigdon 58. 69. 183
Uinbach. Julius 218. 219. 220
Le Mat. Jean A E 24
Leonard, George () Jr 50
Lester, John
28
Letcher, John 250
Lewis,

Uwis,
Liles,

C C

;

.

1

19,

122, 127, 177

N T 213
;

Lindsay. Roswell S
l-ogan.

Tliomas

M

;

'34

105

Umdon Armoury Company

56.

57

Longstreet, James; 98, 233. 246. 247.
Lorish.

Andrew

J.;

256

1

18

248

9th, 31, 263, 10th, 114; 11th, 252;

39th,

213

;

I

;

state troops

26

:

M

Owen, WiUiam

1

:

16.

117

8lh lnfantr\ Rgt

,

14(1;

,

260;

:

Palmer. Kennedy; 93, 203
Palmetto Armory: 55

Andrew

S

258

;

Payne. John Washington 229

Pcgram. John; 21
Pender. William Dorsey 10"'
Pendleton. Robert N 213
Pendleton. William Nelson; 123, 200
Pettigrew. James: IO4
Phillips. Joseph B
129

9th Battalion

266

(Pindall's) Sharpshooters,

A 205

Pace, Charles

Payne,

Montgomery clothing depot l4l
Moody, Cieorge B 261
Moore, Andrew B 82
Moore, Edw ard A 183

;

Moore, J T 152
Moore, William; 1 34
Morgan, Daniel 162
Mosby, C harles F 225
Mosby,John S, ^7, 120-121
Moses, Franklin J 23"'
Murray, J P 43
Musical instruments 218-229
Muskets D Nippes Model I84O flintlock
contract musket. 28 29; Model 1842
"Palmetto musket. 32-33. Richmond
rifle musket. 26-2"'. 69-caliber musket.
;

"

237

Pickens. Erancis:

George: 2 1
Pleasants. Reuben: 228
Poague. James
167
Pickett.

W

Polk. Leonidas: 91. 168. 232. 261.

Powell, Charles: 46
Pratt.

George

J

161

:

219

Preston. James:

Price. Sterling: 72. 258. 266.

Purves. John

T

;

K)6

:

Manufacturing flintlock musket, altered,

Raleigh clothing depot: 251

32-

Randolph, George \X'ythc
Randolph, Robert 100

N

275

C 203

Pritchard. Marion

R

-^3

270

Posey. Carnot: 95

smoothbore versus rifle.
27; L S Model 1822 musket. 28-29. I S
Model 1842 musket. 28-29. 33; Virginia

302

Rains, Gabriel:

1(>5

Redwood, Allen C 13^, 152
Redwood, Henry; 37, 1 52
Reid, Samuel J 257
Reynolds, Frank D 2l4
Revnolds,
H 209
Richardson, J B
16
:

Amos

Nagle.

201

Nashville Plow
Nations.
Na\-y

1

Works

69. 172

:

Ruben 196

flags of.

:

2^8-2^9. marines. 20^; uni1"'6 1^""

1

;

:

1

N CIrown & C'ompany 198

Richardson, Samuel: 147

C; F J
200
James C;ooper: 218
North. Simeon; 46
North C arolina: armories and gunsmiths

Richmond Armory: 24, 38, 39. 45
Richmond Arsenal; 180. 182
Richmond clothing depot: 134 139,

Netherland.

,

.

7|

EMI

T

Maryland secessionist flag of. 230
M.ir> land troops 2d C avalry Rgt
101,
Johnson's Brigade 245; Mary land Guard
Battalion, 88; 1st Infantry Rgt 6-, 234
Massachusetts Arms Company; 46. 55
Maury Dabncy H 267, 275
Maur> R
154
Maynard. Edward 22
Maynard tape primer percussion system;
31. 38
Medical Corps facings and cuffs of. 127
Merchant's Cotton Mill 134-135
M II Richmond & Sons 197
Mickey. Samuel 221
Miles. William Porcher 231
Militia companies; 10 12, 29 See also
,

.

W

66

B

Overcoats: 150-151
Overton, Waller: 193

P

Infantry regiments: 6th, 259; 7th, 269;

forms and edged weapons of

Marschall. Nicola 82. 231

Lathbury. Mary; 225

171,

27. 28-29, 33.

1"'0

1

Lankford,

,

Brigade, 264

3d, 275, ^th, 166,

Lyman, T H 263
Lyman, Theodore 16-17
Lyon,

46

Gaston: 122, 172

Ott, William

18th Cavalry Battalion, 170; Walthall's

12th,

1,

Love, Lucian 65

K

by, 35,

Missouri troops 4th Infantni Rgt

Infantry regiments

weapons

l40; state flag of, 230;

purchased

de

l4th, 258, 272; 16th, 243; l^th, 249;

24

235; 8th, 141; 12th, 196, 2^2, 13th,
269; l4th, 24"'; 15th, 249; 22d (Consol

:

in,

G

Otey.

Mississippi troops; 1st Cavalry Rgt

93. 24"';

158

;

Kentucky troops cavain

pots

Battalion, 10. 11

Infantry battalions

o
177

176,

;

Mississippi; armories in, 286; clothing

Louisiana Brigade. 80. Orleans Guard
Battalion. 92; Tiger Brigade.

D

Minor, Robert

161. DcSoto Rifles, 230;

Rifles.

209

Nuckolls. Nathaniel;

John S R 203
Minie, Claude A 21

129. 132, 201. 274;

,

145; 58th. 139

5.3d.

142

140, 273; Beauregard Cadets, 259;

Crescent

Kibbler,

Artil-

Clack's Confederate Response Battalion,

:

(Company

Milledgeville Manufacturing

214, 262, 263, 265; Austin's Battalion,

1

Kent. Paine

Washington

Artillery, 71;

Johnston, John H
31
Johnston, Joseph E 98. 231. 232. 233.
242. 269, 270, 277

Kelton.

4l,

Miller,

62

Jobson. J T 215
Johnson. Bradley 244, 245
Johnson. John R 66, 6'^
Johnston, J Arthur 214

W
W

in,

35; state flag of,

in,

230

:

Jenkins. Micah:

45, 70-72; arsenals

;

Nisbet.

in.

39, 43. 69.

""6.

arsenals

ing shops and depots

in.

in.

24. cloth

144; state flag

of 2.30
North Carolina troops 111; FayetteviUe

152,

153, 156, 162, 163, 232, 234, 238. 245.

248. 251, 252, 254, 256
Rifles

Austrian Loreiu

Billiarz, Hall

cS;

rifle

musket,

.36-37;

C'ompany carbine

(breechloader), 48-49; Bilharz. Hall

C;ompany carbine

&

246; 4th, 66, 118, 242; 6th. 190; 7th,

muzzleloader 4445; British Whirivorth rifle. 50-51; Colt
repeating percussion carbine. Model
1855. 46-47; Cook & Brother muske
toon, 40-41; Cook & Brother rifle. 4041; Cook carbine. 44-45; Davis & Boze-

112; 8th, 235; l4th, 247; 2,3d, 151;

man

24th, 46, 161; 26th, I4, 218. 219, 220.

36 3^. 40, 4l, 206; 1853 Enfield rifle
musket. .36-37, 45; Eayetteville rifle, 3839; Georgia Armory rifle. 42-43; Green-

Light Artillery. I84; Starr s Battery. 154;

2d C avalry Rgt 217; Edgecombe
Guards. "'8; Forsyth Rifles. 24 1; Gran
.

ville Rifles.

81

Infantry regiments;

1st.

203. 246;

221; 32d, 227; 35th, 171; .38th. 248.
251; 44th, 233. 235; 47th. 208. 251;

.3d.

rifle.

(

42-43; Enfield

).

rifle.

20. 23.

312

wood & Gray

P Murray

!

42

rifle,

&

\Xalker

(Company carbine, 48

Kentucky
target

(altered), .32-3.3;

rifle

50-5

rifle,

1

Snipers:

Socks: 1-5

42-43; Morse carbine. 48-49. 193; Richmond carbine, 44'45; Richmond rifle

musket, 38-39; Richmond Sharps carbine, 48-49; Robbins & Lawrence iModel
bine, 23, 48, 192; .Sharps

Mississippi'

rifle,

)

,

,

.-Vrtillen,

S

Model 1859

Legion,

49,

musket. 3

rifle

*

35

Roy. John

Ro\

al.

""I

John

Blair

Ro\all. Robert

1

Rust.

Hampton

Brigade, 85;

Trousers; 100, 106,

160, 1-0,

1st,

13I; 5th, 12, 6th, 136, 243;

deorge 240
253
J
John 95

S8.

I

44.

1

M

45

1

24~

noncommissioned

Sa.shes

officers, 104-105,

1

128.

I

219

Scantlon, David:

N

Sclmmpert, B

1

otticer's.

(•

I

Scott,

(,

188

C.

Scott. Winfield

Robinson (;ompan\
Sedgwick, John 51
Seldon, John 166
S

C

Selph, Colin iMcRae

48

232, 242

Sharps Rifle Manufacturing Companv: 23,
34
Shelby Iron VCorks: 25

Shenandoah (sloop
2-8
Shcppard,

Sherman.

W L
W T

Shirts: 9.3.

war) storm

flag of.

hristopher Miner: 25
Burr 58
Spotswood. E A 18Springtield Armory 35
Spurs 1-2 1-3
Staunton clothing depot 232. 256. 257

Spencer,

(

&

M

S

Isaacs,

Campbell
I

I.

H 280

Tait,

Peter

19,

1

Thomas
A

139
R

M

Von Borcke, Johann August Heinrich

cation, 100, 129, 153, 160, 162, 170,

butternut color, II4, 163; cadet, I48;

coats; Shirts; Trousers; Tunics; Vests

V
Vests: 101, 106, 112, 113. 116. 128.

I'aylor.

Richard: 80, 140

flag of.

Thomas; I4I

56

20-25; loading a

23 See also Handguns; Muskets;
Shotguns

22-

Rifles;

H T 268
:

Walton, James B 92
Warner, W H 206
Washington Ordnance Museum: 280
:

:

Waters, John O 248
Weaver, Richard A.; 87
;

Webb. Joseph B 212
Webre. L A 74
Weems. J D 247

23armories and gunsmiths
E

l49

:

in,

33,

in.

12.

1

134;

in.

48. 158; state

weapons purchased

230;

by. 54.

;

Wcisigcr, David

WeUbom,

155
196
160
204
A.;

Oliver;

West, John
West, John

A A

H

;

;

Western clothing depots: I4O-I4I
West Point: 12
Wheat, John Thomas; 92
Whiting, William: 246, 252
Whitney,

35

Eli:

Whittier, Charles: 5

279

Whitworth,

Virginia (ironclad): ensign
Virginia j'Vlanufactory: 33

Whitworth

Virginia .Military Institute; 12, I48, 158

Wilcox, C;admus M 248
William Brands & Company: 198
William Glaze & Company 33
William J McElroy & Company: 69
William Rose & Sons; 65
Williamson, Amzi L; 145
WiUiford, James H.: 167
Winder. Charles: 123
Wise, John S 12, 148
Wise, O Jennings: 159, 213
Wolselcy, Garnet: 9, 10
217
Woodfin, John
Woodward, EUjah C 143

290

69, 76.

Tennessee troops 101; 6th

(

Virginia troops

avalry

Battalion. 159; ^th Cavalrv' Rgt

169;

,

1st,

261; 3d, 269,

227

W

1

of,

108, Bedford Light Artil-

22; Charlottesville Artillery, 66;
.Star

Artillery

,

Baltery, 158, King William

252; Parker's Battery

,

134;

Pegram's Artillery Battalion, 209; Richmond Howitzers, 135, 138, 152, 157,
163, 203, 208, 214, 228, 284, 287, 299;

H

1st Artillery,

40;

in,

230

state flag of,

Rifles,

lery,

Eighth

32

militia.

Texas troops:
rifle,

W

Wallace, Captain: 164

Tennessee: armories and gunsmiths m, 58,

168
Texai: armories and gunsmiths

112, 119,

Walker,

Taylor, Walter: 19

44th,

207

H

military schools

Taylor,

Tennison,

& Company

w

:

Van Dom, Earl 231, 232, 242, 260, 261
Van Schwartz. Captain: 279
Varni. John: 250

152. clothing manufacturers

G 94

Heros: 74-75

Uniforms; 80-85; branch-of-scrvice identifi-

33; clothing dt-pots in, 83-84, 134-139.

127

:

250; 37th, 6^; 42d, 253; 46th,

151; 55th, 210; 59th, 301; 60th. 234,

38, 39, 45, 49, 66, 67, 286; arsenals in,

269; 23d, 228, 25th, 235; 28th. 234;

121, 122, 12-. 206.

Small arms:

William

29, 250; .30th, 165; 32d, 118, 3.3d, 227;

248

Virginia:

Taft,

105

Shotguns: sawcd-off shotgun, 44-45

I48

u

109

4th, l42; 1.3th, 168; l-'th, 264; 18th,

Shoes: l4, 174-175

17th, 10, 87, 187; 18th, 205; 21st, 134,

234, 235; 22d, 159; 27th, 12, 13; 28th,

and commutation system, 82 84, 132;
gray color. 10. 86. materials used for,
84-85, 106; and militia, 81, 86, 90; Regular Army design, 82 .See also C^oaLs;
Frock coats. Headgear; Jackets; Over-

George T 205
M A 277
Stuart, James Ewcll Brown CJeb"): 24, 57,
-4 -5, 88, 120, 1-2, 20- 245
Swords, sabers, and scabbards 60-7-, 1-8
1^9, as weapon and symbol of rank, 61
Symington, Vt Stuart 217

Infantry regiments:

l47. 154, 155

203, 2l4; 8th, 243; 10th, 202; 11th, 61,
213; 12th, 254-255; 1.3th, 115, 203;

1

229

:

:

of

235; 5th, 86, 219, 249; 6th, 225; 7th,

159, 213; 49th, 16^, 52d, 13; 5.3d, 66,

Taliaferro,

1"

Scmmes, Raphael

89, 204,

.36th,

Talcott,

3

1

1st, 8,

Tutw iler, Edward 48
Tyler Ordnance Works; 40, 4

T

:

112, 113, 115-

49, 152, 153

Vincent,

Schuylkill Arsenal:

Infantry regiments;

222, 223; 2d, 240, 241; 4th, 26, 159,

2-th. 257; 28th. 154

31

George L 20
83

Schuyler,

212

Turner, Alfred: 145

Stovall,

Sands, Robert

Light Infantry Blues, 81;

Tunstall, Richard:

Stovall,

Sack coats

Richmond

10th. 25, 19th, 143; 20th, 110; 24th,

Storey, Joseph

s

173;

64, 108. 150, 169; 25th, 202, 26th, 257,

.:

Andrew

18th Cavalry

Stonewall Brigade, 18, 165, 219, 249;
Home Guard, 200; Lynchburg Home
Guard, 61, militia, 33, 86, 89; .3d Militia,

Tucker, William Edward; l44
Tunics 82, 98, 99, 100, 224

Stcuart.

163

lOZ

Rgt., 129;

161; Cutshaw's Battalion, 166;

Jones' Brigade, 246; Laurel Brigade, 95;
Mosby's Partisan Rangers, 65, 77, 120,

117, 119, 125, 128, 129. 131, 145-147,

militia, 33,

George H 246
Stevens. John V(
10
Stewart. George \X
256
Stiles. Robert 284, 287

35

Ruskell.
Rus.sell.

.

14th Cavalry
Rgt.,

:

1

.3d,

Spiller

I

McGowan's

30,

1

Infantry regiments:

") rifle,

,30-31, 39;

WTiitney Enfield

Light Artillery

Thomas, Griswold & Company: 70,
71, 72, 183
Thomas, Hugh: 186
Thompson, Edward Porter; 71
Thompson, W S 178
Tillman, James A 169
Todd, William B 53
Torpedoes and mines: 302-303
Tredegar Iron Works: 286, 290, 291
Trelon, Weldon & Weill: 99
Trimble, Isaac: 19, 62

92

240,

30-31, 35, 43;

Rigdon Charles II 25
Riggins. Thomas: 32
Robson, John
3
Rodes, Robert 183

1st

Palmetto Sharpsh(K)ters, 233;

I

(

212. 294;

.

166, Hagood's Brigade, 25",

Model 1855 "Harpers Ferry
U S Model 1855 rifle musket.
.30-31; U S Model 1855 61 rifle. 39;
I

237

12, 13, state flag of, 2.30.

1833 Hall carbine, 46-47; U S Model
(-

in,

South Carolina troops: Hart's Batten 162,
.Marion ,\rtillen, 241; Palmetto Light

34-35; 1861 Springfield rifle, 22,
36; Tyler Texas rifle, 40-4 1 I S Model

1841

and gunsmiths

33, 49, 55, 286; military schools

in,

rifle,

;

by, 50-51

,South Carolina: armories

34 35; Sharps car-

rifle,

209, 242

:

weapons used

-19;

47; Mendenhall, Jones

1841 contract

D

Smith, William: 254

Leonard

Maynard carbine, 46
& dardner rifle,

;

W

Smith,

Hall carbines. 22-23, 40, 46-»^; Keen,

1

165, 166; 1st Battalion

Artillery, 162; 13th Artillery,

122,

172; 18th Artillery Battalion, 201; 1st

47, 215; 2d

113, 14^;

Ught

.3d

Mounted

Cavalry Rgt

,

l47;

8th C^avalry (Terry's Texas Rangers),
168; 30th C:avalry Rgt

Smith, Cole: 263
Smith, Daniel; 12

gade, 150

Smith. John Donnell: 122

85; 6th and 15th,

Infantry regiments;

270

,

I46; Hood's Bri

1st,

14, 130; 2d,

Cavalry Rgt

,

54, 167; 4th Cavalry Rgt

Cavalry (Sussex Light

II, 100, 213; 5th

210; 7th Cav150; 8th Cavalry Rgt (Smith

Dragoons),
alry Rgt

,

10, 135, 170,

Dragoons), 241; 9th Cavain- Rgt., 53;
12th Cavalry Rgt 88; 1 4th Cavalry Battalion (Princess Anne Cavalry), 240;
,

Sir

Joseph: 293

Company: 51

Rifle

:

:

W

:

:

Worsham, John H 234
W right, William A 210
;

:

z
Zchring, John

C

:

142

T

I

Saioo

Vk<-

»«.'

Q 999
....

